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Abstract
In the decade of big data, data are continuously generated in different forms such
as transactions, sequences, and graphs. Representing (or embedding) such complex
data as vectors, in a way capturing the hidden structures, semantics, and inter-
dependencies, is crucial for effective analysis of the data.
This thesis aims to propose effective and scalable methods for learning meaningful
and discriminative representations for transactions, sequences, and graphs.
Our general solution is to leverage meaningful patterns to capture the high-order
relations in data, and then learn embeddings based on both atoms and patterns. More
specifically, we propose two unsupervised models to learn embeddings for transactions
via frequent itemsets. Our idea stems from the observation that frequent itemsets
are useful for constructing transaction features since they can capture not only the
associations among individual items but also the relationships among transactions.
Extending our work, we propose two unsupervised models to learn representations for
sequential data. Different from transaction data, sequential data naturally encode the
sequential information. Our proposed models capture this information via sequential
patterns, and they enforce a gap constraint among symbols in sequences to generate
meaningful and discriminative patterns.
In addition to unstructured data (i.e., transactions and sequences), we also research
structured data. We propose an unsupervised model to learn effective embeddings for
graphs. The key success of our model relies on the elegant combination of a recent
neural document embedding model and frequent subgraphs.
Through comprehensive experiments, our proposed models result in superior embed-
dings compared with existing state-of-the-art baselines, where they show significant
xvii
improvements in different machine learning tasks such as classification, clustering,
and visualization.
Departing from embedding learning models, we also develop algorithms for mining
patterns from large datasets. Compared with existing algorithms for pattern discovery,
our algorithms are much more efficient in terms of computational cost, where they are
10 times faster than the best competition while they produce high-quality patterns.
We demonstrate the practical benefits of our algorithms in the healthcare domain.
To the best of our knowledge, this thesis is the first study which combines two impor-
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“The aim of art is to represent not the outward appearance of things,
but their inward significance.”
Aristotle
We are living in the age of digital data, where data are everywhere from large-scale
enterprise systems such as supermarkets and banking systems to personal social
networks such as Facebook and Twitter. In the past, data were simple and small,
and could be easily handled without much effort. However, data nowadays are much
more complex in terms of volume and characteristics. For example, every 60 seconds,
1,820 TB of data are created (McKean, 2014) from different sources and in different
formats such as transaction data from supermarket and banking/finance systems,
sequential data from instant messages and status updates, graph data from social
networks, bio- and chemo-informatics.
The deluge of data makes it impossible to analyze manually. Instead, it is necessary
to utilize automated techniques for analysis such as machine learning methods, for
example, support vector machine (SVM) (Chang and Lin, 2011) and k-means (Lloyd,
1982). While machine learning methods typically require inputs as fixed-length
feature vectors, many data objects such as word, document, node, and graph do
not have such feature vectors by default. Consequently, the application of machine
learning methods to such data objects is a challenging problem.
Recently, representation learning methods (aka embedding methods) have emerged as
new promising solutions to learn feature vectors (or embedding vectors) for such data
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objects. In particular, representation learning has become a hot trend since 2013
when Mikolov introduced Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) to learn embedding vectors
for words in text. In recent years, embedding methods have been developed to learn
low-dimensional continuous embedding vectors for nodes in networks (Grover and
Leskovec, 2016), symptoms in healthcare (Nguyen et al., 2018b), values in categorical
data (Yoshida et al., 2017), and documents in text (Le and Mikolov, 2014; Chen,
2017).
Although existing embedding methods can learn useful embedding vectors for data
objects, which show significant improvements over non-embedding methods in several
applications such as document and node classification (Grover and Leskovec, 2016;
Le and Mikolov, 2014; Chen, 2017), they still suffer from two important limitations.
First, most of them have learned embedding vectors based on atoms in data such as
words or nodes; as a result, they are unable to capture the high-order relations in
data, e.g., the relations among words (i.e., phrases) or the relations among nodes
(i.e., subgraphs). Second, most of them have only focused on the text domain, where
they learned embedding vectors for words and documents; meanwhile, embedding
methods for other data objects such as transaction, sequence, and graph have not
been extensively studied.
To this end, this thesis proposes effective methods for learning representations for
non-trivial data objects such as transactions, sequences, and graphs. Our general
solution is to leverage interesting and meaningful patterns which can capture the high-
order relationships in complex data, and then learn embedding vectors based on both
atoms and patterns. Our learned embedding vectors are meaningful, discriminative,
and useful in various machine learning tasks, for example, classification, clustering,
and visualization.
1.1 Aims and Approaches
In this thesis, we aim to improve the quality of embedding methods in complex data.
In particular, our three main objectives are:
• To develop effective models to learn representations for transaction data. We
first encode each transaction into two different sets: a set of singleton items and
a set of frequent itemsets (FIs) (Fournier-Viger et al., 2017b). We then propose
two unsupervised models to learn transaction embeddings: one learns embed-
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dings from these two sets separately, and then takes the average (individual-
training model), and another learns embeddings from these two sets simultane-
ously (joint-training model).
• To develop effective models to learn representations for sequential data. Since
sequential patterns (SPs) (Fradkin and Mörchen, 2015) can capture the temporal
orders among singleton symbols, we first propose an unsupervised model which
learns sequence embeddings based on SPs. Our model is an extension of the
PV-DBOW model for learning document embeddings (Le and Mikolov, 2014),
where each sequence is treated as a document and SPs are treated as words.
To generate meaningful and discriminative SPs, we consider the context of each
symbol in the sequences. More precisely, we enforce a 4-gap constraint among
symbols in the sense that the distance between two consecutive symbols must
be within a window size 4. We then further propose two unsupervised models
to learn sequence embeddings based on both symbols and SPs.
• To develop effective models to learn representations for graph data. Existing
methods for learning graph embeddings either ignore the structural information
of a graph or only capture the local information of nodes. They also cannot use
the available information of edge labels. We propose an unsupervised model to
learn graph embeddings based on frequent subgraphs (FSGs) (Yan and Han,
2002). Our model can capture both the semantic of an individual graph and
the relationships among graphs, and leverage available edge labels during the
learning process. It has three important steps: (1) extracting FSGs from the
graph dataset; (2) associating each graph with a set of FSGs; and (3) learning
the embedding vector for each graph following the PV-DBOW model (Le and
Mikolov, 2014).
Departing from embedding models, we also aim to develop efficient algorithms for
mining complex patterns in large-scale datasets. In particular, our two subsidiary
objectives are:
• To develop an efficient algorithm for temporal association rule mining (TARM).
Existing methods for TARM (Nam et al., 2009; Concaro et al., 2011; Nguyen
et al., 2015a) often consist of two phases: (1) mining FIs and (2) generating
temporal association rules (TARs) from discovered FIs. We first construct a
lattice structure to discover FIs and encode the paternity relationships among
them. We then develop an algorithm to traverse the lattice and generate TARs,
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where we propose two theorems which help to prune invalid candidate rules
quickly, thus reducing the number of candidate rules in the search space.
• To develop an efficient algorithm for contrast set mining (CSM). We first adapt
the tree structure proposed in class association rule mining (CARM) (Nguyen
et al., 2015b, 2016c) to search for contrast sets (CSs) (Bay and Pazzani, 2001).
Each node in the tree contains a contrast set with its metadata to easily and
quickly compute its support in each group. We then introduce two theorems and
one proposition to prune the search space and retain only non-redundant CSs.
Finally, we employ the Benjamini and Hochberg’s (BH) method (Benjamini
and Hochberg, 1995) to control the false positives for multiple testing.
1.2 Significance and Contributions
The significance of this thesis is three-fold: (1) our proposed embedding models
provide meaningful representations for transactions, sequences, and graphs, which
result in better classification and clustering performance; (2) our proposed mining
algorithms offer an efficient solution for data mining practitioners to discover insightful
patterns from large-scale data; and (3) our proposed methods can be applied to a wide
range of real-world problems including healthcare analysis, business marketing, text
mining, action recognition, and bioinformatics. Specifically, our main contributions
are:
• An efficient and robust algorithm for TARM (named LTARM ). Compared
with existing algorithms, our proposed algorithm significantly boosts the mining
time, where it achieves a speed which is 5-8 times faster than the baselines.
We also use TARs to discover the toxicity progression of cancer treatments.
Different from the temporal comorbidity analysis method (Hanauer and Ra-
makrishnan, 2013), our proposed method not only captures the temporal
relations between a cancer treatment and toxicities but also uncovers the
co-occurrence of toxicities.
• An efficient and robust algorithm for CSM (named CS-Miner). Compared
with three state-of-the-art algorithms for CSM, namely STUCCO (Bay and
Pazzani, 2001), CIGAR (Hilderman and Peckham, 2007), and DIFF (Liu
et al., 2014), our CS-Miner significantly reduces the mining time while it can
produce high-quality CSs. We also introduce a novel application in healthcare
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by applying CS-Miner to the electronic medical records (EMRs) of 399,107
patients to analyze their length of stay (LOS) in the emergency department
(ED). We show that CS-Miner can provide comprehensive information on
LOS for different patient populations.
• Two effective unsupervised models (Trans2Vec-IND and Trans2Vec-JOI )
for learning transaction embeddings. Since our models learn transaction embed-
dings from information of both singleton items and FIs, the embeddings learned
are meaningful and discriminative. Our models achieve considerable improve-
ments on several benchmark datasets in transaction classification, where they
outperform pattern-based baselines by 7-23%. To the best of our knowledge,
our models are the first attempt to learn low-dimensional continuous vectors
for transactions.
• Two effective unsupervised models (Sqn2Vec-SEP and Sqn2Vec-SIM ) for
learning sequence embeddings. We first explain why current embedding methods
do not work well on sequential data in bioinformatics or navigation systems. We
then propose two models for learning sequence embeddings based on singleton
symbols and SPs satisfying a gap constraint. We demonstrate the accuracy of
our models in sequence classification, where they are significantly better than
state-of-the-art unsupervised baselines and highly competitive with state-of-
the-art supervised baselines. We also demonstrate the superior performance of
our models in sequence clustering and visualization.
• An effective unsupervised model (GE-FSG) for learning graph embeddings.
Our model offers three key advantages: (1) it not only captures the underly-
ing semantics within an individual graph but also captures the relationships
among graphs; (2) it fully leverages available edge labels during the learning
process; and (3) it learns graph representations in a fully unsupervised fashion.
Compared with graph kernel-based methods, unsupervised graph embedding
methods, supervised graph embedding methods, and graph pattern-based meth-
ods, our GE-FSG achieves remarkable improvements on most datasets in both
tasks: graph classification and clustering, where it achieves a 19-24% gain over
the closest competition.
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1.3 Structure of the Thesis
This thesis consists of eight chapters with supplementary sections in the Appendix.
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter 2: reviews the literature and background relevant to this thesis. This chapter
contains two sections. The first section reviews important topics in pattern discovery
including frequent itemset mining (FIM), association rule mining (ARM), sequential
pattern mining (SPM), and frequent subgraph mining (FSM). The second section
focuses on representation learning, where it presents two well-known models for
learning word and document embeddings, namely Word2Vec and Doc2Vec, which
form the basic framework of our proposed models.
Chapter 3: presents our first contribution to pattern discovery, namely an efficient
algorithm for TARM. We first introduce the temporal transaction dataset used in our
research and describe the problem statement. We then detail our proposed algorithm,
named LTARM, which stands for Lattice-based Temporal Association Rule Mining.
Finally, we end this chapter with a comprehensive experiment to qualitatively and
quantitatively evaluate the performance of LTARM.
Chapter 4: presents our second contribution to pattern discovery, namely an efficient
algorithm for CSM. We first provide the preliminary concepts of CSM and discuss
three types of redundant CSs. We then introduce our proposed algorithm, named CS-
Miner, which stands for Contrast Set Miner. We then conduct extensive experiments
on six benchmark datasets to validate our proposed algorithm, comparing three
state-of-the-art baselines. Finally, we conclude this chapter with an application of
CS-Miner in the healthcare domain.
Chapter 5: introduces our first contribution to representation learning in complex
data. More specifically, it proposes a novel method, named Trans2Vec, for learning
transaction embeddings. We first define the problem statement. We then describe the
detail of two models in Trans2Vec, which learn embedding vectors for transactions
based on information of both singleton items and FIs. Finally, we conduct experiments
on real-world transaction datasets to demonstrate the superior performance of our
proposed method in transaction classification.
Chapter 6: introduces our second contribution to representation learning in complex
data, particularly a novel method, named Sqn2Vec, for learning sequence embed-
dings. We first formalize the problem of sequence representation learning. We then
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propose two models in Sqn2Vec (Sqn2Vec-SEP and Sqn2Vec-SIM), which learn
embedding vectors for sequences based on singleton symbols and SPs with a gap con-
straint. Finally, we conduct extensive experiments on 10 standard sequence datasets
to demonstrate our method’s capacity of learning sequence embeddings which result
in superior supervised classification and unsupervised clustering performance.
Chapter 7: introduces our third contribution to representation learning in complex
data, an effective method named GE-FSG for learning graph embeddings. Similar
to Chapters 5 and 6, we first provide the problem statement of learning graph
embeddings. We then explain the motivation behind using FSGs for graph embedding,
followed by the details of three steps in our proposed framework for graph embedding.
Finally, we conduct extensive experiments on 11 real-world graph datasets from three
application domains: bioinformatics, chemoinformatics, and social networks, where
our GE-FSG shows significant improvements over state-of-the-art baselines.
Chapter 8: summarizes the main content of this thesis and outlines directions for
future work.





























Figure 1.1: Thesis structure.
Chapter 2
Related Background
“If I have seen further, it is by standing on the shoulders of giants.”
Sir Issac Newton
The problems addressed in this thesis are at the intersection of pattern discovery and
representation learning. Thus, this chapter reviews the literature and background
related to these two areas. It consists of two main sections. The first section discusses
important and popular topics in pattern discovery while the second section focuses
on well-known methods for representation learning.
2.1 Pattern Discovery
In this section, we briefly introduce four important topics in pattern discovery, namely
frequent itemset mining (FIM), association rule mining (ARM), sequential pattern
mining (SPM), and frequent subgraph mining (FSM). For each topic, we first describe
its goal and applications. We then provide preliminary definitions and the problem
statement. Finally, we review representative algorithms along with their properties
and limitations.
2.1.1 Frequent Itemset Mining
Mining frequent itemsets (FIs) is one of the most intensively investigated topics in
pattern discovery. The traditional goal of FIM is the discovery of sets of items (or
itemsets) which appear frequently in transactions made by supermarket customers
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(Agrawal and Srikant, 1994). For example, when analyzing a database of supermarket
transactions, one may find many customers buy “bread” with “cheese”. Discovering
the co-occurrences of items is very useful to understand customer’s behaviors, which
can help a retail store manager in designing marketing strategies, e.g., how to co-
promote or co-locate products. Over the last two decades, FIM has been applied
to a wide range of real-world applications such as market basket analysis (Agrawal
and Srikant, 1994), biological pattern discovery (Naulaerts et al., 2015), production
recommendation (Lin et al., 2002), computer vision (Li et al., 2017), and software
bug detection (Czibula et al., 2014).
2.1.1.1 Definitions and problem statement
We follow (Fournier-Viger et al., 2017b) to formally define the problem of FIM.
Let I = {i1, i2, ..., iM} be a set of items, which may denote products sold in a
supermarket, web pages at a website, symptoms of cancer patients, and so on. A
set X ⊆ I is called an itemset. A transaction dataset D = {T1, T2, ..., TN} is a set of
transactions where each transaction Ti is a set of distinct items, i.e., Ti ⊆ I.
Definition 2.1 (Itemset support). The support of an itemset X is defined as
sup(X) = |{Ti∈D|X⊆Ti}||D| , i.e., the fraction of transactions in D, which contain X.
Definition 2.2 (Frequent itemset). Given a minimum support threshold δ ∈ [0, 1],
an itemset X is called a frequent itemset if sup(X) ≥ δ.
Example 2.1. Consider an example transaction dataset with five transactions, as
shown in Figure 2.1(a). Let δ = 0.6. The itemset {b, c} (or bc for short) is contained
in three transactions T1, T2, and T4; thus, its support is sup(bc) = 3/5 = 0.6. We say
that bc is a frequent itemset since sup(bc) ≥ δ. With δ = 0.6, there are in total six
FIs discovered from the dataset, as shown in Figure 2.1(b).
Problem statement: Given a transaction dataset D, a minimum support threshold
δ ∈ [0, 1], the goal of FIM is to find a set of FIs from D, F = {X ⊆ I | sup(X) ≥ δ}.
2.1.1.2 Common algorithms
To discover all FIs from the dataset, the naive approach is to generate all possible
itemsets, compute their supports, and output only those satisfying the minimum
support threshold δ. This approach is very inefficient since one has to generate 2|I|−1
possible itemsets, which is a huge number. Consequently, numerous algorithms have
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Trans Items 
𝑇1 {a, b, c} 
𝑇2 {b, c, d} 
𝑇3 {a, d} 
𝑇4 {b, c, d, e} 
𝑇5 {a, c, d} 
 
FI Items 𝛿 
𝑋1 {a} 0.6 
𝑋2 {b} 0.6 
𝑋3 {c} 0.8 
𝑋4 {d} 0.8 
𝑋5 {b, c} 0.6 
𝑋6 {c, d} 0.6 
 
Trans Items FIs 
𝑇1 {a, b, c} {𝑋1, 𝑋2, 𝑋3, 𝑋5} 
𝑇2 {b, c, d} {𝑋2, 𝑋3, 𝑋4, 𝑋5, 𝑋6} 
𝑇3 {a, d} {𝑋1, 𝑋4} 
𝑇4 {b, c, d, e} {𝑋2, 𝑋3, 𝑋4, 𝑋5, 𝑋6} 





𝑇1 {a, b, c} 
𝑇2 {b, c, d} 
𝑇3 {a, d} 
𝑇4 {b, c, d, e} 
𝑇5 {a, c, d} 
 
FI Items sup 
𝑋1 {a} 0.6 
𝑋2 {b} 0.6 
𝑋3 {c} 0.8 
𝑋4 {d} 0.8 
𝑋5 {b, c} 0.6 
𝑋6 {c, d} 0.6 
 
Trans Items FIs 
𝑇1 {a, b, c} {𝑋1, 𝑋2, 𝑋3, 𝑋5} 
𝑇2 {b, c, d} {𝑋2, 𝑋3, 𝑋4, 𝑋5, 𝑋6} 
𝑇3 {a, d} {𝑋1, 𝑋4} 
𝑇4 {b, c, d, e} {𝑋2, 𝑋3, 𝑋4, 𝑋5, 𝑋6} 




Figure 2.1: A transaction dataset with five transactions (a) and six FIs discovered
from the dataset, with δ = 0.6 (b).
been proposed to reduce the search space, thus speeding up the mining time. Three
of the most well-known algorithms are Apriori (Agrawal and Srikant, 1994), Eclat
(Zaki and Gouda, 2003), and FPGrowth (Han et al., 2004).
Apriori algorithm (Agrawal and Srikant, 1994). Apriori was the first algorithm
proposed for mining FIs. It employs a breath-first (aka level-wise) search to explore
the itemset search space. More specifically, it generates 2-itemsets by combining
pairs of 1-itemsets, generates 3-itemsets by combining pairs of 2-itemsets, and so on.
To reduce the search space, it uses the Apriori property, that is, given two itemsets X
and Y , if X ⊆ Y , then sup(X) ≥ sup(Y ). In other words, it prunes all supersets of
any infrequent candidate since no superset of an infrequent itemset can be frequent.
The pseudo code of Apriori is shown in Algorithm 1.
Although Apriori can reduce the number of candidates in the search space by using
the Apriori property (line 8), it has two significant disadvantages. First, it has to scan
the dataset multiple times to compute the supports of candidates (line 7). Second, it
generates candidates without considering the dataset; thus, it may generate many
patterns which do not even appear in the dataset (line 6).
Eclat algorithm (Zaki and Gouda, 2003). Eclat was proposed with the goal of
improving the support computation. It leverages the sets of transaction IDs to directly
compute supports. The basic idea is that each itemset X is associated with a set of
transactions which contain X, denoted by tidset(X) and the support of a candidate
itemset can be calculated by intersecting the tidsets of its immediate subsets. Given
tidset(X) and tidset(Y ) of any two itemsets X and Y , the support of the candidate
Z = X ∪ Y is computed by sup(Z) = |tidset(Z)| = |tidset(X) ∩ tidset(Y )|. By
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Input: D = {T1, T2, ..., TN}: a transaction dataset, δ: a minimum support
threshold
Output: F : the set of FIs found in D
1 begin
2 k = 1;
3 scan D to compute the supports of singleton items in D;
4 F1 = {i ∈ I | sup(i) ≥ δ};
5 while Fk 6= ∅ do
6 Ck+1 = CANDIDATE-GEN(Fk);
7 scan D to compute the support of each itemset X ∈ Ck+1;
8 Fk+1 = {X ∈ Ck+1 | sup(X) ≥ δ};




Algorithm 1: Apriori algorithm.
doing this, Eclat avoids scanning the dataset multiple times. The pseudo code of
Eclat is shown in Algorithm 2.
Eclat is generally much faster than Apriori since it does not perform multiple dataset
scans. However, it still has a drawback, that is, it also generates candidates without
considering the dataset (line 11); thus, it may spend a lot of time generating and
verifying candidate itemsets which do not exist in the dataset.
FPGrowth algorithm (Han et al., 2004). To address the limitations of Apriori
and Eclat, FPGrowth was proposed with the principle of pattern-growth. Firstly, it
scans the dataset once to build a prefix-based FP-tree. The tree initially contains a
null root node. For each transaction T ∈ D, it inserts an itemset X = T as a path
into the FP-tree, where each node in the path is an item i ∈ X, and increases the
count of all nodes along the path which represents X. If X shares a prefix with
previously inserted transactions, then X follows the same path until the common
prefix. For the remaining items in X, the new nodes are created under the common
prefix, with counts initialized to 1. The FP-tree is constructed when all transactions
are inserted. Secondly, it traverses the tree to discover all FIs. During the mining
process, it uses projected FP-trees to reduce the size of a FP-tree. The pseudo code
of FPGrowth is shown in Algorithm 3.
In addition to Apriori, Eclat, and FPGrowth algorithms, numerous algorithms have
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Input: D = {T1, T2, ..., TN}: a transaction dataset, δ: a minimum support
threshold
Output: F : the set of FIs found in D
1 begin
2 scan D to find F1 = {i ∈ I | sup(i) ≥ δ};
3 ECLAT-EXTEND(F1, δ);
4 end
5 ECLAT-EXTEND(N , δ)
6 begin
7 foreach Xa ∈ N do
8 F = F ∪ {Xa};
9 Nx = {};
10 foreach Xb>a ∈ N do
11 Xab = Xa ∪Xb;
12 tidset(Xab) = tidset(Xa) ∩ tidset(Xb);
13 if sup(Xab) = |tidset(Xab)| ≥ δ then






Algorithm 2: Eclat algorithm.
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Input: D = {T1, T2, ..., TN}: a transaction dataset, δ: a minimum support
threshold
Output: F : the set of FIs found in D
1 begin
2 scan D to build the FP-tree T ;
3 FPGROWTH-EXTEND(T , N = {}, δ);
4 end
5 FPGROWTH-EXTEND(T , N , δ)
6 begin
7 remove infrequent items from T ;
8 if T is a single path then
9 foreach Y ⊆ T do
10 X = N ∪ {Y }; sup(X) = minx∈Y {cnt(x)};
11 F = F ∪ {X};
12 end
13 else
14 foreach i ∈ T in increasing order of sup(i) do
15 X = N ∪ {i}; sup(X) = sup(i);
16 F = F ∪ {X};
17 foreach path ∈ PATH-FROM-ROOT(i) do
18 cnt(i) = count of i in path;
19 insert path \ {i} into the projected FP-tree TX with cnt(i);
20 end




Algorithm 3: FPGrowth algorithm.
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been proposed for mining FIs, including H-Mine (Pei et al., 2001), FIN (Deng and Lv,
2014), PrePost+ (Deng and Lv, 2015), NSFI (Vo et al., 2016), and SSFIM (Djenouri
et al., 2017), to name just a few. A comprehensive review of FIM algorithms can be
found in (Fournier-Viger et al., 2017b).
2.1.2 Association Rule Mining
Mining association rules (ARs) is often considered the “second-stage” of FIM. The
main goal of ARM is to extract a set of rules which indicate how likely it is that
two sets of items will co-occur or conditionally occur. For example, in the weblog
scenario, one may extract rules like “users who visit the sets of pages main, laptops,
and rebates also visit the pages shopping-cart and checkout”. Based on this extracted
knowledge, an online shopping website administrator may offer a special rebate
to promote the laptop sales. ARM has been applied to different domains such as
security (Parkinson et al., 2016), e-commerce (Suchacka and Chodak, 2017), and
healthcare (Nahar et al., 2013).
2.1.2.1 Definitions and problem statement
We follow (Zaki and Meira, 2014) to formally define the problem of ARM. Given
the set of FIs, F discovered from a transaction dataset D, an association rule R
generated from a frequent itemset Z ∈ F has the form of R : X → Y , where X ⊂ Z
and Y = Z \X are two FIs, i.e., X, Y ∈ F and X ∩ Y = ∅. The interestingness of R
is evaluated by the support and confidence measures, which are presented as follows.
Definition 2.3 (Rule support). The support of an association rule R : X → Y
is defined as sup(R) = sup(X ∪ Y ), i.e., the fraction of transactions in D, which
contain both X and Y .
Definition 2.4 (Rule confidence). The confidence of an association rule R : X →
Y is defined as conf(R) = sup(X∪Y )
sup(X)
, i.e., the conditional probability that a transaction
contains Y given that it contains X.
Example 2.2. Consider the association rule R : c→ d generated from the frequent






Problem statement: Given a transaction dataset D, the set of FIs, F discovered
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from D, and a minimum confidence threshold λ ∈ [0, 1], the goal of ARM is to find a
set of ARs from F , R = {R : X → Y | ∀Z ∈ F ∧X ⊂ Z∧Y = Z \X∧conf(R) ≥ λ}.
2.1.2.2 Common algorithms
To generate all ARs from F , we need to iterate over each frequent itemset Z ∈ F ,
compute the confidences of candidate rules which can be derived from Z, and output
those satisfying the minimum confidence threshold λ. The algorithm for generating
ARs is shown in Algorithm 4.
Input: F : a set of FIs, λ: a minimum confidence threshold
Output: R: the set of ARs generated from F
1 begin
2 foreach Z ∈ F ∧ |Z| ≥ 2 do
3 A = {X ∈ F | X ⊂ Z};
4 while A 6= ∅ do
5 X = maximal element in A;
6 Y = A \ {X};
7 create a rule R : X → Y ; conf(R) = sup(Z)/ sup(X);
8 if conf(R) ≥ λ then
9 R = R∪ {R};
10 else





Algorithm 4: RULE-GEN algorithm.
Although the algorithm RULE-GEN is relatively simple and straightforward, it
has a limitation, that is, given a frequent itemset Z, it needs to find all proper
subsets X ⊂ Z (line 3), which is a time-intensive task. For example, assume Z
is a set of k items, it has to consider 2k − 2 possible subsets of Z. To address
this disadvantage, several algorithms which construct a lattice structure to encode
the paternity relations among FIs and traverse the lattice to generate ARs instead
of enumerating all possible subsets of each frequent itemset, have been proposed
recently (Le and Vo, 2016).
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2.1.3 Sequential Pattern Mining
Different from FIM and ARM, mining sequential patterns (SPs) deals with sequential
data, where the symbols within a sequence have order. The main goal of SPM is to
discover interesting subsequences in a set of sequences, where the interestingness of a
subsequence can be measured in terms of various criteria such as its frequency, length,
relevance, and profit. SPM has been applied to many different real-world applications
due to the fact that data are often encoded as sequences of symbols in bioinformatics
(Sallaberry et al., 2011), e-learning (Tarus et al., 2017), web log analysis (Ezeife and
Lu, 2005), text mining (Zhong et al., 2012), and network management (Amiri et al.,
2018).
2.1.3.1 Definitions and problem statement
We follow (Zaki and Meira, 2014) to formally define the problem of SPM. Given a set
of symbols I = {e1, e2, ..., eM}, a sequential dataset D = {S1, S2, ..., SN} is a set of
sequences where each sequence is an ordered list of symbols. The symbol at position
i in S ∈ D is denoted as S[i] and S[i] ∈ I. We use the notation S[i : j] to denote the
sequence of consecutive symbols from position i to position j, where j > i. Given
a sequence S = {e1, e2, ..., en}, the prefix of S is defined as any sequence which has
the form of S[1 : i], where 0 ≤ i ≤ n while the suffix of S is defined as any sequence
whose form is S[i : n], where 1 ≤ i ≤ n+ 1. Note that S[1 : 0] is the empty prefix
and S[n+ 1 : n] is the empty suffix.
Definition 2.5. (Subsequence) Given two sequences S1 = {e1, e2, ..., en} and
S2 = {e1, e2, ..., em}, S1 is said to be a subsequence of S2 or S1 is contained in S2
(denoted S1 ⊆ S2), if there exists a one-to-one mapping φ : [1, n] → [1,m], such
that S1[i] = S2[φ(i)] and for any positions i, j in S1, i < j ⇒ φ(i) < φ(j). In other
words, each position in S1 is mapped to a position in S2, and the order of symbols is
preserved. Note that there may be a gap between two consecutive elements of S1 in
the mapping.
Example 2.3. X1 = {g, t} (or X1 = gt for short) is a subsequence of S = gaagt
but X2 = tg is not.
Definition 2.6. (Subsequence occurrence) Given a sequence S = {e1, e2, ..., em}
and a subsequence X = {e1, e2, ..., en} of S, a sequence of positions o = {i1, ..., im}
is an occurrence of X in S if 1 ≤ ik ≤ m and X[k] = S[ik] for each 1 ≤ k ≤ n, and
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Seq Symbols 
𝑆1 {c, a, g, a, a, g, t} 
𝑆2 {t, g, a, c, a, g} 
𝑆3 {g, a, a, t} 
𝑆4 {a, g} 
 
SP Symbols sup 
𝑋1 {a} 1.00 
𝑋2 {g} 1.00 
𝑋3 {t} 0.75 
𝑋4 {a, g} 0.75 
𝑋5 {g, a} 0.75 
 
Seq SPs 
𝑆1 {𝑋1, 𝑋2, 𝑋3, 𝑋4, 𝑋5} 
𝑆2 {𝑋1, 𝑋2, 𝑋3, 𝑋4, 𝑋5} 
𝑆3 {𝑋1, 𝑋2, 𝑋3, 𝑋5} 





𝑆1 {c, a, g, a, a, g, t} 
𝑆2 {t, g, a, c, a, g} 
𝑆3 {g, a, a, t} 
𝑆4 {a, g} 
 
SP Symbols sup 
𝑋1 {a} 1.00 
𝑋2 {g} 1.00 
𝑋3 {t} 0.75 
𝑋4 {a, a} 0.75 
𝑋5 {a, g} 0.75 
𝑋6 {g, a} 0.75 





Figure 2.2: A sequential dataset with four sequences (a) and seven SPs discovered
from the dataset, with δ = 0.7 (b).
ik < ik+1 for each 1 ≤ k < n.
Example 2.4. X = gt is a subsequence of S = gaagt. There are two occurrences of
X in S, namely o1 = {1, 5} and o2 = {4, 5}.
Definition 2.7. (Subsequence support) Given a sequential dataset D, the support
of a subsequence X is defined as sup(X) = |{Si∈D|X⊆Si}||D| , i.e., the fraction of sequences
in D, which contain X.
Definition 2.8. (Sequential pattern) Given a minimum support threshold δ ∈
[0, 1], a subsequence X is said to be a sequential pattern if sup(X) ≥ δ.
Example 2.5. Let us consider an example sequential dataset with four sequences, as
shown in Figure 2.2(a). Assume that δ = 0.7. The subsequence X = ag is contained
in three sequences S1, S2, and S4; thus, its support is sup(X) = 3/4 = 0.75. We say
that X = ag is a sequential pattern since sup(X) ≥ δ. With δ = 0.7, there are in
total seven SPs discovered from the dataset, as shown in Figure 2.2(b).
Problem statement: Given a sequential dataset D, a minimum support threshold
δ ∈ [0, 1], the goal of SPM is to find a set of SPs from D, F = {X | sup(X) ≥ δ}.
2.1.3.2 Common algorithms
In SPM, since the order among symbols matters, we have to consider all possible
permutations of the symbols as the possible candidate patterns. Consequently, SPM
is much more complicated than FIM, where we only consider the combinations of the
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items. Numerous algorithms have been proposed for SPM, in which GSP (Srikant
and Agrawal, 1996), Spade (Zaki, 2001), and PrefixSpan (Pei et al., 2004) are three
of the most well-known algorithms.
GSP algorithm (Srikant and Agrawal, 1996). GSP was the earliest algorithm
proposed for mining SPs. It generates candidate subsequences using a level-wise or
breath-first search. More specifically, given a set of SPs at the level k (i.e., Fk), it
generates all possible candidates at the level k + 1 by joining two SPs S1, S2 ∈ Fk
if S1 and S2 have the same prefix. It then computes the support of each candidate
and prunes those which are not frequent. Finally, it stops when no more possible
candidates are generated. The pseudo code of GSP is shown in Algorithm 5.
Input: D = {S1, S2, ..., SN}: a sequential dataset, δ: a minimum support
threshold
Output: F : the set of SPs found in D
1 begin
2 foreach e ∈ I do
3 add e as a child of C(1);
4 end
5 k = 1;
6 while C(k) 6= ∅ do
7 COMPUTE-SUPPORT(C(k), D);
8 foreach S ∈ C(k) do
9 if sup(S) ≥ δ then F = F ∪ {S} else remove S from C(k);
10 end
11 C(k+1) = GSP-EXTEND(C(k));
12 k = k + 1;
13 end
14 end
Algorithm 5: GSP algorithm.
Because GSP adapts the idea of Apriori, it has two significant limitations. First, it
repeatedly scans the dataset to compute the supports of candidates (line 7). Second,
it may generate candidate patterns which do not exist in the dataset (line 11). As a
result, GSP requires a lot of time and effort when mining SPs on large-scale datasets.
Spade algorithm (Zaki, 2001). Spade is another well-known algorithm for SPM,
which uses a depth-first search to explore the pattern space. It is inspired by Eclat
in FIM. Its basic idea is to keep the sequence identifiers and the positions associated
with each symbol. More formally, for each symbol e ∈ I, it stores a set of tuples of
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the form (i, pos), where pos is the set of positions in the sequence Si ∈ D where e
appears. Let L(e) denote the set of such sequence-position tuples for the symbol e.
Given a k-sequence Si, its L(Si) maintains the list of positions for the occurrences
of the last symbol Si[k] in each sequence Sj ∈ D, provided Si ⊆ Sj. The support
of a sequence S is simply the number of distinct sequences where S occurs, that is,
sup(S) = |L(S)|. The pseudo code of Spade is shown in Algorithm 6.
Input: D = {S1, S2, ..., SN}: a sequential dataset, δ: a minimum support
threshold
Output: F : the set of SPs found in D
1 begin
2 scan D to find F1 = {(e,L(e)) | e ∈ I ∧ sup(e) ≥ δ};
3 SPADE-EXTEND(F1, δ, k = 0);
4 end
5 SPADE-EXTEND(N , δ, k)
6 begin
7 foreach Xa ∈ N do
8 F = F ∪ {Xa};
9 Nx = {};
10 foreach Xb ∈ N do
11 Xab = Xa +Xb[k];
12 L(Xab) = L(Xa) ∩ L(Xb);
13 if sup(Xab) ≥ δ then
14 Nx = Nx ∪ {Xab};
15 end
16 end
17 SPADE-EXTEND(Nx, δ, k + 1);
18 end
19 end
Algorithm 6: Spade algorithm.
Similar to Eclat in FIM, Spade generates candidates without considering the dataset
(line 11). As a result, Spade may generate and verify a large number of non-existent
candidate patterns, which requires high computational costs in large-scale datasets.
PrefixSpan algorithm (Pei et al., 2004). PrefixSpan is a pattern-growth algo-
rithm, which was proposed based on the idea of FPGrowth in FIM. It consists of two
main steps. In Step 1, it constructs a projected dataset for each frequent singleton
symbol. Given a symbol e ∈ I, its projected dataset (denoted by De) is obtained as
follows. We first find the first occurrence of e in Si ∈ D, say at position p. We then
retain in De only the suffix of Si which starts at position (p+ 1). Finally, we remove
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any infrequent symbols from the suffix. This process is performed for each sequence.
In Step 2, it computes the supports for only the individual symbols in the projected
dataset De, and then performs recursive projections on the frequent symbols in a
depth-first search manner. The pseudo code of PrefixSpan is shown in Algorithm 7.
Input: D = {S1, S2, ..., SN}: a sequential dataset, δ: a minimum support
threshold
Output: F : the set of SPs found in D
1 begin
2 DS = D; S = {};
3 PREFIXSPAN-EXTEND(DS, S, δ);
4 end
5 PREFIXSPAN-EXTEND(DS, S, δ)
6 begin
7 foreach e ∈ I s.t. sup(e,DS) ≥ δ do
8 Se = S + e; De = {};
9 F = F ∪ {Se};
10 foreach Si ∈ DS do
11 S
′
i = the projection of Si w.r.t the symbol e;
12 remove any infrequent symbols from S ′i ;
13 if S ′i 6= ∅ then De = De ∪ {S ′i};
14 end
15 if De 6= ∅ then PREFIXSPAN-EXTEND(De, Se, δ);
16 end
17 end
Algorithm 7: PrefixSpan algorithm.
SPM has several extensions or variations such as mining closed SPs (Gomariz et al.,
2013), mining maximal SPs (Luo and Chung, 2005), mining sequential rules (Fournier-
Viger et al., 2015), mining SPs in parallel (Huynh et al., 2017), and mining SPs with
constraints (Pei et al., 2007). For a comprehensive review, interested readers can
refer to (Fournier-Viger et al., 2017a).
2.1.4 Frequent Subgraph Mining
Graph pattern mining is another popular topic in pattern discovery. Its goal is to
find interesting subgraphs from a single large graph or a dataset of graphs, where an
interesting subgraph can be a frequent subgraph, a significant subgraph, or a contrast
subgraph. In this section, we mainly focus on mining frequent subgraphs (FSGs) from
a dataset of graphs (or graph set). FSM has a wide range of real-world applications
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in various domains such as bioinformatics, chemoinformatics, healthcare, web mining,
and text analysis. For example, Borgelt and Berthold (Borgelt and Berthold, 2002)
discovered active chemical structures in an HIV-screening dataset based on contrast
FSGs appearing in different classes. Deshpande et al. (Deshpande et al., 2005) used
frequent structures as features to classify chemical compounds. Huan et al. (Huan
et al., 2004) successfully applied FSGs to study protein structural families. FSGs
were also applied to text mining for document classification (Rousseau et al., 2015).
2.1.4.1 Definitions and problem statement
We follow (Yan and Han, 2002) to formally define the problem of FSM. A graph is a
pair G = (V,E), where V is a set of nodes and E ⊆ (V ×V ) is a set of edges. A node
u ∈ V can have a node label lV (u), and similarly an edge e ∈ E can have an edge label
lE(e). We assume that all nodes in a graph have labels. In cases where individual
nodes have no labels, we follow the procedure mentioned in (Shervashidze et al., 2011;
Narayanan et al., 2017) to label them with their degree. Let G = {G1, G2, ..., GN}
be a dataset of graphs (or graph set). We define a frequent subgraph as follows.
Definition 2.9 (Subgraph). Given two graphs G1 = (V1, E1) and G2 = (V2, E2)
with node and edge labels defined by two functions lV (·) and lE(·), G1 is said to be
a subgraph of G2 (denoted G1 ⊆ G2) if and only if there is an injective function φ :
V1 → V2 such that: 1) (u, v) ∈ E1 ⇔ (φ(u), φ(v)) ∈ E2; 2) ∀u ∈ V1, lV (u) = lV (φ(u));
and 3) ∀(u, v) ∈ E1, lE(u, v) = lE(φ(u), φ(v)).
Definition 2.10 (Subgraph support). The support of a subgraph SG is defined
as sup(SG) = |{Gi∈G|SG⊆Gi}||G| , i.e., the fraction of graphs in the graph set G, which
contain SG.
Note that a subgraph can be a single node u. In this case, its support is defined as
sup(u) = |{Gi=(Vi,Ei)∈G|u∈Vi}||G| .
Definition 2.11 (Frequent subgraph). A subgraph SG is said to be a frequent
subgraph if sup(SG) ≥ δ, where δ ∈ [0, 1] is a minimum support threshold.
Example 2.6. Consider the example graph set G = {G1, G2} as shown in Figure
2.3(a). Let δ = 1, that is, assume that we are interested in finding subgraphs that
appear in both graphs G1 and G2. Consider two subgraphs SG1 and SG2 as shown
in Figure 2.3(b). The support of SG1 is 0.5 since it only appears in graph G1 while


































































(b) Two subgraphs SG1 and SG2
Figure 2.3: An example graph set G (a) and two subgraphs SG1 and SG2 extracted
from G (b).
the support of SG2 is 1 since it appears in both graphs G1 and G2. We can say that
SG2 is a frequent subgraph since sup(SG2) ≥ δ.
Problem statement: Given a graph set G, a minimum support threshold δ ∈ [0, 1],
the goal of FSM is to find a set of FSGs from G, F = {SG | sup(SG) ≥ δ}.
2.1.4.2 Common algorithms
To extract the complete set of FSGs from graph set G, one has to search over the
space of all possible subgraph patterns and compute their supports, which poses
two challenges. First, the search space is exponential to the number of nodes, i.e.,
O(2|V |) (Zaki and Meira, 2014). Second, computing the support of a subgraph is
very expensive since this task involves a subgraph isomorphism checking (Yan and
Han, 2002).
Many algorithms for FSM (Kuramochi and Karypis, 2001; Yan and Han, 2002; Huan
et al., 2003; Alonso et al., 2008; Ribeiro and Silva, 2014; Lin et al., 2014) have been
proposed to overcome these two challenges, in which gSpan (Yan and Han, 2002) is
one of the most efficient algorithms. We will present gSpan next.
Definition 2.12 (DFS-tree). Given a graph G, the DFS-tree of G, denoted by TG,
is built through a depth-first search (DFS) on G.
Definition 2.13 (DFS-code). The DFS-code for a graph G, for a given DFS-tree
TG (denoted by code(G, TG)) is defined as the sequence of edges listed in the DFS
edge order, which is defined as follows.
Assume e1 = (i1, j1) and e2 = (i2, j2):
1. If i1 = i2 and j1 < j2, then e1 < e2.
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2. If i1 < i2 and j1 = j2, then e1 < e2.
3. If e1 < e2 and e2 < e3, then e1 < e3.
Definition 2.14 (DFS lexicographic order). We suppose thatZ = {code(G, TG) |
TG is a DFS-tree of G}, i.e., Z is a set which contains all DFS-codes of all graphs in
G. The DFS lexicographic order is a linear order of DFS-codes defined as follows.
If α = code(Gα, Tα) = (a0, a1, ..., am) and β = code(Gβ, Tβ) = (b0, b1, ..., bn) with
α, β ∈ Z, then α ≤ β if one of two conditions is true:
1. ∃t, 0 ≤ t ≤ min(m,n), ak = bk for k < t, at < bt.
2. ak = bk for 0 ≤ k ≤ m and n ≥ m.
Definition 2.15 (Minimum DFS-code). Given a graphG, Z(G) = {code(G, TG) |
∀TG, TG is a DFS-tree of G}, based on the DFS lexicographic order, the minimum
one, i.e., min(Z(G)), is called the minimum DFS-code of G.
Instead of enumerating all possible subgraph candidates, gSpan only generates FSGs
one by one using the DFS-tree. It starts with a set of FSGs which have only one node.
For each 1-node frequent subgraph, it generates a new subgraph by adding one edge.
Each subgraph on the tree is indicated by a minimum DFS-code. This representation
is used to determine the isomorphism of graphs, which ensures duplicated subgraphs
are not generated. When generating a new subgraph, gSpan computes its support
to check whether it is frequent. If the subgraph is frequent, then gSpan recursively
extends this subgraph. The algorithm is completed when there are no more extensions
possible. The pseudo code of gSpan is shown in Algorithm 8.
2.2 Representation Learning
In this section, we briefly introduce two well-known models for representation learn-
ing, namely Word2Vec for learning word representations and Doc2Vec for learning
document representations. These models form the basic framework of our proposed
models in this thesis.
Because Word2Vec and Doc2Vec are embedding models based on feedforward networks
(or feedforward neural networks), we review the basic concepts of a feedforward
network and algorithms for training a feedforward network in the next section.
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Input: G = {G1, G2, ..., GN}: a graph set, δ: a minimum support threshold
Output: F : the set of FSGs found in G
1 begin
2 sort labels of vertices and edges in G by their frequency;
3 remove infrequent vertices and edges;
4 re-label the remaining vertices and edges in descending frequency;
5 F1 = {all frequent 1-node graphs in G};
6 F2 = {all frequent 1-edge graphs in G};
7 sort F2 in the DFS lexicographic order;
8 F = F ∪ F1 ∪ F2;
9 foreach edge e ∈ F2 do
10 initialize G with e; set GG = {Gi ∈ G | e ∈ E(Gi)};
11 GSPAN-EXTEND(G, G, δ);
12 G = G ∪ G \ {e};
13 if |G| < δ ×N then break;
14 end
15 end
16 GSPAN-EXTEND(G, G, δ)
17 begin
18 if G 6= min(G) then return;
19 F = F ∪ {G};
20 generate all potential children of G with one edge growth;
21 ENUMERATE(G);
22 foreach C is a child of G do
23 if sup(C) ≥ δ then
24 G = C;




Algorithm 8: gSpan algorithm.
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2.2.1 Feedforward Network and Back-propagation
We follow (Goodfellow et al., 2016) to describe a feedforward network. The main
goal of a feedforward network is to approximate some function f ∗. For example,
for a classifier, y = f ∗(x) maps an input x to a category y. A feedforward network
defines a mapping y = f(x;θ) and learns the value of the parameters θ which result
in the best function approximation.
These models are called feedforward since the information flows through the function
being evaluated from x, through the intermediate computations used to define f ,
and finally to the output y. There are no feedback connections in which outputs of
the model are fed back into itself.
These models are called networks since they are typically represented by composing
many different functions together. For example, there are three functions f1, f2, and
f3 connected in a chain, to form f(x) = f3(f2(f1(x))). These chain structures are
commonly used to construct feedforward networks, where f1 is called the input layer,
f2 is called the hidden layer, and f3 is called the output layer.
Finally, these networks are called neural since they are loosely inspired by neuro-
science. Each layer of a network consists of many units which act in parallel, each
representing a vector-to-scalar function. Each unit receives input from many other
units and computes its own activation value.
In the next section, we follow (Rong, 2014) to introduce algorithms for training a
feedforward neural network.
Training algorithms for a single unit. Figure 2.4 presents a single unit, in which
x = [x1, x2, ..., xK ] are input values, w = [w1, w2, ..., wK ] are weights, y is a scalar























input layer hidden layer output layer
Figure 2.4: A single unit.
The unit works in the following way:
y = f(u),
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wixi or u = wTx using the vector notation.
Note that we ignore the bias term in u. To include a bias term, one can simply add
an input dimension (e.g., x0) which is a constant of 1.
Two types of activation functions. Different activation functions will result in
different behaviors of the unit. We present two common activation functions next.
The first type of activation function is the unit step function (aka Heaviside step
function):
f(u) =
1 if u > 00 otherwise
A unit with this activation function is called a perceptron. The training (or learning)
algorithm for a perceptron is the perceptron algorithm, where the update step is
defined as follows:
wnew = wold − α(y − t)x,
where t is the true label and α is the learning rate (α > 0).
Since a perceptron is a linear classifier, its description capacity is very limited. If
we want to fit more complex functions, then we need to use a non-linear activation
function.
The second type of activation function is the sigmoid function as shown in Figure
2.5. The sigmoid function is a non-linear function, which is defined as:
f(u) = σ(u) =
1
1 + e−u
The sigmoid function has two ideal properties: (1) the output y is always between 0
and 1, as shown in Figure 2.5 and (2) unlike the unit step function, σ(u) is smooth
and differentiable, making the computation of the derivation in the update step easy.
In addition, σ(u) also has the following two properties which are very convenient
when computing derivations:
σ(−u) = 1− σ(u)
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= σ(u)σ(−u) = σ(u)(1− σ(u))
Training algorithm. We can use stochastic gradient decent (SGD) to train the
neural network (i.e., to learn weights) with this activation function. To derive the















= (y − t)y(1− y)xi,
where ∂y
∂u
= y(1 − y) since y = f(u) = σ(u) and ∂σ(u)
∂u
= σ(u)(1 − σ(u)). Once we
have the derivative, we can apply SGD:
wnew = wold − α(y − t)y(1− y)x
Back-propagation to train a multi-layer network. Figure 2.6 shows a multiple
layer feedforward network, where the input layer is x = [x1, x2, ..., xK ], the hidden
layer is h = [h1, h2, ..., hN ], and the output layer is y = [y1, y2, ..., yM ]. We use k, i,























input layer hidden layer output layer
Figure 2.6: A multi-layer feedforward network with one hidden layer.
and j as the subscript for input, hidden, and output layer units, respectively. We
use ui and u′j to denote the net input of hidden layer units and output layer units,
respectively.
We want to derive the update equation to learn the weights wki between the input
layer and the hidden layer, and w′ij between the hidden layer and the output layer.
We assume that all the computation units (i.e., units in the hidden and output layers)
use the sigmoid function σ(u) as the activation function. Thus, for a unit hi in the
hidden layer, its output is defined as:
hi = σ(ui) =W












We use the squared sum loss function given by





where W = {wki} is a K ×N weight matrix mapping the input layer to the hidden
layer,W ′ = {w′ij} is a N ×M weight matrix mapping the hidden layer to the output
layer, and t = [t1, t2, ..., tM ] is a M -dimension vector which contains true labels.
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To derive the update equations for wki and w′ij, we simply take the derivative of the
loss function L w.r.t the weights. To make the derivation straightforward, we first
compute the derivative for the output layer and then move to the left. For each layer,
we split the computation into three steps, namely computing the derivative of the
loss w.r.t the output, the net input, and the weights, respectively. This process is
illustrated as follows.
We start with the output layer. The first step is to compute the derivative of the
loss w.r.t the output:
∂L
∂yj
= yj − tj
The second step is to compute the derivative of the loss w.r.t the net input of the









= (yj − tj)yj(1− yj)
The third step is to compute the derivative of the loss w.r.t the weight between









So far, we have obtained the update equation for the weights between the hidden











where α > 0 is the learning rate.
We can repeat the same three steps to obtain the update equation for the weights of
the previous layer, which is the intuitive idea of the back-propagation algorithm.
We repeat the first step which computes the derivative of the loss w.r.t the output of
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We then repeat the second step which computes the derivative of the loss w.r.t the












We next repeat the third step which computes the derivative of the loss w.r.t the














2.2.2 Word2Vec: Learning Word Representation
Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) is one of the most well-known embedding models
for learning word representations. Its goal is to embed words into a low-dimensional
continuous vector space where semantically similar words are mapped to nearby
points. These word vectors then can be applied to many useful computational tasks
such as information retrieval, similarity computation, and analogy-based reasoning.
For example, we can use the word vectors to answer analogy questions using simple
algebra operators such as the closest vector to “Vietnam” + “capital” is found to be
“Hanoi”.
Word2Vec contains two models: the Continuous Bag-of-Words (CBOW) model and
the Skip-gram (SG) model. In this section, we briefly review SG since it is the basic
framework of our proposed embedding models.
Skip-gram model. Given a sequence of words, the main goal of SG is to predict
the surrounding words of every word. To achieve this goal, SG first employs a sliding
window on the input word sequence, where the center word is called the target word
and its surrounding words are called context words. It then utilizes the embedding
vector of the target word to predict the embedding vector of each individual context
word. This idea is based on the assumption that the meaning of each word can be
defined by its context.
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Figure 2.7: Simple version of Skip-gram with only one context word. SG uses the
target word (represented by the vector xt) to predict a context word (represented by
the vector y).
Skip-gram model with one context word. We start with the simple version of
SG which predicts only one context word from a given target word. The model is
based on a feedforward neural network (NN) as shown in Figure 2.7.
The NN has three layers. At the input layer, a target word wt is encoded using a
one-hot encoding. Let xt ∈ RV be the one-hot vector of wt where V is the number of
unique words (i.e., dictionary size). The target word is then projected to the hidden
layer which is a vector h with d dimensions. Let W ∈ Rd×V be the weight matrix
mapping the input layer to the hidden layer. h ∈ Rd is computed as h =Wxt. Each
column in W is a low-dimensional vector of a word. At the output layer, the simple
SG model computes the probabilities of all words (i.e., a multinomial distribution).
A probability indicates the likelihood that a word appears near the target word.
Let ϕ (.) be softmax function and W ′ ∈ RV×d be the weight matrix mapping the
hidden layer to the output layer. y ∈ RV which stores the probabilities of all words
is computed as y = ϕ(W ′h).
Given a word ws indexed at position sth in vector y, the probability that the word
ws appears near the target word wt is






where us is the column vector of row sth in matrix W ′ and ui is the column vector
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Figure 2.8: Skip-gram model with multiple context words. SG uses the target word
(represented by the vector xt) to predict multiple context words (represented by the
vectors yt−C , ...,yt+C).
of row ith in matrix W ′.
Skip-gram model with multiple context words. We now present the SG model
with multiple context words, as shown in Figure 2.8. The functions of the input layer
and the hidden layer in SG are identical to those in the simple version of SG. At
the output layer, it computes 2C multinomial distributions, where C is the window
size. The training objective of SG is to maximize the log probability of predicting




log Pr(wt−C , ..., wt+C | wt) (2.2)
where T is the length of the sequence of words, C is the window size, wt is the target
word, and wt−C , ..., wt+C are context words.
To make the optimization problem tractable, the context words and the target word
are assumed to be independent (i.e., the likelihood of observing a context word
is independent of observing any other context words given the target word). The
probability Pr(wt−C , ..., wt+C | wt) is computed as:
Pr(wt−C , ..., wt+C | wt) =
∏
−C≤c≤C,c6=0
Pr(wt+c | wt) (2.3)
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log Pr(wt+c | wt) (2.4)
Moreover, Pr(wt+c | wt) is defined by a softmax function:







where yt+c and h are embedding vectors of words wt+c and wt, and V is the number
of words in the vocabulary (i.e., the vocabulary size).
To train the SG model, we can use SGD and back-propagation. Nevertheless, the cost
of computing ∇Pr (wt+c | wt) in Equation 2.5 is computationally expensive because
it is proportional to V which is often large. Therefore, we use negative sampling
(Mikolov et al., 2013) to train the model.
Negative sampling. Negative sampling (NEG) (Mikolov et al., 2013) is an efficient
method to solve this problem. Instead of using all the words in the vocabulary, NEG
randomly selects a relatively small number of words which are not in the context of
the target word (these words are called negative samples). NEG then attempts to
distinguish the target word from the negative samples using a binary classification
objective of logistic regression. By doing this, NEG ensures if a word w appears in
the context of another word w′, then the embedding vector of w is closer to that of
w′ compared to those of the negative samples. The idea is illustrated in Figure 2.9.
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Figure 2.9: Illustration of negative sampling (Gouws, 2016). For every word wt
given its context of 2C previous words wt−C , ..., wt+C , we generateK negative samples
wn from a noise distribution P (we can use a unigram distribution, where a more
frequent word is more likely to be selected as a negative sample). Since we need
labels to perform our binary classification task, we designate all correct words wt
given their contexts as true labels (i.e., y = 1) and all negative samples wn as false
labels (i.e., y = 0).
2.2.3 Doc2Vec: Learning Document Representation
Recently, Le and Mikolov developed a model called Paragraph Vector-Distributed
Bag-of-Words (PV-DBOW) for learning document embeddings (Le and Mikolov,
2014). PV-DBOW is a straightforward extension of SG, which uses the embedding
vector of a document to predict the embedding vectors of words contained in that
document. More specifically, given a set of documents D = {D1, D2, ..., DN}, the
target document Dt ∈ D whose representation needs to be learned, and a sequence of
words w(Dt) = {w1, w2, ..., wk} contained in document Dt, the training objective of
PV-DBOW is to maximize the log probability of predicting the words w1, w2, ..., wk




log Pr(wj | Dt) (2.6)
Similar to SG, Pr(wj | Dt) is also defined by a softmax function:
Pr(wj | Dt) = exp(wj ·Dt)∑V
i=1 exp(wi ·Dt)
, (2.7)











Figure 2.10: PV-DBOW model.
where wj and Dt are the embedding vectors of word wj and document Dt, and V is
the number of all words across all documents in D (i.e., the vocabulary size).
Calculating the summation
∑V
i=1 exp(wi ·Dt) in Equation 2.7 is very expensive since
the number of words in V is often very large. To solve this problem, we approximate
it using the negative sampling technique proposed in Word2Vec (Mikolov et al.,
2013). The idea is that instead of iterating over all words in V , we randomly select a
relatively small number of words which are not contained in the target document
Dt (these words are called negative samples). We then attempt to distinguish the
words contained in Dt from the negative samples by minimizing the following binary
objective function of logistic regression:
O = −
[
log σ(wj ·Dt) +
K∑
n=1
Ewn∼P(w) log σ(−wn ·Dt)
]
, (2.8)
where σ(x) = 1
1+e−x is a sigmoid function, P(w) is the set of negative samples, wn
is a negative sample draw from P(w) for K times, and wn ∈ Rd is the embedding
vector of wn.
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We minimize O in Equation 2.8 using SGD where the gradients are derived as follows:
∂O
∂wn






σ(wn ·Dt − Iwj [wn]) ·wn, (2.9)
where Iwj [wn] is an indicator function to indicate whether wn is a word wj ∈ Dt
(i.e., the negative sample appears in the target document Dt) and when n = 0, then
wn = wj.
2.3 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we have systematically reviewed the fundamental concepts and
techniques related to pattern discovery and representation learning, which form
the background of this thesis. In particular, we presented four popular topics in
pattern discovery, namely frequent itemset mining, association rule mining, sequential
pattern mining, and frequent subgraph mining. We also introduced two well-known
embedding models for representation learning, namely Word2Vec and Doc2Vec.
In the next chapter, we present our first contribution to pattern discovery, an efficient




“Being temporary doesn’t make something matter any less, because
the point isn’t for how long, the point is that it happened.”
Robyn Schneider
In the previous chapter, we reviewed four important and popular topics in pattern
discovery including frequent itemset mining (FIM) (Fournier-Viger et al., 2017b),
association rule mining (ARM) (Le and Vo, 2016), sequential pattern mining (SPM)
(Fradkin and Mörchen, 2015), and frequent subgraph mining (FSM) (Yan and Han,
2002). These topics mainly focus on three types of data, namely transaction data,
sequential data, and graph data. When the data come with time-stamp information,
we have a new type of data to deal with, temporal transaction data.
In this chapter, we propose an efficient algorithm for mining temporal association
rules (TARs) from temporal transaction datasets. Our algorithm first constructs a
lattice structure for storing frequent itemsets (FIs) in the dataset. It then traverses
the lattice using the paternity relations among nodes to generate TARs. To reduce
the number of candidate rules in the search space, we propose two theorems which
help to prune invalid rules quickly. Compared with existing baselines, our algorithm
significantly speeds up the mining time (being 5-8 times faster than the baselines).
We also demonstrate the usefulness of our algorithm in the context of healthcare




Cancer remains a major challenge in modern medicine and it affects more and
more people (Stewart and Wild, 2014). Cancer treatments, in particular radical
treatments, cause painful toxicities, from mild hair loss and ulcers in mouth, to
more permanent damage to the body (Plenderleith, 1990) and even life-threatening
conditions (Shanholtz, 2001). Acknowledging the relatively low cure rate of cancer,
whether to receive radical treatments, is a valid question for a patient to ask. Even
though the types of toxicity effects of cancer treatments are well-known (Cox et al.,
1995; Trotti et al., 2000; Trotti, 2002; Yoshida et al., 2014), their exact realization at
different patient groups is often not well understood. With growing number of cancer
cases, increasing variability of diagnoses and treatment options, there is a need to
describe the temporal progression of toxicities among the real patient populations.
In a typical clinical setting, the data collection on the toxicities is often poor. It is
really challenging to classify and measure the wide gamut of cancer toxicities and
complications. Although a number of toxicity scales exist (Cox et al., 1995; Trotti,
2002; Yoshida et al., 2014), cancer centers often do not have resources to ensure
completeness and accuracy of data collection. The good news is that many of the
treatment toxicities and complications have already been documented, mainly for
billing purposes, in the hospital medical coding. Can we utilize these codes to better
understand treatment toxicities in the true patient population? Or even better, can
we use them to measure toxicities, to predict how they will unfold as the treatment
progress, and in the end to gauge an optimal treatment plan for each individual
patient with different cancer diagnoses in different stages? This chapter presents a
step toward such a quest. We ask: With the medical coding, can we discover the
most common progressive patterns of toxicities/complications among patients who
receive radiation treatments?
To answer this question, one solution is to apply a recently proposed method for
temporal comorbidity analysis (Hanauer and Ramakrishnan, 2013; Munson et al.,
2014). In this approach, we first assess the pairwise associations between cancer
treatments and diagnosis codes to determine their dependence or independence.
We then perform Binomial tests to determine the temporal directions of these
associations. This approach, however, is relatively insensitive to the temporal gap
constraints between cancer treatments and diagnosis codes, and hence is ineffective in
revealing the temporal progression of toxicities and complications of cancer treatments.
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Moreover, it cannot uncover the co-occurrence of toxicities. In this chapter, our goal
is to overcome these weaknesses by developing a novel method based on the discovery
of TARs. Each temporal association rule is a rule where the rule antecedent is a
particular type of cancer treatments and the rule consequent is a set of co-occurring
toxicities. Because a cancer treatment or a toxicity is associated with a time-stamp,
a temporal association rule can capture the temporal progression between them.
For example, a rule “1526900: Radiation treatment→(30d) R11: Nausea and E86:
Volume depletion“ is interpreted as “after receiving a radiation treatment 30 days,
patients suffer from both nausea and volume depletion”.
Mining TARs is a challenging task since it requires high computational costs when
dealing with large datasets. Existing methods (Nam et al., 2009; Concaro et al.,
2011; Nguyen et al., 2015a) often include two phases: (1) mining frequent itemsets1
from the dataset and (2) generating TARs from discovered frequent itemsets. Both
of two phases are time-consuming. To speed up the process of mining frequent
itemsets in the phase 1, existing methods can use different algorithms including
Apriori (Agrawal and Srikant, 1994), FPGrowth (Han et al., 2004), Eclat (Zaki and
Gouda, 2003), and so on. The second phase, however, is often slow as these methods
have to find rules from a large number of frequent itemsets. For example, given a
frequent itemset Z, recent methods (Nam et al., 2009; Nguyen et al., 2015a) have to
find all proper subsets X ⊂ Z (assume Z is a set of k items, they have to consider
2k − 2 subsets of Z) to generate rules in the form of X → Z \ X. To overcome
this limitation, we propose an efficient algorithm, named LTARM (Lattice-based
Temporal Association Rule Mining), to discover a complete set of TARs from the
dataset. Because our LTARM constructs a lattice structure to encode the paternity
relations among frequent itemsets, it only traverses the lattice to generate TARs
instead of enumerating all possible subsets of each frequent itemset.
To summarize, we make the following contributions in this chapter:
1. We propose to use TARs to discover the toxicity progression of cancer treat-
ments. Different from the temporal comorbidity analysis method, our proposed
method not only captures the temporal relations between a cancer treatment
and toxicities but also uncovers the co-occurrence of toxicities.
1The terms “item” and “itemset” are used in association rule mining (Le and Vo, 2016). In this
chapter, an “item” is equivalent to a “diagnosis code” and an “itemset” is equivalent to a “codeset”.
We use these terms interchangeably.
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2. We develop an efficient algorithm for mining TARs based on a lattice structure
and two theorems which help to prune invalid rules quickly, thus reducing the
number of candidate rules in the search space. Compared to existing methods,
our method significantly accelerates the execution time (achieving 5-8 times
faster than the baselines).
3. We visualize discovered rules using interactive network graphs which draw a
detailed view of temporal associations between cancer treatments and toxicities.
The remaining of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, related works on
data mining methods for cancer data and methods for temporal association mining
are briefly reviewed. Section 3.3 describes the clinical dataset used in our research
and the problem statement. The main contributions are presented in Section 3.4, in
which a lattice-based algorithm for mining TARs is described. Experimental results
are discussed in Sections 3.5 while conclusions and future work are represented in
Section 3.6.
3.2 Related Work
In this section, we briefly review recent studies related to our method, namely data
mining methods for cancer data and methods for temporal association rule mining.
3.2.1 Data Mining Methods for Cancer Data
Data mining approaches applied to cancer diagnosis and treatment have become
increasingly important recently. Yang and Chen (Yang and Chen, 2015) combined
decision tree and association rule mining to find the correlation between the clinical
information and the pathology report to support the lung cancer pathologic staging
diagnosis. Alwidian et al. (Alwidian et al., 2018) developed a method adapted from
class association rule mining to predict breast cancer in women. With predefined
weights for risk factors, their approach discovered more accurate classification rules
than well-known class association rule mining approaches. Data mining techniques
were also applied to patient medical records to improve the quality of oral cancer
care (Sharma and Om, 2013; Tseng et al., 2015).
In a cancer comorbidity study, Chen and Xu applied association rule mining to
analyze the comorbidities in patients with colorectal cancer (Chen and Xu, 2014).
Three data mining techniques, namely artificial neural network, logistic regression,
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and random forest were employed to predict the overall survivability in comorbidity
of cancers (Zolbanin et al., 2015). To discover the temporal associations between
cancer treatments and toxicities, one way is to apply the temporal comorbidity
analysis method introduced in (Hanauer and Ramakrishnan, 2013; Munson et al.,
2014). Although this approach is simple and easily implemented to draw an overview
picture of the temporal associations between cancer treatments and toxicities, it has
two significant drawbacks. First, it only detects the association between a pair of
diagnosis codes (not between two sets of diagnosis codes); thus, it cannot discover the
co-occurrence of toxicities. Moreover, since it does not summarize relevant diagnosis
codes, the number of rules generated is often very large, with redundant information.
Second, it does not utilize the temporal gap between two diagnosis codes well; hence,
it is ineffective in revealing the temporal progression of toxicities of cancer treatments.
3.2.2 Temporal Association Rule Mining
Mining patterns/rules from temporal datasets is one of topics which has been
extensively studied in the data mining community. A temporal dataset can be
defined in different ways, which is categorized into one of three main groups: (1)
each transaction in the dataset is associated with a time-stamp (Li et al., 2003;
Ghorbani and Abessi, 2017); (2) each item in a transaction is associated with a
time-interval (Sacchi et al., 2007; Moskovitch and Shahar, 2015); and (3) each item
in a transaction is associated with a time-stamp (note that the same item in two
different transactions can be associated with two different time-stamps) (Nam et al.,
2009; Concaro et al., 2011; Nguyen et al., 2015a).
The methods which find patterns/rules from temporal datasets in the group 1 always
assume that there is a time-stamp associated with each transaction. In (Li et al.,
2003), the authors used calendar schemas to discover calendar-based patterns, where
a calendar schema has the form of (year, month, day). From extracted patterns,
they generated TARs using an Apriori-based algorithm. In (Lin et al., 2016), Lin
and colleagues presented two tree-based algorithms for mining frequent temporal
patterns, which consider not only the supports of patterns but also their weights.
Recently, Ghorbani and Abessi (Ghorbani and Abessi, 2017) adapted the Apriori
algorithm to find temporal patterns and TARs. They first introduced the concept
of time cubes, which considers time hierarchies in the mining process. They then
discovered patterns and rules using two thresholds support and density.
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In the group 2, the methods focus on temporal datasets, where each item is associated
with a time-interval (i.e., it has a start time and an end time). For example, Winarko
and Roddick (Winarko and Roddick, 2007) proposed the ARMADA algorithm to
discover frequent temporal patterns and generate interval-based TARs. In addition,
they also enforced the maximum gap constraint to prune insignificant patterns and
reduce the number of generated rules. In (Patel et al., 2008), Patel et al. introduced
an Apriori-based algorithm to discover frequent temporal patterns based on a lossless
representation. They then used these temporal patterns to construct a classifier.
Other works by Moskovitch et al. (Moskovitch and Shahar, 2015) and Sacchi et al.
(Sacchi et al., 2007) extracted interval-related patterns represented with the Allen’s
interval algebra.
This chapter focuses on temporal datasets belonging to group 3, i.e., our approach
deals with time-stamped events (or items) which are common in a routine cancer
data collection. Several methods have been proposed to discover rules from time-
stamped items. In (Nam et al., 2009), the authors developed a method based on
Apriori (Agrawal and Srikant, 1994) to extract the temporal dependencies between
gene expressions. Their approach detected various sizes of the time delay between
associated genes and sets of co-regulators for the target genes. With the same topic,
Alves et al. (Alves et al., 2010) reviewed relevant methods of frequent itemset mining
and temporal rule mining in gene association analysis. The work by Concaro and
colleagues (Concaro et al., 2011) covered rules involving time-stamped events, but
they considered only rules with a single consequent (i.e., the right hand side has
only one event). In other words, they did not take into account the comorbidities
reflected in coded medical records. In (Nguyen et al., 2015a), the authors applied an
Apriori-based method for discovering TARs in a cancer dataset, which had to scan
the dataset multiple times, hence leading to a high computational cost. The common
process in all such methods includes two phases: (1) mining frequent itemsets from
the dataset and (2) generating TARs from discovered frequent itemsets. While the
first phase can be achieved using different algorithms such as Apriori (Agrawal and
Srikant, 1994) or FPGrowth (Han et al., 2004), the second phase is always performed
using the algorithm introduced in (Agrawal and Srikant, 1994), which requires the
finding of all proper subsets of each frequent itemset. In case there is a large number
of frequent itemsets discovered from the dataset, the second phase consumes time,
causing the whole mining process of existing methods remarkably inefficient.
Related to time-stamped events, there were several methods which applied sequential
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pattern mining algorithms to find TARs (Sun et al., 2003, 2005). However, these
methods are different from our method in at least two folds. First, these methods
deal with a single long sequence of events while our method deals with multiple
sequences of events. Second, these methods require end-users to specify a target
event, and it discovers rules whose the right-hand side is this target event (a singleton
event). In contrast, our method does not require a specific target event, and it finds
general temporal rules in the form of X → (4)Y , where X and Y are two sets of
events and 4 is a time gap constraint between X and Y . Thus, the problem solved
by our method has more computational complexity than finding rules with a target
event.
3.3 Background
In this section, we first introduce the clinical dataset used in our study and then
define our problem (i.e., the problem statement).
3.3.1 Clinical Dataset
This research was conducted in a regional cancer center in an Australia tertiary
hospital2. The cancer center covers a population over 200,000 and provides cancer
treatment/palliative care to over 6,000 patients each year. The study cohort consists
of 717 patients who received radical radiation treatments between January 2010 and
April 2015. The clinical dataset includes diagnosis codes (in the form of International
Classification of Diseases (ICD)-10 codes (World Health Organization, 2013)) for
each admitted hospital episode from the start of radiation treatment to the end
of study period. The procedure codes (in the form of Australian Classification of
Health Interventions (ACHI) codes (Casemix and Centre, 2013)) for radical radiation
treatments are also included. We remove the episodes for dialysis and same day chemo
treatments since these episodes contain mostly repeated treatment information and
reflect little information on toxicities and complications. We also remove diagnosis
codes which appear in less than 30 patients. After cleaning data, we obtain 3,364
hospital episodes following the first radiation treatment (on average 4.7 episodes per
patient).
2Ethics approval was obtained from the Hospital and Research Ethics Committee at Barwon
Health (number 12/83). The Deakin University has reciprocal ethics authorization with Barwon
Health.
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Table 3.1: An illustration of the clinical dataset. Table (a) shows three patients
along with their diagnosis codes. Each diagnosis code in a patient is a type of cancer
treatment or a toxicity and it is associated with a time-stamp. Tables (b) and (c)
describe the meaning of diagnosis codes and time-stamps, respectively.
(a) Patients with diagnosis codes.
Patient Diagnosis codes
P1 {a(t1), b(t1), c(t1), e(t2), d(t3)}
P2 {a(t4), b(t4), d(t5)}
P3 {d(t6), a(t7), e(t8)}
(b) Diagnosis codes.
Code Description
a 1526900: Radiation treatment
b R11: Nausea













From these episodes, we convert the data into a temporal transaction dataset format
(Nam et al., 2009), in which each transaction is a patient and items are diagnosis
codes. Each diagnosis code in a patient is associated with a time-stamp and the
same diagnosis code in two different patients can be associated with two different
time-stamps. To illustrate the temporal transaction dataset, we present an example
dataset as shown in Table 3.1. The characteristics of the temporal transaction dataset
is summarized as follows: the number of transactions (or patients) is 717, the number
of distinct items (or diagnosis codes) is 1,835, and the average number of items in a
transaction is 16.2.
3.3.2 Problem Statement
We aim to find TARs in the form of X → (4)Y , where X (left hand side) is a type
of cancer treatment and Y (right hand side) is a set of diagnosis codes. Y and X
are expected to follow an temporal order, where the occurrence of Y follows the
occurrence of X after a time gap 4 for most patients. Note that although our study
is interested in temporal rules where X is a particular type of cancer treatment (i.e.,
a single diagnosis code), our proposed method is still applicable to discover general
temporal rules where both X and Y are two sets of diagnosis codes. Hereafter, we
will describe the problem and our method focusing on general temporal rules.
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We formally define a temporal association rule and related concepts as follows. Given
a set of diagnosis codes (or codes for short) C = {c1, c2, ..., cM}, a temporal transaction
dataset D = {P1, P2, ..., PN} is a set of patients in which each patient Pi is a set of
distinct codes (i.e., Pi ⊆ C). Each code in a patient is associated with a time-stamp,
and the same code in two different patients can be associated with two different
time-stamps. A codeset X is a set of distinct codes (i.e., X ⊆ C).
Definition 3.1 (Pidset of a code). The Pidset of a code c is defined as Pidset(c) =
{(Pi, ti) | Pi ∈ D ∧ c ∈ Pi}, i.e., a list of patients along with time-stamps, who have
the code c. For notation purposes, we use c.P to access the list of patients who have
c and use c.P [Pj ∈ c.P ] to access the time-stamp associated with c in the patient Pj .
Definition 3.2 (Pidset of a codeset). The Pidset of a codeset X is defined as
Pidset(X) = {Pi | Pi ∈ D ∧X ⊆ Pi}, i.e., a list of patients who have the codeset X.
Definition 3.3 (Support (Fournier-Viger et al., 2017b)). The support of a code c,
defined as sup(c) = |Pidset(c)||D| , is the fraction of patients in D, who contain c. Similarly,
the support of a codeset X, defined as sup(X) = |Pidset(X)||D| , is the fraction of patients
in D, who contain X.
Example 3.1. Consider the example dataset shown in Table 3.1(a). The code a is
contained in three patients P1, P2, and P3. Thus, Pidset(a) = {(P1, t1), (P2, t4), (P3, t7)},
a.P = {P1, P2, P3}, and sup(a) = 3/3 = 1. To access the time-stamp associated with
a in the patient P2, we use a.P [P2] = t4. The codeset X = {d, e} is contained in two
patients P1 and P3. Thus, Pidset(X) = {P1, P3} and sup(X) = 2/3 = 0.67.
Since the support of a code or a codeset is defined in the same way, the concepts
provided in the following sections are applicable to both code and codeset.
Definition 3.4 (Frequent codeset (Fournier-Viger et al., 2017b)). Given a min-
imum support threshold δ ∈ [0, 1], a codeset X is called a frequent codeset if
sup(X) ≥ δ.
Theorem 3.1 (Apriori property (Agrawal and Srikant, 1994)). Given two codesets
X, Y ⊆ C, if X ⊆ Y , then sup(X) ≥ sup(Y ). In other words, if Y is frequent (i.e.,
sup(Y ) ≥ δ), then any subset X of Y is also frequent since sup(X) ≥ sup(Y ) ≥ δ.
Definition 3.5 (Temporal association rule). A temporal association rule R has
the form of X → (4)Y , where X and Y are two frequent codesets (X ∩ Y = ∅) and
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4 is a time gap constraint between X and Y . The rule R indicates the presence of
the codeset Y likely follows the presence of the codeset X after a time frame 4 with
a certain probability.
To evaluate the quality of temporal rules, we propose two measures, namely the
direction support and the direction confidence, which are presented next.
Definition 3.6 (Direction support). The direction support of a temporal associ-
ation rule R : X → (4)Y is defined as:
dirsup(R) =
|{Pi | Pi ∈ Pidset(X ∪ Y ) ∧min(Y, Pi)−max(X,Pi) ≥ 4}|
|D| , (3.1)
where Pi is a patient who has both X and Y , min(Y, Pi) = min∀c∈Y {c.P [Pi]}, and
max(X,Pi) = max∀c∈X(c.P [Pi]).
Different from the support of an association rule (Le and Vo, 2016), which only shows
the co-occurrence between X and Y , the direction support furthermore captures the
temporal dependence between X and Y . In the context of our clinical problem, the
direction support can capture the comorbidities which are temporal dependent while
appearing at different stages of a cancer treatment process.
Definition 3.7 (Direction confidence). The direction confidence of a temporal





Definition 3.8 (Valid temporal association rule). Given a minimum direction
confidence threshold λ ∈ [0, 1], a rule R : X → (4)Y is called a valid temporal
association rule if dirconf(R) ≥ λ.
Example 3.2. Consider the sample dataset as shown in Table 3.1(a). Let 4 =
30 days. The direction support and direction confidence of the rule R : a→ {d, e}
are computed as follows. There are two patients who contain both a and {d, e},
namely P1 and P3. Given P1, min({d, e}, P1)−max(a, P1) = min{d.P [P1], e.P [P1]}−
max{a.P [P1]} = min{t3, t2} −max{t1} = t2 − t1 ≥ 4. Given P3, min({d, e}, P3)−
max(a, P3) = min{d.P [P3], e.P [P3]}−max{a.P [P3]} = min{t6, t8}−max{t7} = t6−
t7 < 4. As a result, dirsup(R) = 1/3 = 0.33 and dirconf(R) = dirsup(R)sup(a) = 0.33/1 = 0.33
since sup(a) = 1 as computed in Example 3.1.
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Problem statement. Given a temporal transaction dataset D, a minimum support
threshold δ ∈ [0, 1], a minimum direction confidence threshold λ ∈ [0, 1], and a time
frame 4 (in days), our goal is to discover a set of frequent codesets F from D, i.e.,
F = {X ⊆ C | sup(X) ≥ δ} and then find a set of valid TARs R from F such that
R = {R : X → (4)Y | X, Y ∈ F ∧X ∩ Y = ∅ ∧ dirconf(R) ≥ λ}.
3.4 Framework
In this section, we introduce our proposed method for mining TARs, named LTARM,
which stands for Lattice-based Temporal Association Rule Mining. LTARM has two
main phases: (1) building the lattice structure of frequent codesets and (2) mining
TARs from the lattice, which are presented next.
3.4.1 Building the Lattice Structure of Frequent Codesets
We first define the lattice structure used for storing frequent codesets and encoding
the parent-child relationships among them. We then develop an algorithm to build
this lattice structure.
3.4.1.1 Lattice structure
Definition 3.9 (Node). A node X in the lattice is a tuple in the form:
X = (codeset, traverse, children),
where codeset is a frequent codeset (see Definition 3.4), traverse is a flag to indicate
whether this node has already generated a rule, and children is a list of child nodes.
For notation purposes, the frequent codeset, the flag, and the list of child nodes of a
node X are denoted as X.codeset, X.traverse, and X.children, respectively.
Definition 3.10 (Child node). Given two nodes X and Y , Y is a child node of X
if the frequent codeset contained in X is an immediate subset of the frequent codeset
contained in Y , that is, X.codeset ⊂ Y.codeset and |X.codeset| = |Y.codeset| − 1.
Definition 3.11 (Lattice structure). The lattice structure is a directed graph
where each node is defined in Definition 3.9 and an edge connects from a node X to
a node Y if Y is a child node of X. In the lattice, there is a special node, called the
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Figure 3.1: Lattice structure built from the dataset in Table 3.1(a). The name of
a node is also the frequent codeset contained in that node. For example, the nodes
a, ab, and abd contain the frequent codesets {a}, {a, b}, and {a, b, d}, respectively.
an immediate subset of a frequent 1-codeset (i.e., a frequent codeset contains only
one single code).
Example 3.3. In the lattice as shown in Figure 3.1, root is the root node which has
four child nodes a, b, d, and e (we name a node by the frequent codeset contained in
that node). Similarly, the node b has two child nodes ab and bd.
3.4.1.2 Algorithm
Our algorithm, named BUILD-LATTICE, for constructing the lattice structure is
shown in Algorithm 9. It first creates the root node root whose child nodes are frequent
1-codesets (lines 2-6). It then calls the procedure EXTEND-LATTICE to build the
lattice structure (line 7). This procedure combines each node Lx ∈ root.children
with another node Ly ∈ root.children to generate a candidate child node O (line 14).
It then computes two elements codeset and Pidset for O (lines 15-16). Based on the
information of Pidset, it computes the support of O and checks whether this support
satisfies δ (line 17). If true, O is a frequent codeset and its parent-child relationships
with its parent nodes and its child nodes are updated (lines 18-19). O is then added to
Nx and the lattice L (lines 20-21). The procedure EXTEND-LATTICE is recursively
called with the new input parameter Nx (line 24).
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Input: D = {P1, ..., PN}: a temporal transaction dataset, δ: a minimum
support threshold
Output: L: the lattice structure containing all frequent codesets in D
1 begin
2 scan D to find the set of all frequent 1-codesets, F1;
3 let root = (∅, false, {}) be the root node;
4 foreach codeset ∈ F1 do




9 EXTEND-LATTICE(N , δ)
10 begin
11 foreach Lx ∈ N do
12 Nx = {};
13 foreach Ly>x ∈ N do
14 create a node O = (codeset, false, {});
15 O.codeset = Lx.codeset ∪ Ly.codeset;
16 Pidset(O.codeset) = Pidset(Lx.codeset) ∩ Pidset(Ly.codeset);
17 if sup(O) = |Pidset(O.codeset)||D| ≥ δ then // use Theorem 3.1
18 add O to Lx.children and Ly.children;
19 UPDATE-LATTICE(Lx, O);
20 Nx = Nx ∪O;








29 foreach X ∈ Lx.children do
30 foreach Y ∈ X.children do




Algorithm 9: BUILD-LATTICE(D, δ) algorithm.
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3.4.1.3 Complexity analysis
Our algorithm BUILD-LATTICE requires one scan over the dataset D to find all
frequent singleton codesets (line 2). This task hasO(|D|). Let |F1| = |root.children| =
f . Frequent codesets are discovered by the procedure EXTEND-LATTICE, requir-
ing O(f 2). The procedure UPDATE-LATTICE consists of two nested “for” loops
(lines 29-30), which requires a quadratic complexity O(|Lx.children|)×|X.children|).
Since the number of patients |D| and the number of frequent 1-codesets f are often
much larger than |Lx.children| and |X.children|, the complexity of our BUILD-
LATTICE is determined by O(|D|+ f 2). It will be O(|D|) (when f  |D|) in the
average case and O(|D|2) (when f  |D|) in the worst case.
3.4.1.4 Illustrative example
To demonstrate the basic steps of BUILD-LATTICE, we apply it to the sample
dataset in Table 3.1 with δ = 0.6. The root node (root) has four child nodes which are
frequent 1-codesets a, b, d, and e. Since code c only appears in P1 (sup(c) = 1/3 < δ),
it is not a child node of root. In the procedure EXTEND-LATTICE, each node in
root.children is combined with another node to generate a new candidate child node.
Let consider node a as an example. It combines with node b to generate node ab.
Since sup(ab) = 2/3 > δ, this node is added to the lattice as a child node of a and b.
Similarly, node ad is a child node of a and d while node ae is a child node of a and
e. Because node a has been already combined with all other nodes in root.children,
EXTEND-LATTICE is called with the new input parameter Nx = {ab, ad, ae}.
Following the same process, node ab is combined with node ad to generate node
abd. Since sup(abd) = 2/3 > δ, this node is added to the lattice as a child node of
ab and ad. Node ab is then combined with node ae to generate node abe. However,
sup(abe) = 1/3 < δ, this node is not frequent and is not added to the lattice. After
BUILD-LATTICE finishes, we obtain the lattice as shown in Figure 3.1.
3.4.2 Mining TARs from the Lattice Structure
We first propose two theorems which help to prune invalid rules quickly. We then
develop an algorithm to discover TARs from the lattice of frequent codesets.
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3.4.2.1 Theorems
Theorem 3.2. Given a rule R : X → (4)Y , let sup(R) = sup(X∪Y ) be the support
of R and conf(R) = sup(R)
sup(X)
be the confidence of R (Fournier-Viger et al., 2017b). If
conf(R) < λ, then dirconf(R) < λ.
Proof. Regarding Definition 3.6, dirsup(R) = |{Pi|Pi∈Pidset(X∪Y )∧min(Y,Pi)−max(X,Pi)≥4}||D| .
Regarding Definition 3.3, sup(X ∪ Y ) = |Pidset(X∪Y )||D| ; hence, we can conclude that
dirsup(R) ≤ sup(R). This implies that dirconf(R) = dirsup(R)
sup(X)
≤ conf(R) = sup(R)
sup(X)
.
Thus, if conf(R) < λ, then dirconf(R) < λ.
Theorem 3.2 helps us to prune invalid rules quickly without computing their direction
supports and direction confidences. Recall that the way to compute the direction
support of a rule R : X → (4)Y requires two steps: (1) finding the set of patients
who have X ∪Y (i.e., Pideset(X ∪Y )), and (2) for each patient Pi ∈ Pidset(X ∪Y ),
checking whether the condition min(Y, Pi)−max(X,Pi) ≥ 4 satisfies. The first step
to compute Pidset(X ∪ Y ) is very fast whereas the second step consumes time since
it depends on the number of patients in Pidset(X ∪ Y ) and the number of singleton
codes in X and Y . From Pidset(X ∪ Y ), we compute sup(R) and conf(R), and if
conf(R) < λ, then we do not need to compute either dirsup(R) or dirconf(R). For
example, consider the rule R : a → (4){d, e} with 4 = 30 days, as mentioned in
Example 3.2. There are two patients who have {a, d, e} and three patients who have
a. Hence, we can easily compute sup(R) = sup({a, d, e}) = |Pidset({a,d,e})||D| = 2/3 = 0.67
and conf(R) = sup(R)
sup(a)
= 0.67/1 = 0.67. Assume λ = 0.7. Because conf(R) < λ, we
conclude that dirconf(R) < λ (indeed, dirconf(R) = 0.33 < λ) and R is not a valid
rule.
Theorem 3.3. Given two rules R1 : X → (4)Y and R2 : X → (4)Z, and Y ⊂ Z.
If dirconf(R1) < λ, then dirconf(R2) < λ.
Proof. Regarding Definition 3.7, dirconf(R1) = dirsup(R1)
sup(X)
and dirconf(R2) = dirsup(R2)
sup(X)
.
To prove Theorem 3.3, we need to prove dirconf(R2) ≤ dirconf(R1), in other words,
dirsup(R2) ≤ dirsup(R1).
To prove dirsup(R2) ≤ dirsup(R1), we need to prove this inequality: |{Pi | Pi ∈
Pidset(X ∪ Z) ∧ min(Z, Pi) − max(X,Pi) ≥ 4}| ≤ |{Pi | Pi ∈ Pidset(X ∪ Y ) ∧
min(Y, Pi)−max(X,Pi) ≥ 4}| (see Definition 3.6). Since Y ⊂ Z, we have Pidset(X∪
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Z) ⊆ Pidset(X∪Y ). To prove the inequality, we need to prove ∀Pi ∈ Pidset(X∪Z),
if min(Z, Pi)−max(X,Pi) ≥ 4, then min(Y, Pi)−max(X,Pi) ≥ 4.
Assume that ∃P∗ ∈ Pidset(X ∪ Z) such that min(Z, P∗) − max(X,P∗) ≥ 4 but
min(Y, P∗) −max(X,P∗) < 4. Without loss of generality, let X = {a}, Y = {d},
and Z = {de}. Regarding Definition 3.6, we have:
min(Z, P∗)−max(X,P∗) = min{d.P [P∗], e.P [P∗]} −max{a.P [P∗]}
= min{d.P [P∗], e.P [P∗]} − a.P [P∗]
min(Y, P∗)−max(X,P∗) = min{d.P [P∗]} −max{a.P [P∗]}
= d.P [P∗]− a.P [P∗]
There are two cases:
(1) d.P [P∗] ≤ e.P [P∗]: in this case, min(Z, P∗)−max(X,P∗) = d.P [P∗]− a.P [P∗] =
min(Y, P∗)−max(X,P∗) ≥ 4. This conflicts with the assumption.
(2) d.P [P∗] > e.P [P∗]: in this case, min(Z, P∗)−max(X,P∗) = e.P [P∗]−a.P [P∗] ≥ 4.
Since d.P [P∗] > e.P [P∗], d.P [P∗] − a.P [P∗] = min(Y, P∗) −max(X,P∗) ≥ 4. This
conflicts with the assumption.
Consequently, we has proved that ∀Pi ∈ Pidset(X∪Z), if min(Z, Pi)−max(X,Pi) ≥
4, then min(Y, Pi)−max(X,Pi) ≥ 4. In other words, the Theorem 3.3 has been
proved.
Theorem 3.3 implies that if the direction confidence of a rule is less than λ, then
no items should be appended to its consequence to generate candidate rules since
these rules will not be valid. For example, let λ = 0.7, 4 = 30 days, and consider
the rule R1 : a→ (4)d generated from Table 3.1. There are three patients, namely
P1, P2, and P3, who have {a, d}, in which only two patients (P1 and P2) who satisfy
min(d, Pi)−max(a, Pi) ≥ 4. Thus, dirconf(R1) = 0.67. Since dirconf(R1) < 4, we
do need to consider the rule R2 : a→ (4){d, e} which has dirconf(R2) = 0.33 < 4.
3.4.2.2 Algorithm
Our algorithm, named TRAVERSE-LATTICE, for discovering valid TARs from
the lattice structure is shown in Algorithm 10. It first traverses all child nodes of the
root node (line 2). For each child node, it checks whether this node has generated a
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rule (line 3). If not, a rule will be generated by the procedure GENERATE-RULE
(line 4). The purpose of GENERATE-RULE is that given a frequent codeset X, it
generates candidate rules in the form of R : X → (4)Z \X, where X ⊂ Z (i.e., node
Z is a child node of node X). Since the lattice structure has already encoded the
parent-child relationship between X and Z, we can traverse the lattice to generate
these candidate rules very quickly. In addition, GENERATE-RULE employs two
Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 (lines 20 and 23) to prune invalid candidate rules. As a result,
our mining process of TARs is very efficient. In contrast, all existing algorithms for
mining TARs have to find all proper subsets of Z, which can be explosive up to
2k − 2 if Z has k codes, to generate candidate rules. For each candidate rule, they
always compute the direction support and the direction confidence, which is a high
computational task.
3.4.2.3 Complexity analysis
Our algorithm – TRAVERSE-LATTICE traverses all child nodes of the root
node (line 2), which requires O(f) (recall that |root.children| = f). The procedure
GENERATE-RULE consists of two separate loops (lines 13-15 and lines 16-30),
requiring O(|Lc.children|+ |Q|). The complexity of our TRAVERSE-LATTICE
is O(f + |Lc.children|+ |Q|). Let g be the average number of child nodes of every
nodes. The complexity can be simplified to O(f × g). It will be O(f) (when g  f)
in the best case and O(g2) (when f  g) in the average case.
3.4.2.4 Illustrative example
To demonstrate the process of TRAVERSE-LATTICE, we apply it to the lattice
structure as shown in Figure 3.1, with λ = 0.7 and 4 = 30 days. The algorithm
first scans all child nodes (a, b, d, and e) of the root node. Let consider the node
a as an example. The procedure GENERATE-RULE will find valid TARs whose
their antecedent is a. Firstly, the child nodes of a, which are ab, ad, and ae, are
added to the queue Q. Then, the first candidate rule R1 : a → (4)b is generated
with conf(R1) = 0.67. Since conf(R1) < λ, we do not need to compute its direction
confidence regarding Theorem 3.2 and R1 is an invalid rule. The second candidate rule
R2 : a→ (4)d is generated with conf(R2) = 1 ≥ λ. We compute dirsup(R2) = 0.67
and dirconf(R2) = 0.67. Since dirconf(R2) < λ, R2 is an invalid rule. We do not
need to consider other candidate rules like a→ (4){b, d} and a→ (4){d, e} because
they are also invalid rules regarding Theorem 3.3. Similarly, the third candidate rule
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Input: root: the root node of the lattice, λ: a minimum direction confidence
threshold, 4: a time frame
Output: R: the set of valid temporal association rules
1 begin
2 foreach Lc ∈ root.children do
3 if Lc.traverse = false then
4 GENERATE-RULE(Lc, λ, 4);
5 Lc.traverse = true;




10 GENERATE-RULE(Lc, λ, 4)
11 begin
12 Queue Q = ∅;
13 foreach Ls ∈ Lc.children do
14 add Ls to Q;
15 end
16 while Q 6= ∅ do
17 get a node L from Q;
18 set X = Lc.codeset; Y = L.codeset \ Lc.codeset; X ∪ Y = L.codeset;
19 create a rule R : X → (4)Y ;
20 if conf(R) = sup(X∪Y )
sup(X)
≥ λ then // use Theorem 3.2
21 compute dirsup(R) = |{Pi|Pi∈Pidset(X∪Y )∧min(Y,Pi)−max(X,Pi)≥4}||D| ;
22 compute dirconf(R) = dirsup(R)
sup(X)
;
23 if dirconf(R) ≥ λ then // use Theorem 3.3
24 add R to R;
25 foreach Lk ∈ L.children do






Algorithm 10: TRAVERSE-LATTICE(root, λ, 4) algorithm.
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Table 3.2: Valid TARs extracted from the lattice structure in Figure 3.1, with
λ = 0.7 and 4 = 30 days.
Rule direction support direction confidence
R1 : {a, b} → (4)d 0.67 1.00
R2 : b→ (4)d 0.67 1.00
R3 : a→ (4)e has conf(R3) = 0.67 < λ and this rule is invalid.
After processing node a to discover valid TARs with the rule antecedent a, the
procedure TRAVERSE-LATTICE is recursively applied to the child nodes (ab,
ad, and ae) of node a to find valid TARs in the form of R : {a, b} → (4)xxx,
R : {a, d} → (4)xxx, and R : {a, e} → (4)xxx, respectively. Finally, the algorithm
continues with the remaining child nodes of the root node (i.e., nodes b, d, and e) to
search for other valid TARs. All valid TARs mined from the lattice structure shown
in Figure 3.1, are reported in Table 3.2.
3.5 Experiments
In this section, we conduct comprehensive experiments on the clinical dataset (see
Section 3.3.1) to qualitatively and quantitatively evaluate the performance of our
proposed method – LTARM. Our goals are:
1. To demonstrate our method’s capability of capturing the temporal progression
and the co-occurrence information of toxicity patterns, which is superior than
the temporal comorbidity analysis method.
2. To demonstrate the efficiency of our method in terms of runtime, which is
better than two existing methods for temporal association rule mining.
3.5.1 Discovery of Temporal Toxicity Patterns
The first experiment addresses the task of discovering the temporal relationships
between cancer treatments and toxicities, wherein we visualize and compare the




The main goal of the temporal comorbidity analysis method (Hanauer and Ramakr-
ishnan, 2013) is to find the frequently temporal relations among comorbidities in
longitudinal hospital discharge records. The comorbidities take the form of pairs of
diagnosis codes in which one code follows the other temporally in different episodes
of a patient. To find such pairs, the method takes two steps. In the first step, all
frequent pairs are discovered, ignoring the temporal order between the first code and
the second code. This is achieved through the Chi-square test between each pair of
codes. There are (M2−M
2
) possible pairs among codes, where M is the number of
distinct codes. For each pair of two codes a and b, we compute an 2× 2 contingency
table and a Chi-square value. The contingency table includes: (1) The number of
patients who have both code a and code b; (2) The number of patients who have
code a but not code b; (3) The number of patients who have code b but not code a;
and (4) The number of patients who have neither code a nor code b. The Chi-square













, where Oi. is the total of the values in the row i, O.j is the total of the
values in the column j, and N = |D| is the number of patients.
We then compute the p-value based on the Chi-square value χ2 and the degree
of freedom df = 1 by looking up an χ2 distribution table. If the p-value is less
than the significance level α = 0.05, we say the correlation between a and b is
statistically significant (Cohen, 1994). After finishing the first step, the pairs with
a strong enough correlation are passed to the second step. In the second step, the
correlated pairs are further filtered to retain only those showing significant temporal
orders. This is achieved through the Binomial test, that is, we test whether one code
precedes another code. Given two codes a and b, we count the number of times code
a occurring 4 (days) before code b, and vice versa in all patients who contain both
codes a and b, using only the initial instance of each code. The counts for each code
pair are then compared using an exact Binomial test with a hypothesized probability
of success = 0.5 and confidence = 0.95. The direction between two codes is identified
by the code which occurs first more often and the magnitude is represented by the
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p-value obtained from the Binomial test. Further details can be found in (Hanauer
and Ramakrishnan, 2013).
3.5.1.2 Parameter settings
Our method LTARM has three parameters: the minimum support threshold δ
for discovering frequent codesets, the minimum direction confidence threshold λ
for mining valid TARs, and the time frame 4. In our cancer dataset, the number
of codes is larger than the number of patients (1,835 vs 717). Therefore, frequent
1-codesets have low supports, where the highest support is 0.26 for the code “1526900:
Radiation treatment”. If we set the minimum support threshold too high (e.g.,
δ = 0.9 or δ = 1.0), then none frequent codesets could be found. Consequently, we
set δ = 0.05 to be able to discover frequent codesets while it is still large enough
to represent the patient population, and we set λ = 0.1. For the 4 values used in
LTARM and the temporal comorbidity analysis baseline, we use three different time
frames: 1 week (7 days), 1 month (30 days), and 6 months (180 days). These three
durations are chosen to cover acute, short- and medium-term toxicities.
3.5.1.3 Visualization of temporal associations
We believe that the interestingness of discovered rules should ultimately determined
by the domain experts. Therefore, it is insufficient to provide just a list of rules
ordered by some metrics (e.g., the direction support and the direction confidence).
The rules should be displayed in an interactive network graph to allow active queries
by the oncologists. In particular, we visualize the rules by interactive network graphs
using Gephi (Bastian et al., 2009) (an interactive visualization tool) with version
0.9.2, where the oncologists can hover over a node to see all related edges highlighted,
and even search for rules based on some conditions.
Visualization of temporal associations discovered by the temporal comor-
bidity analysis method. We visualize the temporal associations using a directed
graph, in which each edge represents a discovered code pairs. This is the same as
the visualization method mentioned in (Hanauer and Ramakrishnan, 2013). The
interpretation of the graph is quite simple because each edge represents only one
direction from one code to another code. Nonetheless, we cannot identify the com-
bined temporal relations which are regarded an important characteristic of radiation





Figure 3.2: An example graph for temporal association rule visualization. The
graph represents the rule “1526900: Radiation treatment→(30d) R11: Nausea and
E86: Volume depletion”.
Visualization of temporal association rules discovered by our LTARM. For
TARs, we use the graph visualization method introduced in (Hahsler and Chelluboina,
2011). A graph is constructed from the temporal rules discovered from the dataset.
For each rule, a meta node T is introduced so that each codeset in the left hand
side of the rule represented by a node has an edge pointing towards T and each
codeset in the right hand side of the rule which is also denoted by a node has an
edge from T . For example, consider an example graph shown in Figure 3.2. This
graph represents the rule “1526900: Radiation treatment→(30d) R11: Nausea and
E86: Volume depletion”. The nodes (with labels) represent diagnosis codes in the
left hand side and the right hand side of the rule. The meta node T is denoted by a
large blue node (without a label) in the middle of the graph. Its size and color are
set based on the direction support and direction confidence of the rule. Here, we set
the minimum size and the maximum size of a meta node to 1 and 5, corresponding
to the lowest and the highest direction supports found in the set of generated rules.
Similarly, we use the default color palette in Gephi to set the color for a meta node,
where the orange color corresponds to the lowest direction confidence and the violet
color corresponds to the highest direction confidence.
3.5.1.4 Result and discussion
As all 717 patients received radical radiation treatments, we are particularly interested
in the toxicities which follow a radiation treatment. Therefore, we have a close look
at the subset of rules where the rule antecedent is “1526900: Radiation treatment
megavoltage >= 2 fields dual modality linear accelerator ” (or “1526900: Radiation
treatment” for short). There are two codes for radiation treatments, namely 1526900
and 1525400, but most patients received 1526900 for their treatment. The code
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1525400 represents a single-field radiation, which is a very rare treatment regiment.
In our dataset, only 24 patients received this regiment. The data are insufficient to
support generalizable rules.
Toxicity patterns occurring after one week of radiation treatment. Figure
3.3(a) shows the temporal associations obtained by the temporal comorbidity analysis
baseline while Figure 3.3(b) presents the TARs discovered by our method LTARM.
Figure 3.3(a) confirms common toxicities/complications following a radiation treat-
ment, including: 1) “D70: Agranulocytosis”, 2) “E876: Hypokalaemia”, 3) “R11:
Nausea”, 4) “E834: Magnesium decificiency”, 5) “R509: Fever ”, 6) “K590: Constipa-
tion”, and 7) “E86: Volume depletion” (or “Dehydration”).
Figure 3.3(b) contains most of these complications and some others. One advantage
of our results is that TARs can show the complications which co-occur. In particular,
“E876: Hypokalaemia” and “E834: Disorders of magnesium metabolism” are shown
to co-occur following a week’s radiation treatment.
Toxicity patterns occurring after one month of radiation treatment. Fig-
ures 3.4(a-b) represent the temporal relationships between “1526900: Radiation
treatment” and other diagnosis codes generated by the temporal comorbidity analysis
baseline and our temporal association rule based method, respectively.
We see that two methods return consistent results, although the additional represen-
tation power allows the TARs to capture co-occurrence of toxicities between “E86:
Volume depletion” and “R11: Nausea and vomiting”.
Toxicity patterns occurring after six months of radiation treatment. Figure
3.5 shows the temporal relationships between “1526900: Radiation treatment” and
toxicities after six months. Figure 3.5(a) shows the temporal associations generated
by the temporal comorbidity analysis baseline while Figure 3.5(b) represents the
TARs found by our method LTARM.
Again, we can see different effects of the gap constraints on two approaches: the
temporal associations of the baseline are still similar to those found after one month of
radiation treatment whereas the TARs of our method are simpler. This demonstrates
that our approach is more effective than the temporal comorbidity analysis baseline
in revealing the progressive toxicity patterns of radiation treatments under different
time gap constraints. Moreover, the results returned by both methods confirm many
well-known complications of radiation treatments.
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1526900: Radiation treatment, megavolta...
E834: Disorders of magnesium metabol...
Y9222: Health service area
D70: Agranulocytosis




Z8643: Personal history of tobacco us...
M80706: Squamous cell carcinoma, metas...
C770: Secondary and unspecified mali...
E876: HypokalaemiaR11: Nausea and vomiting
Y842: Radiological procedure and rad...
(a) Temporal associations between “1526900: Radiation treatment” and other codes,
generated by the temporal comorbidity analysis baseline.
1526900: Radiation treatment megavoltag...
C770: Secondary and unspecified mali...
M80706: Squamous cell carcinoma metast...
E86: Volume depletion
K590: Constipation
R11: Nausea and vomiting
R509: Fever unspecified
E834: Disorders of magnesium metabol...
Y433: Other antineoplastic drugs cau...
D649: Anaemia unspecified
E876: Hypokalaemia
Y842: Radiological procedure and rad...
R13: Dysphagia
D70: Agranulocytosis
(b) Temporal association rules where the rule antecedent is “1526900: Radiation treatment”,
generated by our method LTARM.
Figure 3.3: Network graphs showing toxicities/complications which occur after one
week of radiation treatment.
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1526900: Radiation treatment, megavolta...
Y9222: Health service area
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(a) Temporal associations between “1526900: Radiation treatment” and other codes,
generated by the temporal comorbidity analysis baseline.
1526900: Radiation treatment megavoltag...
C770: Secondary and unspecified mali...
M80706: Squamous cell carcinoma metast...
E86: Volume depletion
K590: Constipation
R11: Nausea and vomiting
R509: Fever unspecified
E834: Disorders of magnesium metabol...
Y433: Other antineoplastic drugs cau...
D649: Anaemia unspecified
E876: Hypokalaemia
Y842: Radiological procedure and rad...
R13: Dysphagia
D70: Agranulocytosis
(b) Temporal association rules where the rule antecedent is “1526900: Radiation treatment”,
generated by our method LTARM.
Figure 3.4: Network graphs showing toxicities/complications which occur after one
month of radiation treatment.
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(a) Temporal associations between “1526900: Radiation treatment” and other codes, generated by
the temporal comorbidity analysis baseline.
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(b) Temporal association rules where the rule antecedent is “1526900: Radia-
tion treatment”, generated by our method LTARM.
Figure 3.5: Network graphs showing toxicities/complications which occur after six
months of radiation treatment.
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In summary, although the types of cancer treatment toxicities are often known, their
occurrence is not always well documented in daily care. The rules discovered reflect
the patterns which have occurred in a particular patient cohort. Thus, medical
coding provides an indirect way to understand what is happening in a real patient
population. Since medical coding is readily available, our temporal association rule
based approach and visualization provide a solution for quality assurance and to
evaluate the adverse effects of new treatment regimes.
3.5.2 Runtime Analysis
In the second experiment, we analyze and evaluate the efficiency of our proposed
algorithm LTARM in terms of mining time. We compare LTARM with two other
baselines. The experiment is performed on a computer with an Intel Core i7-5500U
CPU at 3.00 GHz and 8 GB of RAM running Windows 8.1 (64-bit). The algorithms
are coded in C# using Visual Studio .NET 2015 (.NET Framework 4.6.01055).
3.5.2.1 Baseline
For a comprehensive comparison, we employ two state-of-the-art baselines. The first
baseline first mines frequent codesets from the dataset using the Apriori algorithm
(Agrawal and Srikant, 1994), which has to scan the dataset multiple times to compute
the support of candidate codesets. It then generates TARs from extracted frequent
codesets, using the algorithm introduced in (Agrawal and Srikant, 1994), which has to
find all proper subsets of each frequent codeset to generate candidate rules. We name
this baseline Apriori-TARM, which stands for Apriori-based Temporal Association
Rule Mining. The second baseline first mines frequent codesets using the FPGrowth
algorithm (Han et al., 2004), which does not generate candidate codesets. It then
generates TARs in the same way as Apriori-TARM. We name it FPGrowth-TARM,
which stands for FPGrowth-based Temporal Association Rule Mining. Note that
we implement FPGrowth-TARM based on the source code of FPGrowth algorithm
provided in the SPMF library3.
It is worth to note that we do not compare our method with Apriori and FPGrowth
because they only find frequent codesets, not TARs. Instead, we compare with
available methods for mining TARs, which extract frequent codesets using Apriori or
3The SPMF library: http://www.philippe-fournier-viger.com/spmf/
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FPGrowth and generate TARs by enumerating all possible subsets of each frequent
itemset.
Complexity analysis. Apriori-TARM requires O(|D| × |C| × 2|C|) for mining
frequent codesets and O(|F| × 2k) for generating temporal association rules (TARs).
Similarly, FPGrowth-TARM requires O(|D|+ |T |2 × d) for mining frequent codesets
and O(|F| × 2k) for generating TARs. Note that |D| is the number of patients
(transactions), |C| is the number of diagnosis codes (items), |F| is the number of
frequent codesets (frequent itemsets), k is the average length of all frequent codesets,
|T | is the number of nodes on the FP-tree, and d is the depth of the FP-tree.
3.5.2.2 Parameter settings
All three methods Apriori-TARM, FPGrowth-TARM, and our LTARM require
three parameters: the minimum support threshold δ for discovering frequent codesets,
the minimum direction confidence threshold λ and the time gap 4 for generating
TARs. Since the number of TARs generated in the second phase depends on the
number of frequent codesets found in the first phase, we examine how the different
values of δ affect the execution time of three methods. More specifically, we fix
λ = 10% and 4 = 30 days while we vary δ in the range [0.3%, 1.3%] with a step of
0.2%.
3.5.2.3 Result and discussion
Figure 3.6(a) shows the numbers of frequent codesets and TARs mined from the
dataset. From the figure, we can see that these numbers increase when the δ value
decreases. The number of rules is fewer than the number of frequent codesets with
δ values in the range [0.7%, 1.3%]. However, it is significantly greater than that of
frequent codesets at δ = 0.3%. This demonstrates that finding TARs becomes a
complicated task when δ values are small.
Figure 3.6(b) shows the total runtimes of three algorithms while Table 3.3 describes
their runtimes for finding frequent codesets and generating rules. The results show
that LTARM is much more efficient than Apriori-TARM in both two phases of the
mining process. Let consider δ = 0.3% in Figure 3.6(b) and Table 3.3 as an example.
The total mining time of LTARM is only 29.679 (s) compared with 224.009 (s) of
Apriori-TARM. In particularly, LTARM takes only 2.675 (s) to construct the lattice
structure and 27.004 (s) to generate TARs from the lattice whereas Apriori-TARM
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consumes 67.687 (s) to discover frequent codesets and 156.322 (s) to generate rules
from these frequent codesets. For this example, LTARM is 8.0 times faster than
Apriori-TARM. This can be explained that Apriori-TARM has to scan the dataset
multiple times to discover frequent codesets and generate all subsets of a frequent
codeset to derive candidate rules. In contrast, LTARM scans the dataset only one
time to build the lattice structure and traverses the lattice to generate candidate
rules. In addition, it also employs two Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 to remove invalid rules
without computing the direction support and direction confidence. Consequently,
LTARM significantly improves the mining time.
FPGrowth-TARM and LTARM behave very similar in finding frequent codesets
(even FPGrowth-TARM is faster than LTARM at δ = 0.3%). Nevertheless, when
considering the total runtime of both two phases, LTARM remarkably outperforms
FPGrowth-TARM. For instance, LTARM is 5.0 times faster than FPGrowth-TARM
at δ = 0.3%. The difference is pronounced clearly since FPGrowth-TARM generates
rules in the same way as Apriori-TARM.
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Figure 3.6: Number of discovered frequent codesets and rules (a) and the total
runtimes of Apriori-TARM, FPGrowth-TARM, and our LTARM (b) on the clinical
dataset.
More experiments to show the runtime efficiency of our algorithm LTARM on very
large datasets are reported in A.1.
3.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we showed that TARs can be used to understand the intricacies
of the adverse effects of radiation treatments and their progressions in the real
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Table 3.3: Runtimes (in second) for mining frequent codesets (MFC) and generating
rules (GR) of three methods with different δ values. A lower runtime means better.
Bold font marks the best performance in a column.
δ (%) 1.3% 1.1% 0.9% 0.7% 0.5% 0.3%
Method MFC GR MFC GR MFC GR MFC GR MFC GR MFC GR
Apriori-TARM 0.213 1.098 0.313 1.947 0.481 2.983 0.872 5.229 7.049 24.560 67.687 156.322
FPGrowth-TARM 0.223 1.019 0.308 2.046 0.427 2.922 0.739 5.217 1.075 23.330 1.662 148.804
LTARM (Ours) 0.176 0.496 0.195 0.751 0.248 1.113 0.358 1.758 0.957 5.644 2.675 27.004
patient population. Compared with the temporal comorbidity analysis method, our
method based on TARs can effectively utilize the time gap constraints and capture
the co-occurrence of toxicities. We also developed an efficient algorithm for mining
TARs, named LTARM. While existing algorithms are time-consuming, LTARM
overcomes this weakness by employing a lattice structure and two theorems, which
can help to eliminate invalid candidate rules efficiently. As a result, the execution
time was reduced significantly, in particular, LTARM was 8.0 times faster than an
Apriori-based algorithm and 5.0 times faster than a FPGrowth-based algortihm.
Our approach forms the basis for a clinical decision support system similar to our
iHealthMap system (Santu et al., 2014). We are in the process of implementing
graph visualization as an effective interface to query historical patient data. When
considering treatment options for a new patient, it allows an oncologist to quickly
identify the most relevant toxicity risks and identify past patients who had the
treatment and had a toxicity reaction. By comparing the current patient with these
historical records and considering the prognosis (Gupta et al., 2014), the oncologist
can better balance the merit and risk of treatment options.
Our approach is driven by real clinical questions and is applied to real-life and
up-to-date data. It revealed clinical meaningful patterns for cancer care, which
exemplifies the potential of data mining methods in emerging clinical questions.
All topics in pattern discovery which have been discussed so far focus on the extraction
of patterns from unlabeled data. In other words, they do not take into account the
labels of data objects such as transactions or sequences during the mining process.
In recent years, these topics have been extended to a supervised context, in which
insightful patterns are discovered from labeled data. In the supervised context, one of
the most well-known types of patterns is contrast set (Bay and Pazzani, 1999, 2001).
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How to efficiently discover such type of pattern in large-scale datasets is the subject
of the next chapter.
Chapter 4
Contrast Set Mining with False
Positive Controlling
“The greater the contrast, the greater the potential. Great energy only
comes from a correspondingly great tension of opposites”
Carl Jung
In the previous chapter, we presented the efficient algorithm – LTARM for mining
temporal association rules from temporal transaction data. Similar to other topics in
pattern discovery as discussed in Chapter 2, temporal association rule mining (TARM)
extracts patterns from unlabeled data to represent the homogeneity and regularity
in data. However, there are many research topics, e.g., contrast set mining (CSM)
(Bay and Pazzani, 2001), emerging pattern mining (EPM) (García-Borroto et al.,
2014), and subgroup discovery (SD) (Atzmueller, 2015), which extract interesting
and useful patterns from labeled data. The main goal of these topics is to discover
the contrast patterns from a supervised point of view, where a specific attribute is
considered as the class attribute.
In this chapter, we present our second contribution to pattern discovery – an efficient
algorithm for mining contrast sets (CSs) from labeled categorical data. In particular,
our algorithm first adapts the tree structure proposed in class association rule mining
(Nguyen et al., 2015b, 2016c) to mine large contrast sets. During the mining process, it
develops two theorems and one proposition to prune the search space and obtain only
non-redundant contrast sets. It then employs the Benjamini and Hochberg’s method
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to extract significant contrast sets and control the false positives for multiple testing.
Through extensive experiments, we demonstrate the efficiency and effectiveness of
our proposed algorithm, where it is much faster than the baselines (around 10-77
times faster) while producing high-quality patterns which improve the accuracy and
F1-macro score of the classification task by around 4-16%.
4.1 Introduction
Inferring useful and hidden patterns from data plays a central role in data mining
and machine learning research. Hidden patterns are knowledge which cannot be seen
obviously and/or intuitively from raw data. They can be the differences between two
cohorts of patients (e.g., the differences between patients having cancer and patients
having no cancer), or the complications of a treatment method after a period of time
(e.g., the complications of radiation treatment after one month), or the probability
of recharge for a patient, and so on. These hidden patterns allow intelligent systems
to learn from data efficiently and behave smartly.
One of the most popular types of patterns is frequent pattern (or frequent itemset),
which finds the important associations in data (e.g., the correlations between risk
factors and a disease) (Agrawal and Srikant, 1994; Fournier-Viger et al., 2017b).
However, frequent itemset mining (FIM) is not suitable to identify the major trends
(e.g., the changes in patient profiles between 2010 and 2015) or the differences (e.g.,
the distinguishing characteristics of two groups of brain stroke patients who are
with ischemia caused by thrombosis and by embolism). There are two important
reasons to explain for this disadvantage. First, FIM often generates a large number
of patterns; therefore, the results are difficult to interpret. Second, it does not enforce
the consistent contrast (i.e., using the same attributes to separate the group) (Billman
and Davies, 2005). Consequentially, contrast set mining (CSM) was proposed to
solve these two shortcomings (Dong and Bailey, 2012).
The primary concern of CSM is to discover the set of attribute-value pairs whose
distributions are different across groups. For example, if social science researchers
compare two gender groups, they might find that Pr(Occupation=engineer | Gen-
der=female)=15% while Pr(Occupation=engineer | Gender=male)=80%, where the
contrast set is “Occupation=engineer” and two groups are “Gender=female” and
“Gender=male”. This example implies that the engineering job is more likely chosen
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by male than female. Mining contrast sets have many practical applications in
different domains such as university admission (Bay and Pazzani, 2001), folk music
(Neubarth and Conklin, 2016), aircraft accidents (Nazeri et al., 2008), insurance
policy (Wong and Tseng, 2005), outbound tourism (Law et al., 2011), bioinformatics
(Liu et al., 2016), and healthcare (Nguyen et al., 2016b).
The search for all contrast sets is an NP-hard problem (Wei et al., 2013). Numerous
algorithms have been proposed to solve this problem (Bay and Pazzani, 2001; Hilder-
man and Peckham, 2007; Liu et al., 2014). Due to the large number of hypothesis
tests, these algorithms often suffer from a high false positive rate. Although some
of them adopted a modified Bonferroni correction to control the false positives, the
significance level computed at each level was very restrictive. Additionally, existing
algorithms were often time-intensive on large-scale datasets because they had to
scan the dataset multiple times to count supports (or frequencies) of contrast sets.
In this chapter, we develop an efficient algorithm for CSM to overcome these two
limitations.
The contributions of this chapter are summarized as follows:
1. We adapt the tree structure proposed in class association rule mining (Nguyen
et al., 2015b, 2016c) to mine contrast sets. Each node in the tree contains a
contrast set with metadata to easily and quickly compute its support in each
group.
2. Two theorems and one proposition are derived to prune the search space and
to obtain non-redundant contrast sets.
3. The Benjamini and Hochberg’s (BH) method (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995)
is employed to control the false positives for multiple testing. To the best of
our knowledge, we are the first team who applies the BH method to control
the false positives in the context of CSM.
4. An efficient algorithm for mining contrast sets (named CS-Miner) is devel-
oped. Unlike some existing algorithms, it scans the dataset only once rather
than scanning the dataset at each level of the search tree. This feature can
significantly reduce the computing overhead. In comparison with three state-
of-the-art methods (STUCCO (Bay and Pazzani, 2001), CIGAR (Hilderman
and Peckham, 2007), and DIFF (Liu et al., 2014)), our proposed algorithm sig-
nificantly reduces the time needed for mining while it can produce high-quality
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contrast sets.
5. We demonstrate the effectiveness of contrast sets discovered by CS-Miner
when using them as features in classification, where they produce superior
performance than the baselines.
6. We present a novel application in healthcare by applying CS-Miner to the
electronic medical records (EMRs) of 399,107 patients to analyze their length
of stay (LOS) in an emergency department (ED). In particular, we identify
the significant differences between two groups of patients: one staying short in
ED (i.e., LOS<4h) and the other staying long in ED (i.e., LOS≥4h). We will
show that contrast sets discovered by CS-Miner are more useful than class
association rules generated by CAR-Miner (Nguyen et al., 2013), and they can
provide a comprehensive information of LOS for different patient populations.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2, the definitions and
background of CSM are briefly given. Section 4.3 gives a survey of past researches
done in the CSM area. The main contributions of this work are presented in Section
4.4, where the proposed algorithm – CS-Miner for efficiently mining contrast sets
is introduced. The results of experiments comparing the performance of CS-Miner
with those of other algorithms are reported in Section 4.5. An application of CS-
Miner to the ED LOS analysis is described and discussed in Section 4.6. The
conclusions and directions for future work are shown in Section 4.7.
4.2 Preliminary Concepts
Let D be a labeled categorical dataset with n attributes A = {A1, A2, ..., An} and |D|
denotes the number of records, where each record is a set of attribute-value pairs. Let
G be the class attribute, G = {g1, g2, ..., gk} contains a list of groups (or labels). Each
attribute Ai ∈ A can take on values from its domain dom(Ai) = {ai1, ai2, ..., aim}.
The domain between attributes are distinct, i.e., dom(Ai) ∩ dom(Aj) = ∅,∀i 6= j.
4.2.1 Contrast Set Mining
We briefly describe the conventional CSM (Bay and Pazzani, 1999, 2001) in this
section.
Definition 4.1. A contrast set X is a set of attribute-value pairs defined on groups
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g1, g2,..., gk, such that no attribute occurs more than once.
Definition 4.2. Given a contrast set X and a group gi, cover (X) is the set of
records in D which contain X, cover(gi) is the set of records in D which contain gi,
and cover(X, gi) is the set of records in D which contain both X and gi.
Definition 4.3. The support of a contrast set X w.r.t a group gi, denoted by
sup(X, gi), is the fraction of records in gi which contain X, that is, sup(X, gi) =
|cover(X,gi)|
|cover(gi)| .
Example 4.1. A sample dataset is shown in Table 4.1. It contains 10 records, three
attributes (A, B, and C), and three groups (g1, g2, and g3). The number of records
belong to three groups g1, g2, and g3 are 4, 4, and 2 respectively. For example,
consider the contrast set X = {(A, a1)}. We have sup(X, g1) = 24 = 0.5 because
there are four records in the group g1, in which two records (R1 and R7) contain
X = {(A, a1)}. Similarly, we have sup(X, g2) = 14 = 0.25, and sup(X, g3) = 12 = 0.5.
Table 4.1: An example dataset, which contains 10 records, three attribute, and one
class attribute.
Record A B C Class
R1 a1 b1 c1 g1
R2 a1 b2 c1 g2
R3 a2 b2 c1 g2
R4 a3 b3 c1 g1
R5 a3 b1 c2 g2
R6 a3 b3 c1 g1
R7 a1 b3 c2 g1
R8 a2 b2 c2 g2
R9 a1 b3 c2 g3
R10 a3 b1 c1 g3
Definition 4.4. Given a minimum support-difference threshold δ ∈ [0, 1], a contrast
set X is called large if it satisfies dev(X) = maxij | sup(X, gi) − sup(X, gj)| ≥ δ,
where i, j ∈ [1, k] and k is the number of groups.
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Definition 4.5. Given a significance level α, a contrast set X is called significant if
it satisfies pv(X) < α, where pv refers to the p-value of X.
The goal of CSM is to find all contrast sets whose supports differ meaningful across
groups, meaning these contrast sets satisfy both Definitions 4.4 and 4.5. So, the term
“mining contrast sets” is the implication of “mining large and significant contrast
sets”.
Determination of whether a contrast set X is large (i.e., X satisfies Defi-
nition 4.4): We first compute the support of X in each group. We then compute
the maximum support difference and check whether it exceeds the minimum support-
difference threshold δ.
Example 4.2. Consider X = {(A, a1)} in Table 4.1. We have sup(X, g1) = 0.5,
sup(X, g2) = 0.25, and sup(X, g3) = 0.5. Assume δ = 0.1. X is large since
dev(X) = maxij | sup(X, gi)− sup(X, gj)| = sup(X, g1)− sup(X, g2) = 0.5−0.25 ≥ δ.
Determination of whether a contrast set X is significant (i.e., X satisfies
Definition 4.5): The significance of X is determined using a Chi-square test.
We first compute the 2-dimensional contingency table and Chi-square value. The
contingency table consists of two rows and k columns, where the rows represent the
truth of the contrast set and the columns represent the groups. The Chi-square value









where Oij is an observed value at the intersection of the row i and the column j, Eij
is an expected value calculated by Eij = (Oi. ×O.j)/|D|, Oi. is the total in the row i,
O.j is the total in the column j, and |D| is the total number of records.
We then compute the p-value of X based on the χ2 value and the degrees of freedom
df = k−1, where k is the number of columns of the contingency table. We can obtain
the corresponding p-value by looking up an χ2 distribution table. X is significant
if the p-value of X is less than the significance level α = 0.05. Note that a p-value
of 0.05 is recognized as low enough to consider a result as statistically significant
(Cohen, 1994). In other words, X is significant if the Chi-square test rejects the null
hypothesis, that is, X and groups are independent.
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Example 4.3. The contingency table for X = {(A, a1)} is shown in Table 4.2. Using
the Equation 4.1, the Chi-square value χ2(X) is 0.625. The degrees of freedom df is
2. With df = 2 and χ2 = 0.625, we compute a p-value of 0.73. At the 5% significance
level (i.e., α = 0.05), X is not significant since 0.73 > 0.05.
Table 4.2: The contingency table for X = {(A, a1)}.
Class = g1 Class = g2 Class = g3 Total
X 2 1 1 4
¬X 2 3 1 6
Total 4 4 2 10
Control of false positives: Due to the large number of hypothesis tests, a CSM
algorithm often suffers from a high false positive rate. STUCCO (Bay and Pazzani,
2001) used a modified Bonferroni correction to limit the total Type I errors (false
positives) for all Chi-square tests to α. STUCCO used an enumeration tree to search
for contrast sets. At the level i in the search tree, STUCCO computed a different αi
for the Chi-square test, where αi is calculated as follows:
αi = min((α/2
i)/|Ci|, αi−1), (4.2)
where |Ci| is the number of candidates at the level i. When we descend through the
search tree, αi is half that of αi−1, causing the significance level to become more
restrictive.
4.2.2 Redundant Contrast Set
A contrast set X is considered as redundant if one of the following conditions holds.
1. Identical support (Bay and Pazzani, 2001): One of its immediate sub-
sets has the same support, that is, ∀i ∈ [1, k], sup(X, gi) = sup(Y, gi), for
Y ⊂ X and |Y | = |X| − 1. For example, consider two contrast sets X =
{(A, a2), (B, b2)} and Y = {(B, b2)} in Table 4.1. Since ∀i ∈ [1, 3], sup(X, gi) =
sup(Y, gi), X is redundant.
2. Decreasing significance: One of its immediate subsets has a strictly greater
Chi-square value, that is, χ2(X) < χ2(Y ), for Y ⊂ X and |Y | = |X| − 1.
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3. Independence (Bay and Pazzani, 2001): The observed distributions of X
are not statistically different from its expected distributions (i.e., not statisti-
cally surprising), that is, ∃i ∈ [1, k], sup(X, gi) = sup(X1, gi)× ...× sup(Xh, gi),
for all Xj ⊂ X and |Xj| = |X| − 1.
STUCCO (Bay and Pazzani, 2001) and CIGAR (Hilderman and Peckham, 2007) only
used two conditions 1 and 3 to prune redundant contrast sets while DIFF (Liu et al.,
2014) did not use any condition to remove redundant contrast sets. Our method
proposes the condition 2 and uses it along with two conditions 1 and 3 to seek a
more succinct result.
4.2.3 Problem Statement
Given a dataset D, a minimum support-difference threshold δ ∈ [0, 1], a significance
level α = 0.05, our goal is to find a set of non-redundant contrast sets F from D, F =
{X | dev(X) ≥ δ ∧ pv(X) < α ∧X does not hold any condition in Section 4.2.2}.
4.3 Related Work
CSM was first introduced by Bay and Pazzani (Bay and Pazzani, 1999) with their
STUCCO algorithm. STUCCO organized the search for contrast sets using an
enumeration tree to make sure that every node was visited only once. Contrast sets
were then generated using a breadth-first search and checked for significance using
Chi-square tests. STUCCO employed a modified Bonferroni correction to control the
Type I errors (false positives). The significant weakness of STUCCO is that it has to
scan the dataset at each level of the search tree to count the support of all nodes for
each group, causing it very time-consuming. Another big issue of STUCCO is that
the significance level computed by its modified Bonferroni correction at each level is
very restrictive. For example, if we test at level 1 say α1 = 0.05, then the significance
at level 2 with 10,000 candidates is α2 = (α1/22)/10000 = 1.25 × 10−6. Very few
contrast sets can have the p-values this small. Since then, several other algorithms
adopted STUCCO’s approach, including CIGAR (Hilderman and Peckham, 2007)
and DIFF (Liu et al., 2014). CIGAR utilized the Yates’ correction version for Chi-
square test to compute the p-values. It concentrated on controlling the Type II errors
(false negatives) by not correcting α for multiple testing. Both STUCCO and CIGAR
required much time and effort to mine all contrast sets because of multiple dataset
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scans to compute supports. In 2014, Liu et al. proposed a FP-tree-based algorithm,
called DIFF, for mining all contrast sets (Liu et al., 2014). Like STUCCO, DIFF
computed a p-value using a Chi-square test but it did not adjust α when performing
multiple testing. Although DIFF achieved a better computational efficiency compared
with STUCCO, it did not detect and eliminate redundant contrast sets.
Some researchers have attempted to accelerate the mining time by finding only
a subset of contrast sets. They proposed different interesting measures to search
for maximal contrast sets (Simeon and Hilderman, 2011), correlated contrast sets
(Simeon et al., 2012), and exceptional contrast sets (Nguyen et al., 2016b). These
methods, however, did not find a full set of contrast sets. Two methods (Simeon and
Hilderman, 2011; Simeon et al., 2012) even required many user-defined thresholds
such as minimum frequency threshold, minimum subset-ratio threshold, minimum
mutual-information threshold, and minimum all-confidence threshold. In real-world
applications, specifying many threshold values is a really challenging task for end
users. The more parameters are required, the more confusion end users may get.
Class association rule mining (Nguyen et al., 2013) has been recently adapted for
mining contrast sets (Jabbar and Zaïane, 2016). However, this approach is more
suitable for a predictive task than for a descriptive task aimed by traditional CSM
methods.
Table 4.3 provides an overview of several available algorithms for CSM.
Table 4.3: Algorithms for CSM: An overview.
Algorithms Highlights
STUCCO (Bay and Pazzani, 2001)
Discover all contrast setsCIGAR (Hilderman and Peckham, 2007)
DIFF (Liu et al., 2014)
COSINE (Simeon and Hilderman, 2011) Discover maximal contrast sets
GENICCS (Simeon et al., 2012) Discover highly correlated contrast sets
ECSM (Nguyen et al., 2016b) Discover exceptional contrast sets
CS2 (Jabbar and Zaïane, 2016) Mine contrast sets for classification
Since the only STUCCO, CIGAR, and DIFF mine all contrast sets, we will compare
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the performance of our method CS-Miner with them.
4.4 CS-Miner: The Proposed Algorithm for Min-
ing Contrast Sets
In this section, we introduce our proposed algorithm for mining contrast sets, named
CS-Miner, which stands for Contrast Set Miner. Our algorithm has three main
phases: (1) finding large contrast sets and pruning redundant ones; (2) generating
significant contrast sets and controlling false positives; and (3) ranking interesting
contrast sets. These three phases are presented next.
4.4.1 Finding Large and Non-redundant Contrast Sets
We first describe the tree structure used for storing contrast sets. We then propose two
theorems and one proposition which help to prune non-large and redundant contrast
sets quickly. Finally, we develop an algorithm to discover large and non-redundant
contrast sets from the dataset.
4.4.1.1 Tree structure
We describe the tree structure used to store contrast sets.
Definition 4.6. Each node X in the tree is a tuple in the form:
X = (cs, RIDset, pos, supmax),
where:
• cs is a contrast set.
• RIDset = {RID1, RID2, ..., RIDk} is a set, where each RIDi is a set of
records which contain both cs and the group gi, and k is the number of groups.




• supmax is the maximum support of cs w.r.t groups, i.e., supmax = maxi∈[1,k](sup(cs, gi)).
Remark 4.1. Hereafter, we use the concepts of “node” and “contrast set” interchange-
ably. We use the node X with the meaning that this node contains the contrast set
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X. For notation purposes, the cs, RIDset, pos, and supmax information of a node
X are denoted as X.cs, X.RIDset, X.pos, and X.supmax respectively.
Remark 4.2. Given a contrast set X, based on the definition of RIDi of X and
Definition 4.2, we have cover(X, gi) = RIDi and |cover (X) | =
∑k
i=1 |RIDi|.
Example 4.4. Consider the contrast set X = {(A, a1)} in Table 4.1. X is contained
in four records R1, R2, R7, and R9 where R1 and R7 belong to the group g1, R2
belongs the group g2, and R9 belongs to the group g3. Therefore, the node containing
X has RID1 = {R1, R7} (or RID1 = 17 for short) (i.e., two records R1 and R7
contain both X and the group g1), RID2 = 2, RID3 = 9, X.RIDset = {17, 2, 9},
and X.pos = 1. With this node structure, we compute the support of X in each group
very easily, that is, sup(X, gi) = |RIDi|/|cover(gi)|. We have sup(X, g1) = 2/4 = 0.5,
sup(X, g2) = 1/4 = 0.25, sup(X, g3) = 1/2 = 0.5, and X.supmax = 0.5.
Definition 4.7. Given two nodes X and Y , X is a child node of Y (and Y is called
a parent node of X) if the contrast set contained by Y is an immediate subset of the
contrast set contained by X (i.e., Y.cs ⊂ X.cs and |Y.cs| = |X.cs| − 1), and X.cs
and Y.cs share the same prefix.
Example 4.5. Given three nodes X = {(A, a1)}, Y = {(A, a1), (B, b3)}, and Z =
{(B, b3)}, although both X and Z are two immediate subsets of Y , only X is a child
node of Y since they share the same prefix {(A, a1)}.
Definition 4.8. Based on Definitions 4.6 and 4.7, a tree structure is constructed by
a set of nodes. Any two nodes X and Y are connected by a link if X is a child node of
Y . In the tree, there is a special node, called the root node, which contains an empty
contrast set. The root node is considered as a parent node of a node which contains
a contrast 1-set (i.e., a contrast set contains only one pair of attribute-value).
4.4.1.2 Theorem and proposition
We introduce two theorems and one proposition which help to eliminate non-large
and redundant contrast sets quickly.
Theorem 4.1. Given a node Y , neither this node nor its child nodes can be large
contrast sets if Y.supmax < δ.
Proof. We have Y.supmax = maxi∈[1,k](sup(Y, gi)) < δ (using the definition of supmax).
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We thus have:
maxi∈[1,k](sup(Y, gi)) − mini∈[1,k](sup(Y, gi)) = maxij | sup(Y, gi) − sup(Y, gj)| < δ.
This implies that Y is not large regarding Definition 4.4.
Assume that X is a child node of Y . Regarding Definition 4.7, Y ⊂ X, meaning that
|X.RIDi| ≤ |Y.RIDi| (∀i ∈ [1, k]). It can be inferred that X.supmax ≤ Y.supmax < δ,
which can conclude that X is not large.
We prune nodes if they satisfy Theorem 4.1. Note that our Theorem 4.1 is slightly
different from Theorem 1 in STUCCO (Bay and Pazzani, 2001) which prunes a node
Y if dev(Y ) < δ. Our Theorem 4.1 is superior to that of STUCCO because it can
retain more potentially large contrast sets.
Example 4.6. Assume that δ = 0.5. Let consider Y = {(A, a3)} in Table 4.1. We
have Y.RIDset = {46, 5, 10}, sup(Y, g1) = 0.5, sup(Y, g2) = 0.25, sup(Y, g3) = 0.5,
Y.supmax = 0.5, and dev(Y ) = 0.25. STUCCO prunes Y (and its child nodes will
not be generated) as dev(Y ) < δ whereas our algorithm keeps Y as Y.supmax ≥ δ.
Let consider the contrast set X = {(A, a3), (B, b3)}, which is a child node of Y . We
have X.RIDset = {46, ∅, ∅}, sup(X, g1) = 0.5, sup(X, g2) = 0, sup(X, g3) = 0, and
dev(X) = 0.5. Obviously, X is large as dev(X) ≥ δ but STUCCO does not generate
X.
Theorem 4.2. Given two nodes X and Y , let Y be a parent node of X. If |cover(X)| =
|cover(Y )|, then ∀i ∈ [1, k], sup(X, gi) = sup(Y, gi) and X is redundant.
Proof. We have |cover(X)| = ∑ki=1 |X.RIDi| and |cover(Y )| = ∑ki=1 |Y.RIDi| (ac-
cording to Remark 4.2). |cover(X)| = |cover(Y )| ⇒∑ki=1 |X.RIDi| =∑ki=1 |Y.RIDi|
(1).
Because Y is a parent node of X, Y ⊂ X ⇒ ∀i ∈ [1, k], |Y.RIDi| ≥ |X.RIDi| (2).
From (1) and (2), ∀i ∈ [1, k], |X.RIDi| = |Y.RIDi|. It implies that ∀i ∈ [1, k], sup(X, gi) =
sup(Y, gi). Regarding the condition 1 described in Section 4.2.2, X is redundant.
Theorem 4.2 helps us to quickly check whether a node is redundant according to the
condition 1. It says that a child node with the same support as its parent node is
redundant because an additional attribute-value pair is added to a contrast set but
giving no new information.
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Proposition 4.1. Given a node Y , if |Y.RIDY.pos| = |cover(Y )|, then ∀i ∈ [1, k], i 6=
Y.pos, sup(Y, gi) = 0, and all child nodes of Y are redundant.
Proof. We have |cover(Y )| = ∑ki=1 |Y.RIDi| = |Y.RIDY.pos| ⇒ ∀i ∈ [1, k], i 6=
Y.pos, |Y.RIDi| = 0 ⇔ sup(Y, gi) = 0. Let X be a child node of Y (i.e., Y ⊂ X).
Since ∀i ∈ [1, k], i 6= Y.pos, sup(Y, gi) = 0, we also have sup(X, gi) = 0. Let Z
be another parent node of X (i.e., Z ⊂ X). We have ∃i ∈ [1, k], sup(X, gi) =
sup(Y, gi)× sup(Z, gi) = 0. Regarding the condition 3 described in Section 4.2.2, X
is redundant.
Using Proposition 4.1, we can efficiently prune redundant contrast sets which meet
the condition 3. In a different view, if a node Y satisfies Proposition 4.1, Y has
support in only one group, and this will be true regardless of any additional attribute-
value pairs added to Y . We prune all child nodes of Y since they do not add new
information.
4.4.1.3 Algorithm
Our algorithm, named FIND-LARGE-CS, for mining large and non-redundant
contrast sets is shown in Algorithm 11. It comprises two core steps. First, it scans
the dataset once to find singleton contrast sets (i.e., contrast sets of size 1) at the
first level of the tree (line 4). Second, it calls the procedure EXTEND-TREE to
generate child nodes (lines 13-34). While traversing the tree, each node is checked
with Definition 4.4 and three conditions in Section 4.2.2 to generate a large and
non-redundant contrast set (lines 35-51).
4.4.1.4 Complexity analysis
Our algorithm FIND-LARGE-CS requires one scan over the dataset to find sin-
gleton contrast sets (line 4). This task has O(|D| × n) (recall that n is the number
of attributes in the dataset). Large contrast sets are generated by the procedure
EXTEND-TREE, requiring O(|Tr|2).The complexity of FIND-LARGE-CS is de-
termined by O(|D| × n+ |Tr|2). Since the number of records is often much larger
than the number of singleton contrast sets (i.e., |D|  |Tr|), the complexity is linear
to the dataset size, O(|D| × n).
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Input: D: dataset, δ: minimum support-difference threshold
Output: L1: large contrast sets of size 1, Lh: large contrast sets of size h > 1
1 L1 = {}; Lh = {};
2 begin
3 let Tr = (∅, {}, 0, 0) be the root node;
4 scan D to find the set of all singleton contrast sets, C1;
5 foreach cs ∈ C1 do
6 create a node X = (cs, RIDset, pos, supmax);
7 if X.supmax ≥ δ then // use Theorem 4.1





13 EXTEND-TREE(N , δ)
14 begin
15 foreach nx ∈ N do
16 GENERATE-CS(nx, δ);
17 if |nx.RIDnx.pos| 6= |cover(nx)| then // use Proposition 4.1
18 Nx = {};
19 foreach ny>x ∈ N do
20 O.cs = nx.cs ∪ ny.cs; // O is a new child node
21 O.RIDi = nx.RIDi ∩ ny.RIDi;
22 O.pos = argmax
i∈[1,k]
{|O.RIDi|};
23 O.supmax = maxi∈[1,k](sup(O, gi));
24 if O.supmax ≥ δ then // use Theorem 4.1
25 if |cover(O)| = |cover(nx)| or |cover(O)| = |cover(ny)| then
// use Theorem 4.2
26 O is redundant;
27 end







Algorithm 11: FIND-LARGE-CS(D, δ).
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GENERATE-CS(X, δ)
begin
compute dev(X) = maxij | sup(X, gi)− sup(X, gj)|;
if dev(X) ≥ δ then // check whether X is large
if X holds any condition in Section 4.2.2 then // check whether X
is redundant
X is redundant ;
end
if X is not redundant then
compute df , χ2(X), p-value of X;
if |X.cs| = 1 then // X is a contrast set of size 1
L1 = L1 ∪ {X};
else // X is a contrast set of size h > 1





Algorithm 12: GENERATE-CS(X, δ)
4.4.1.5 Illustrative example
To illustrate the mining process of FIND-LARGE-CS, we apply it to the example
dataset shown in Table 4.1 with δ = 0.5. First, FIND-LARGE-CS scans the dataset
to find singleton contrast sets (line 4). The contrast sets which satisfy Theorem
4.1 (i.e., supmax ≥ δ) are added to the root node Tr (lines 5-10). Consequently, Tr
has eight child nodes: {(A, a1)}, {(A, a2)}, {(A, a3)}, {(B, b1)}, {(B, b2)}, {(B, b3)},
{(C, c1)}, and {(C, c2)}, depicted in Figure 4.1.
𝑇𝑟
{(𝐴, 𝑎1)} {(𝐴, 𝑎2)} {(𝐴, 𝑎3)} {(𝐵, 𝑏1)} {(𝐵, 𝑏2)} {(𝐵, 𝑏3)} {(𝐶, 𝑐1)} {(𝐶, 𝑐2)}
Figure 4.1: Child nodes of the root node.
Second, the procedure EXTEND-TREE is recursively called with the parameters
Tr and δ to generate large and non-redundant contrast sets. Let consider the node
nx = {(A, a1)} as an example to demonstrate the process of EXTEND-TREE.
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{(𝐴, 𝑎1)}
{ 𝐴, 𝑎1 , (𝐵, 𝑏1)} { 𝐴, 𝑎1 , (𝐵, 𝑏2)} { 𝐴, 𝑎1 , (𝐵, 𝑏3)} { 𝐴, 𝑎1 , (𝐶, 𝑐1)} { 𝐴, 𝑎1 , (𝐶, 𝑐2)}
Figure 4.2: Child nodes of the node nx = {(A, a1)}.
We have sup(nx, g1) = 0.5, sup(nx, g2) = 0.25, and sup(nx, g3) = 0.5. Because
dev(nx) = 0.25 < δ = 0.5, nx is not large. However, nx still satisfies Theorem 4.1
and Proposition 4.1 since nx.supmax = 0.5 ≥ δ and |nx.RID1| = 2 6= |cover(nx)| = 4.
Thus, it is combined with other nodes {(B, b1)}, {(B, b2)}, {(B, b3)}, {(C, c1)}, and
{(C, c2)} to generate new child nodes. Note that the node {(A, a1)} does not join
with two nodes {(A, a2)} and {(A, a3)} because they have the same prefix attribute
A, which cannot generate any child node whose support is greater than zero (Nguyen
et al., 2016c). Figure 4.2 shows child nodes generated from the node {(A, a1)}.
Since three child nodes {(A, a1), (B, b1)}, {(A, a1), (B, b2)}, and {(A, a1), (C, c1)}
do not satisfy Theorem 4.1, they are removed from the search tree. Thus, Nx
contains only two child nodes {(A, a1), (B, b3)} and {(A, a1), (C, c2)}. The procedure
EXTEND-TREE is called recursively with Nx. The node nx = {(A, a1), (B, b3)}
has dev(nx) = 0.5 ≥ δ. This node is large and non-redundant; thus, it is added to
the result. It joins with the node ny = {(A, a1), (C, c2)} to generate a child node
O = {(A, a1), (B, b3), (C, c2)}. The node O has dev(O) = 0.5 ≥ δ but it has the
same support as two nodes nx and ny. Although it is large, it is redundant regarding
Theorem 4.2, and it is thus not added to the result.
We consider the node nx = {(A, a2)} as another example. It has sup(nx, g1) = 0,
sup(nx, g2) = 0.5, and sup(nx, g3) = 0. It is large because dev(nx) = 0.5 ≥ δ. Since
it does not satisfy Proposition 4.1, it does not join with other nodes to generate new
child nodes. All large and non-redundant contrast sets on the search tree are shown
in Figure 4.3 with the bold font.
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𝑇𝑟
{(𝐴, 𝑎1)} {(𝑨, 𝒂𝟐)} {(𝐴, 𝑎3)} {(𝐵, 𝑏1)} {(𝑩, 𝒃𝟐)} {(𝑩, 𝒃𝟑)} {(𝐶, 𝑐1)} {(𝐶, 𝑐2)}
{ 𝑨, 𝒂𝟏 , (𝑩, 𝒃𝟑)} { 𝑨, 𝒂𝟏 , (𝑪, 𝒄𝟐)}
{ 𝑨, 𝒂𝟑 , (𝑩, 𝒃𝟏)} { 𝑨, 𝒂𝟑 , (𝑩, 𝒃𝟑)} { 𝑨, 𝒂𝟑 , (𝑪, 𝒄𝟏)}
{ 𝑩, 𝒃𝟏 , (𝑪, 𝒄𝟏)}
{ 𝑩, 𝒃𝟑 , (𝑪, 𝒄𝟏)} { 𝑩, 𝒃𝟑 , (𝑪, 𝒄𝟐)}
{ 𝐴, 𝑎1 , 𝐵, 𝑏3 , (𝐶, 𝑐2)}
{ 𝑨, 𝒂𝟑 , 𝑩, 𝒃𝟏 , (𝑪, 𝒄𝟏)}
Figure 4.3: 12 large and non-redundant contrast sets remarked in the bold font.
Although five contrast sets {(A, a1)}, {(A, a3)}, {(B, b1)}, {(C, c1)}, and {(C, c2)} are
not large, their supmax ≥ δ; thus, they are still added to the tree regarding Theorem
4.1. The contrast set {(A, a1), (B, b3), (C, c2)} is large but redundant regarding
Theorem 4.2.
4.4.2 Finding Significant Contrast Sets and Controlling False
Positives
We first discuss how we control the false positives. We then develop an algorithm
based on the BH method to find significant contrast sets.
4.4.2.1 Control of false positives
False positives can be controlled based on two measures: family-wise error rate
(FWER) and false discovery rate (FDR) (Salkind, 2006). FWER is defined as the
probability of reporting at least one false positive while FDR is defined as the expected
proportion of false positives among contrast sets which are reported to be statistically
significant. STUCCO (Bay and Pazzani, 2001) used a modified Bonferroni correction
to control FWER for all Chi-square tests to α. It made each individual test more
stringent to report more generalized contrast sets. This approach can be useful if
the number of tests is small, but for a large number of hypothesis tests it is too
conservative, that is, there are too few significant contrast sets.
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In our proposed method, we used a different approach for multiple testing; we do
not control FWER but attempt to control FDR using the BH method (Benjamini
and Hochberg, 1995). The assumption behind this approach is that FWER tends
to report more general contrast sets which are better for prediction, but our study
is viewed as exploratory, controlling of FDR is preferred for better explaining the
complex differences between groups.
4.4.2.2 Algorithm for finding significant contrast sets
For the large contrast sets of size 1, we compare their p-values with α and only keep
significant ones with p-values no larger than α. These contrast sets are then stored
in F1. For the large contrast sets of size h > 1, we develop an algorithm, named
FIND-SIGNIFICANT-CS based on the BH method as shown in Algorithm 13,
to generate significant contrast sets and store them in Fh.
Input: Lh: large contrast sets of size h > 1, α: significance level
Output: Fh: significant contrast sets of size h > 1
1 begin
2 let X1, X2, ..., XF be the large contrast sets in Lh;
3 sort X1, X2, ..., XF in ascending order of p-value;
4 let p1 ≤ p2 ≤ ... ≤ pF be corresponding p-values;
5 define L = maxj∈[1,|Lh|]{j : pj ≤ j×α|Lh|};
6 return Fh = {Xj, j = 1, 2, ..., L} (i.e., Xj is significant);
7 end
Algorithm 13: FIND-SIGNIFICANT-CS(Lh,α = 0.05)
4.4.2.3 Complexity analysis
Our FIND-SIGNIFICANT-CS uses Quicksort at line 3, requiring O(|Lh| ×
log(|Lh|)). It needs one “for” loop (line 5) to find significant contrast sets, which
requires O(|Lh|). The complexity of FIND-SIGNIFICANT-CS is determined by
O(|Lh| × log(|Lh|) + |Lh|).
4.4.2.4 Illustrative example
After obtaining 12 large and non-redundant contrast sets as shown in Figure 4.3, we
need to select significant ones. Three contrast sets of size 1 {(A, a2)}, {(B, b2)}, and
{(B, b3)} have p-values 0.15, 0.04, and 0.09 respectively. Only p-value of {(B, b2)}
is less than α = 0.05; thus, it is significant. To determine whether the remaining
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Figure 4.4: A plot of the ordered p-values pj of nine contrast sets of size h > 1 and
the line with slope j×0.05
9
, for the BH method.
nine contrast sets of size h > 1 are significant, we feed them into the algorithm
FIND-SIGNIFICANT-CS. The process is depicted in Figure 4.4. In the figure,
the blue dots indicate the p-values of contrast sets while the red line indicates the
BH thresholds. Obviously, none p-values fall below the line, meaning that these nine
contrast sets are not significant.
4.4.3 Ranking Interesting Contrast Sets
The setting of a minimum support-difference threshold may generate a large number
of contrast sets, which hinders their understandable and use abilities to end users.
Therefore, we need to perform ranking to select the most interesting contrast sets
after obtaining the results. Although a Chi-square test indicates that there is a
significant association between a contrast set and groups, it does not mention how
significant and important this is. Hence, we propose to use the Cramer’s V measure
to evaluate the interest of a contrast set.




min(r − 1, c− 1) ,
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where r and c are the number of rows and columns in the two-dimensional contingency
table, and |D| is the total number of records.
The Cramer’s V value is between 0 and 1. If it closes to 0, it represents a little
association. If it closes to 1, it represents a strong association. Larger values are
more desirable.
4.5 Experiments
In this section, we conduct extensive experiments to qualitatively and quantitatively
evaluate the performance of our proposed algorithm – CS-Miner. Our goals are:
1. To demonstrate the efficiency of our algorithm in terms of runtime, which is
significantly faster than three state-of-the-art algorithms for CSM.
2. To demonstrate the quality of contrast sets generated by our algorithm, which is
better than those generated by the baselines in terms of complexity, generality,
interest, and quality.
3. To demonstrate the efficacy of our algorithm when applying it to the classifica-
tion task, which produces superior results (i.e., accuracy and F1-macro score)
than the baselines.
4.5.1 Experimental Setup
All experiments are performed on a computer with an Intel Core i7-5500U CPU at
3.00 GHz. The computer has 8 GB of RAM and runs OS Windows 10 (64-bit). The
algorithms are implemented using C# (.NET Framework 4.5.50938). We use the
open-source library ALGLIB1 to compute the Chi-square distribution. We implement
the algorithm DIFF (Liu et al., 2014) based on the source code of FP-Growth in
SPMF (an open-source data mining library) (Fournier-Viger et al., 2016).
4.5.2 Datasets
The six datasets used in the experiments are Adult, Mushroom, Pendigits, Portuguese
(Cortez and Silva, 2008), Breast Cancer, and EDA. The first four datasets are
1The ALGLIB library: http://www.alglib.net/
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obtained from the UCI Machine Learning Repository2. The Breast Cancer dataset
consists of the EMRs of 25,747 patients diagnosed with breast cancer in a state
cancer registry (Australia) (Nguyen et al., 2016a). The dataset EDA consists of the
EMRs of 399,107 patients admitted to the emergency department of the University
Hospital Geelong (Australia), where its detail is described in the case study in Section
4.6.1. All continuous attributes in the experimental datasets are discretized into
equal intervals, following the method used in STUCCO (Bay and Pazzani, 1999).
Table 4.4 summarizes the characteristics of six benchmark datasets, including the
number of attributes, the number of groups, the group distribution, and the number
of records.
Table 4.4: Characteristics of the experimental datasets.




Adult 13 2 (75.1, 24.9) 30,162
Mushroom 23 2 (51.8, 48.2) 8,124
Pendigits 17 10 (10.4, 10.4, 10.4,
9.6, 10.4, 9.6, 9.6,
10.4, 9.6, 9.6 )
10,992
Portuguese 30 2 (15.4, 84.6) 649
Breast Cancer 13 2 (91.1, 8.9) 25,747
EDA 12 2 (53.6, 46.4) 392,614
4.5.3 Baselines
For a comprehensive comparison, we employ three state-of-the-art algorithms for
CSM, namely STUCCO (Bay and Pazzani, 2001), CIGAR (Hilderman and Peckham,
2007), and DIFF (Liu et al., 2014). These baselines are briefly described in Section 4.3.
To mine contrast sets, STUCCO and our CS-Miner need only one parameter, the
minimum support-difference δ. On the other hand, CIGAR requires four parameters
to be set, including δ, the minimum support β, the minimum correlation λ, and the
minimum correlation-difference γ. DIFF requires three parameters, namely δ, β, and
2The UCI Machine Learning Repository: http://mlearn.ics.uci.edu
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the minimum support-ratio . To have a fair comparison, we limit our comparisons
among four algorithms to the minimum support-difference while other parameters
are set to default values in our experiments.
4.5.4 Runtime Comparison
In the first experiment, we analyze the efficiency of our algorithm CS-Miner, where
we compare its mining time with those of the baselines.
4.5.4.1 Parameter settings
We examine how the different values of the minimum support-difference threshold δ
affect the execution time of each algorithm. More specifically, for each dataset, we
vary δ in a range with a step of 1% except for Breast Cancer, where we use the step
of 0.1% to be able to generate contrast sets.
4.5.4.2 Evaluation metrics
We measure the efficiency of the algorithms in terms of execution time (in second).
4.5.4.3 Results and discussion
Figure 4.5 shows the execution times of our CS-Miner and the three baselines
STUCCO, CIGAR, and DIFF, with various minimum support-difference thresholds
δ. From the figure, we can see that CS-Miner is much faster than the baselines. For
example, consider the dataset Breast Cancer with δ = 0.2% in Figure 4.5(e). The
mining time of CS-Miner is only 6.130 (s) in comparison with 477.398 (s), 400.543
(s), and 64.307 (s) of STUCCO, CIGAR, and DIFF, respectively. For this example,
CS-Miner is 77 times faster than STUCCO, 65 times faster than CIGAR, and 10
times faster than DIFF. This profound advantage of CS-Miner can be explained
that both STUCCO and CIGAR use an Apriori-style approach which generates a
large number of candidates during their mining process. When the values for δ are
very low, it is very costly to handle such candidates. DIFF uses the FP-tree structure
to compress the original dataset and only traverses the tree to derive all contrast sets,
without generating any candidate. Although DIFF achieves a better computational
efficiency than STUCCO and CIGAR, it is still slower than CS-Miner. We observe






















































































































In the second experiment, we analyze the quality of contrast sets discovered by our
algorithm CS-Miner and those generated by the baselines on three datasets Adult,
Portuguese, and Breast Cancer.
4.5.5.1 Parameter settings
To generate a large enough number of contrast sets, we use δ = 0.05 for Adult, δ = 0.1
for Portuguese, and δ = 0.01 for Breast Cancer.
4.5.5.2 Evaluation metrics
We evaluate the quality of generated contrast sets using four different measures as
follows:
• Complexity measure: To evaluate the understandability of contrast sets, we
consider The number of contrast sets and The average length of contrast sets.
Smaller values mean better.
• Generality measure: To quantify the generality of a contrast set X, we
compute its Coverage, defined as Cov(X) = |cover(X)||D| , which is the percentage
of records covered by X (Geng and Hamilton, 2006). Larger values mean
better.
• Interest measure: To select and rank contrast sets regarding their potential
interest to end users, we use χ2 (see Equation 4.1), Cramer’s V (see Definition
4.9), and dev (see Definition 4.4). Larger values are more desirable.
• Quality measure: To measure the quality of a contrast set X, we compute
its Sensitivity, defined as Sen(X) = 1
k
×∑ki=1 sup(X, gi) (Geng and Hamilton,
2006). Larger values are more desirable.
4.5.5.3 Results and discussion
We first describe what is our goal and which is the class attribute in each dataset.
We then show and discuss the quality of contrast sets discovered by each algorithm.
Adult dataset: The dataset is also known as Census Income extracted from the 1994
U.S. Census database. It contains the demographic, employment-related attributes,
and the class attribute “Income”. Our goal is to reveal what are main differences
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between people who earned over $50K a year and people who earned less than
$50K a year. The quality of contrast sets discovered by each algorithm is shown in
Table 4.5. From the table, we can see that our CS-Miner generates a very small
number of contrast sets. These contrast sets are quite simple (in terms of length)
but they have very high scores for generality, interest, and quality. In particular,
the contrast sets found by CS-Miner have the highest average scores for Coverage
and Sensitivity. The number of contrast sets generated by DIFF is much larger than
those of STUCCO, CIGAR, and CS-Miner because DIFF neither adjusts α for
multiple testing nor prunes redundant contrast sets.
Table 4.5: Quality of contrast sets found on Adult by each algorithm. Bold font
marks the best performance in each row.
STUCCO CIGAR DIFF CS-Miner
Complexity
# contrast sets 4,285 4,378 13,946 384
avg. length 4.81 4.80 5.06 3.99
Generality avg. Coverage 10.05% 10.23% 7.24% 16.11%
Interest
avg. χ2 836.52 848.01 560.89 618.63
avg. Cramer’s V 0.16 0.16 0.12 0.13
avg. dev 10.16% 10.32% 11.04% 10.33%
Quality avg. Sensitivity 11.09% 11.34% 7.64% 15.40%
Table 4.6 summarizes the number of contrast sets removed by four algorithms in
each type of redundancy as described in Section 4.2.2. From the table, we can see
that CS-Miner can detect and prune a large number of redundant contrast sets.
Table 4.6: Redundancy eliminated by four algorithms on Adult.
STUCCO CIGAR DIFF CS-Miner
Identical support 862 447 N/A 1,831
Decreasing significance N/A N/A N/A 6,090
Independence 2,932 2,932 N/A 155
Portuguese dataset: The dataset contains student achievement on the Portuguese
course of two secondary schools. The data attributes include the student grades,
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demographic, social information, school-related features, and the class attribute
“Exam Result”. Our goal is to find out what are major differences between two groups
of students who failed and passed the Portuguese course. The quality of contrast sets
generated by each algorithm is shown in Table 4.7. It can be seen that contrast sets
generated by STUCCO have the highest average Coverage, χ2, Cramer’s V , dev, and
Sensitivity while those generated by CS-Miner have comparable standards with
CIGAR but have higher values than DIFF.
Table 4.7: Quality of contrast sets found on Portuguese by each algorithm. Bold
font marks the best performance in each row.
STUCCO CIGAR DIFF CS-Miner
Complexity
# contrast sets 2,446 73,107 421,411 17,332
avg. length 4.5 6.3 6.6 6.0
Generality avg. Coverage 20.64% 15.24% 11.06% 15.12%
Interest
avg. χ2 39.35 13.80 10.30 12.92
avg. Cramer’s V 0.24 0.14 0.12 0.14
avg. dev 23.36% 14.34% 13.96% 12.70%
Quality avg. Sensitivity 18.44% 11.58% 8.91% 11.90%
Table 4.8 summarizes the number of contrast sets removed by four algorithms in each
type of redundancy. Again, CS-Miner eliminates a very large number of redundant
contrast sets and most of them fall into the condition 2, “Decreasing significance”.
CIGAR also eliminates many redundant contrast sets but most of them hold the
condition 3, “Independence”.
Table 4.8: Redundancy eliminated by four algorithms on Portuguese.
STUCCO CIGAR DIFF CS-Miner
Identical support 229 4,483 N/A 30,786
Decreasing significance N/A N/A N/A 142,817
Independence 752 44,044 N/A 78
Breast Cancer dataset: An Australian cancer control agency is interested in
the impact of residential remoteness on cancer prevalence/incidence. The agency
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maintains a state-wide cancer registry database. The data size is large but the data
quality is not optimal. The data attributes include the patient demographics, the
diagnoses indicated by ICD-10 codes (World Health Organization, 2013), and the
class attribute “Region”. Our goal is to identify what are distinguishing characteristics
of two groups of breast cancer patients who are living in cities and outer regions.
Table 4.9 represents the quality of contrast sets generated by each algorithm.
Table 4.9: Quality of contrast sets found on Breast Cancer by each algorithm. Bold
font marks the best performance in each row.
STUCCO CIGAR DIFF CS-Miner
Complexity
# contrast sets 19 1,597 25,554 570
avg. length 1.7 5.4 6.4 4.4
Generality avg. Coverage 17.75% 8.84% 3.17% 10.73%
Interest
avg. χ2 15.54 10.51 7.19 9.70
avg. Cramer’s V 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
avg. dev 2.93% 1.84% 3.73% 1.79%
Quality avg. Sensitivity 18.27% 9.14% 3.28% 10.42%
The contrast sets found by STUCCO have very high average values for Coverage
and Sensitivity. STUCCO also obtained contrast sets with the highest average χ2
value. The results of CS-Miner are better than those of CIGAR and DIFF in terms
of The number of contrast sets, The average length of contrast sets, Coverage, and
Sensitivity.
Table 4.10 summarizes the number of contrast sets removed by four algorithms in
each type of redundancy. Similar to two datasets Adult and Portuguese, CIGAR
and CS-Miner prune a large number of redundant contrast sets on Breast Cancer,
compared with STUCCO.
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Table 4.10: Redundancy eliminated by four algorithms on Breast Cancer.
STUCCO CIGAR DIFF CS-Miner
Identical support 2 574 N/A 5,148
Decreasing significance N/A N/A N/A 1,515
Independence 7 82 N/A 109
4.5.6 Classification Comparison
Because classification is one of the most important applications of pattern mining
algorithms (Cheng et al., 2007; Fowkes and Sutton, 2016; Nguyen et al., 2018a), the
third experiment focuses on analyzing the classification performance when using
contrast sets discovered by each algorithm as features on three datasets Adult,
Portuguese, and Breast Cancer.
4.5.6.1 Parameter settings
We use δ = 0.05 for Adult, δ = 0.1 for Portuguese, and δ = 0.01 for Breast Cancer
to generate contrast sets. Different algorithms generate different lists of contrast
sets with different sizes. To make the comparison fair enough, we make these lists
to have the same number of contrast sets. We first rank contrast sets generated
by each algorithm decreasingly based on their Cramer’s V values. We then select
top-k contrast sets and use them as features, following the procedure in (Fowkes and
Sutton, 2016). More specifically, given a dataset D and the list of top-k contrast
sets discovered from D, F = {X1, X2, ..., Xk}, the feature vector of a record R is
defined as f(R) = [x1, x2, ..., xk], where xi = 1 if Xi ⊆ R otherwise xi = 0. We
choose k = 128 since this is a common value used for feature dimension (Grover and
Leskovec, 2016; Nguyen et al., 2018a,c).
4.5.6.2 Evaluation metrics
After the feature vectors of records are constructed, we feed them to a Support
Vector Machine (SVM) with linear kernel (Chang and Lin, 2011) to classify the
record labels. We use the linear-kernel SVM since this classifier was often used in
pattern-based classification (Cheng et al., 2007; Fowkes and Sutton, 2016; Nguyen
et al., 2018a,c). The hyper-parameter C of SVM is set to 1, the default value. Each
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Table 4.11: Accuracy and F1-macro of our CS-Miner and the baselines on three
benchmark datasets. Bold font marks the best performance in a column.
Adult Portuguese Breast Cancer
Method Accuracy F1-macro Accuracy F1-macro Accuracy F1-macro
STUCCO 83.53 (0.01) 75.75 (0.01) 84.92 (0.03) 65.51 (0.08) 91.07 (0.00) 47.66 (0.00)
CIGAR 83.29 (0.01) 75.58 (0.01) 84.77 (0.03) 66.77 (0.06) 91.07 (0.00) 47.66 (0.00)
DIFF 83.34 (0.01) 75.75 (0.01) 85.69 (0.03) 66.86 (0.07) 91.06 (0.00) 47.70 (0.00)
CS-Miner 84.54 (0.01) 77.85 (0.01) 88.92 (0.03) 75.85 (0.07) 91.07 (0.00) 47.66 (0.00)
dataset is randomly split into 9 folds for training and 1 fold for testing. We repeat the
classification process on each dataset 10 times and report the average classification
accuracy, the average F1-macro score, and their standard deviations.
4.5.6.3 Results and discussion
From Table 4.11, we can see our algorithm CS-Miner clearly results in better
classification in terms of both accuracy and F1-macro, compared with other baselines.
On Adult, CS-Miner achieves 1%, 2%, and 1% improvements in accuracy over
STUCCO, CIGAR, and DIFF, respectively. Similar improvements can be also
observed when comparing F1-macro scores. On Portuguese, the gains obtained by
CS-Miner over the baselines are more significant, achieving 5%, 5%, and 4% gains
in accuracy and 16%, 14%, and 13% gains in F1-macro over STUCCO, CIGAR, and
DIFF, respectively.
In summary, our algorithm CS-Miner can discover high-quality contrast sets which
are very useful for classification while its computation is very efficient in terms of
runtime, compared with existing state-of-the-art baselines.
4.6 Case Study: An Application of CS-Miner to
the ED LOS Analysis
In this section, we assess the usefulness of our proposed algorithm CS-Miner in a
real application, namely a case study of the hospital process redesign.
The length of stay (LOS) in an emergency department (ED) is a key indicator of the
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resource use and the quality of care and treatment (Wylie et al., 2015). The extension
of LOS in ED can increase overcrowding and the risk of adverse events for patients
including the hospital-acquired infections, morbidity, and mortality (Asha and Ajami,
2013). In June 2011, the Australian Federal Government implemented the National
Emergency Access Target which requires hospitals to discharge patients in ED within
4 hours (Emergency Care Institute New South Wales, 2012). Consequently, hospitals
need to understand why some patients stay longer than 4 hours. They need to
find out the major differences between the two groups of patients so that proper
measures can be taken to reduce the number of patients staying longer than 4 hours.
Understanding the differences is the first step leading to shorter waiting times in ED
and huge financial savings for hospitals.
To demonstrate the usefulness of CS-Miner in the ED LOS analysis, we apply
it to an emergency department attendance (EDA) data to reveal major differences
between two groups of patients: one staying short in ED (LOS<4h) and the other
staying long in ED (LOS≥4h). We then show and compare the results obtained
by CS-Miner and those obtained by the class association rule mining algorithm
CAR-Miner (Nguyen et al., 2013).
4.6.1 Emergency Department Attendance Dataset
The dataset3 consists of 399,107 hospitalized patients admitted to the emergency
department of the University Hospital Geelong in Australia between June 2008 and
May 2015. After excluding incomplete and erroneous records, the remaining number
of patients is 392,614. The variables and their values in the dataset are summarized
in Table 4.12.
4.6.2 Contrast Sets Discovered by CS-Miner
We run CS-Miner on the dataset EDA with α = 0.05 and δ = 15%. As a result, we
obtain seven contrast sets in total. These contrast sets are shown in Figure 4.6.
In the figure, each horizontal bar represents a contrast set X along with its support
in each group. Each bar has two parts. The left part indicates the support of X in
the group of patients staying short in the ED (i.e., LOS<4h) while the right part
3Download from https://data.gov.au/dataset/emergency-hospitals-city-of-greater-
geelong
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Table 4.12: Patient and administration characteristics.
Attribute Type Values and Distributions (%)
Attendance month Categorical Jan: 9.0; Feb: 7.8; Mar: 8.8; Apr: 8.4; May: 8.3; Jun: 7.2;
Jul: 8.1; Aug: 8.6; Sep: 8.2; Oct: 8.4; Nov: 8.3; Dec: 8.9
Attendance year Categorical 2008: 5.7; 2009: 12.6; 2010: 13.8; 2011: 14.4; 2012: 15.3; 2013: 15.9; 2014: 16.1; 2015: 6.2
Attendance hour Categorical 0: 2.9; 1: 2.4; 2: 2.1; 3: 1.8; 4: 1.6; 5: 1.5; 6: 1.5; 7: 1.9; 8: 3.1; 9: 4.5; 10: 5.5; 11: 6.2;
12: 6.0; 13: 6.1; 14: 5.8; 15: 5.7; 16: 5.8; 17: 5.7; 18: 6.1; 19: 5.6; 20: 5.4; 21: 4.9; 22: 4.4; 23: 3.6
Triage code Categorical 0 - Mental health: 0.1; 1 - Resus: 0.7; 2 - Emergency: 11.0; 3 - Urgent: 33.1;
4 - Semi urgent: 45.3; 5 - Non urgent: 9.9
Accommodation Categorical Private residence - living with others: 86.1; Private residence - living alone: 9.7; Aged care facility: 3.0;
Hotel/Hostel: 0.2; Community-based supported: 0.3; Prison/Remand center/Youth training center: 0.2;
Homeless: 0.2; Other: 0.1; Unknown/Unable to determine: 0.2
Arrival mode Categorical Private car/Walking: 46.8; Road ambulance service: 30.6;
Public transport/Community: 22.1; Police: 0.5
Reference source Categorical Self/Family/Friends: 87.1; Own medical officer: 6.7; Other medical officers: 1.6; Nurse on call: 0.5;
Other nurses: 0.5; Private specialist: 0.2; Staff from this campus: 1.2; Staff from another campus: 0.7;
Correctional officer/Police: 0.7; Other community services staff: 0.2; Other: 0.6
Care group Categorical General: 36.6; Fast track: 28.1; Cardiac monitored: 12.1; Cubicles: 3.8; Elderly: 0.9;
Mental health: 1.4; Monitors: 0.9; Paediatrics: 12.2; Resus: 3.9; Review: 0.1
Insurance type Categorical Medicare patient: 94.3; Department of Veterans’ Affairs: 1.8; Work cover: 1.6;
Overseas eligible/Ineligible hospital exempt: 0.5; Prisoner: 0.2; Transport accident commission: 1.5
Age Categorical 00 to 19: 26.5; 20 to 54: 40.2; 55 to 69: 13.7; 70+: 19.6
Gender Categorical Female: 49.6; Male: 50.4
LOS Categorical <4h: 53.6; ≥4h: 46.4
LOS<4h 53.60% 46.40% LOS>=4h 46.40% 53.60% Cramer's V dev
Care group=Fast track 41.61% 58.39% Care group=Fast track 12.46% 87.54% 0.32 29.15%
Arrival mode=Road ambulance service 18.57% 81.43% Arri al mod =Road ambulance service 44.65% 55.35% 0.28 26.08%
Age=70+ 9.38% 90.62% Age=70+ 31.46% 68.54% 0.28 22.08%
Care group=General 25.54% 74.46% Care group=General 49.36% 50.64% 0.25 23.82%
Age=00 to 19 36.05% 63.95% Age=00 to 19 15.40% 84.60% 0.23 20.65%
Arrival mode=Private car/Walking 55.61% 44.39% Arrival mode=Private car/Walking 36.62% 63.38% 0.19 18.99%



















Arrival mode=Road ambulance service
Age=00 to 19
Care group=General
Accommodation=Private residence - living with others and Arrival mode=Private car/Walking
Arrival mode=Private car/Walking
Figure 4.6: Contrast sets discovered by CS-Miner on EDA.
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indicates the support of X in the group of patients staying long in the ED (i.e.,
LOS≥4h). For example, consider the first contrast set Care group = Fast track. It
has a support of 41.61% in group LOS<4h, meaning that there are 87,552 patients
treated in the Fast track zone in the total of 210,411 patients with LOS<4h. On
the contrary, it has only 12.46% support in group LOS≥4h, meaning that there are
22,699 patients treated in the Fast track zone in the total of 182,173 patients with
LOS≥4h. This contrast set has the highest support difference between two groups
(the support difference is 29.15%) and a high Cramer’s V value (V = 0.32).
Although the contrast set Arrival mode = Private car/Walking has a high support
difference between two groups (the support difference is 18.99%), it has a low Cramer’s
V value (V = 0.19). Hence, it is less interesting than other contrast sets.
A contrast set can easily be converted to an “if-then” rule which intuitively describes
a difference in the dataset. Table 4.13 provides the interpretations for contrast sets
given in Figure 4.6 in the format of “if-then” rules.
Table 4.13: Contrast set interpretations in the format of “if-then” rules.
Rule Contrast set Interpretation
1 Care group=Fast track If patients are treated in the Fast track zone, then
they are more likely to stay short in the ED.
2 Arrival mode=Road
ambulance service
If patients are admitted to the ED using road
ambulance, then they are more likely to stay long
in the ED.
3 Age=70+ If patients age 70 and over, then they are more
likely to stay long in the ED.
4 Care group=General If patients are treated in a general zone, then they
are more likely to stay long in the ED.
5 Age=00 to 19 If patients have age between 00 and 19, then they
are more likely to stay short in the ED.
6 Arrival mode=Private
car/Walking
If patients either walk into the ED or come by
private transport, then they are more likely to
stay short in the ED.
7 Accommodation=Private




If patients are living in a private residence with
other people and either walk into the ED or come
by private transport, then they are more likely to
stay short in the ED.
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We also compare the quality of contrast sets generated by STUCCO, CIGAR, DIFF,
and CS-Miner on EDA as presented in Table 4.14. It is clear from the table that
the results of CS-Miner are the best. In particular, the contrast sets found by
CS-Miner have the highest generality, interest, and quality while they have the
lowest complexity. STUCCO and CIGAR obtain quite similar contrast sets.
Table 4.14: Quality of contrast sets found on EDA by each algorithm. Bold font
marks the best performance in each row.
STUCCO CIGAR DIFF CS-Miner
Complexity
# contrast sets 16 16 343 7
avg. length 2.19 2.19 3.00 1.14
Generality avg. Coverage 22.98% 22.98% 20.79% 33.04%
Interest
avg. χ2 24,403.98 24,402.72 8,854.77 25,158.82
avg. Cramer’s V 0.25 0.25 0.13 0.25
avg. dev 19.90% 19.90% 25.71% 22.81%
Quality avg. Sensitivity 22.91% 22.91% 20.69% 32.97%
Table 4.15 summarizes the number of contrast sets removed by four algorithms in
each type of redundancy. We can see that the number of redundant contrast sets
removed by three algorithms STUCCO, CIGAR, and CS-Miner w.r.t the condition
3 (“Independence”) are the same.
Table 4.15: Redundancy eliminated by four algorithms on EDA.
STUCCO CIGAR DIFF CS-Miner
Identical support 0 0 N/A 0
Decreasing significance N/A N/A N/A 42
Independence 8 8 N/A 8
4.6.3 Class Association Rules Discovered by CAR-Miner
We use the algorithm CAR-Miner (Nguyen et al., 2013) to mine class association
rules on EDA with minsup = 15% and minconf = 50% (minsup and minconf
stand for minimum support and minimum confidence thresholds respectively). We
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obtain 80 rules in total, where the top 20 rules based on confidence are shown in
Table 4.16. The left hand side (LHS) of a rule is a set of attributes and values while
the right hand side (RHS) of a rule is a group of patients (LOS<4h or LOS≥4h).
4.6.4 Discussion on the Results Obtained by CS-Miner and
CAR-Miner
The number of contrast sets generated by our CS-Miner is very small; thus, it is
easy for end users to analyze and understand. This can be explained by the fact
that CS-Miner enforces the consistent contrast (i.e., using the same attributes and
values to separate the groups) (Billman and Davies, 2005). Additionally, CS-Miner
also prunes redundant contrast sets as described in Section 4.2.2.
The results obtained by CS-Miner confirm much well-known knowledge of ED LOS
such as long LOS for old patients and patients who arrived by road ambulance while
short LOS for patients treated in the Fast track zone (Australian Institute of Health
and Welfare, 2015).
We find that CAR-Miner suffers from three problems which make it unsuitable
for discovering the group differences. First, CAR-Miner generates a lot of rules to
compare; therefore, the results are difficult to interpret. Second, class association
rules from CAR-Miner do not tell what are the main differences between two groups;
they show the correlation between a pattern in LHS and a group in RHS instead.
Final, CAR-Miner misses several important rules even these rules are simple and
obvious. For instance, Rule 3 is an important factor found by CS-Miner but does
not show up as a factor for CAR-Miner. This rule represents an obvious and intuitive
knowledge: old patients are more likely to stay long in ED.
4.7 Conclusion
This chapter introduced an efficient and effective algorithm CS-Miner for mining
contrast sets. CS-Miner adapts an appropriate tree structure to store contrast
sets with metadata and scans the dataset only once. It employs the Benjamini and
Hochberg method to control the false positives for multiple testing. Two theorems
and one proposition are proposed to prune the search space and generate only
non-redundant contrast sets. To validate the computational efficiency and quality
of the contrast sets of our proposed algorithm, a diverse range of experiments are
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conducted on six datasets, namely Adult, Mushroom, Pendigits, Portuguese, Breast
Cancer, and EDA. The experimental results show that CS-Miner is much faster
than three state-of-the-art baselines STUCCO, CIGAR, and DIFF while it can
provide very relevant, succinct, and informative contrast sets in terms of complexity,
generality, interest, and quality. Moreover, when using the contrast sets discovered
by CS-Miner as features in the classification task, they are discriminative, which
results in a superior performance over the other baselines.
We also applied CS-Miner to the EMRs of 399,107 patients to investigate the
significant differences between two groups of patients who stay short (LOS<4h) and
stay long (LOS≥4h) in the ED of the University Hospital Geelong (Australia). The
differences are expressed through seven contrast sets, which are compared with the
class association rules generated by CAR-Miner. The results show that our contrast
sets are more useful in understanding the group differences. On the contrary, it is
very difficult to use class association rules in the interpretation due to a large number
of rules. Our findings confirmed a large amount of common knowledge of ED LOS
such as long LOS for old patients, long LOS for patients admitted to the ED using a
road ambulance, and short LOS for patients treated in a fast track zone.
In this chapter, we presented our second (and final) contribution to pattern discovery
in complex data. In the remainder of this thesis, we focus on developing effective
models for learning representations for non-trivial data objects, namely transactions,
sequences, and graphs. Our general approach is to leverage different types of patterns
which are described in Chapter 2, to capture the rich information in data. More
specifically, we focus on:
• Learning transaction embeddings via frequent itemsets (FIs) (Chapter 5).
• Learning sequence embeddings via sequential patterns (SPs) (Chapter 6).
• Learning graph embeddings via frequent subgraphs (FSGs) (Chapter 7).
We discuss transaction embedding learning in the following chapter.
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Table 4.16: Top 20 class association rules based on confidence discovered by
CAR-Miner on EDA.
Rule LHS RHS support confidence
1 Care group=Fast track & Accommodation=Private
residence - living with others & Reference
source=Self/Family/Friends
LOS<4h 18.48% 80.86%
2 Care group=Fast track & Accommodation=Private
residence - living with others & Reference
source=Self/Family/Friends & Insurance
type=Department of Veterans’ Affairs
LOS<4h 17.34% 80.81%
3 Care group=Fast track & Accommodation=Private
residence - living with others
LOS<4h 20.74% 80.24%
4 Care group=Fast track & Accommodation=Private
residence - living with others & Insurance
type=Department of Veterans’ Affairs
LOS<4h 19.45% 80.16%
5 Care group=Fast track & Reference
source=Self/Family/Friends
LOS<4h 19.75% 80.02%
6 Care group=Fast track & Reference
source=Self/Family/Friends & Insurance
type=Department of Veterans’ Affairs
LOS<4h 18.50% 79.99%
7 Care group=Fast track LOS<4h 22.29% 79.39%
8 Care group=Fast track & Insurance type=Department of
Veterans’ Affairs
LOS<4h 20.82% 79.34%
9 Age=00 to 19 & Accommodation=Private residence -
living with others & Reference source=Self/Family/Friends
& Insurance type=Department of Veterans’ Affairs
LOS<4h 16.96% 73.96%
10 Age=00 to 19 & Reference source=Self/Family/Friends &
Insurance type=Department of Veterans’ Affairs
LOS<4h 17.07% 73.89%
11 Age=00 to 19 & Accommodation=Private residence -
living with others & Reference source=Self/Family/Friends
LOS<4h 17.28% 73.86%
12 Age=00 to 19 & Reference source=Self/Family/Friends LOS<4h 17.39% 73.79%
13 Age=00 to 19 & Accommodation=Private residence -
living with others & Insurance type=Department of
Veterans’ Affairs
LOS<4h 18.83% 73.15%
14 Age=00 to 19 & Insurance type=Department of Veterans’
Affairs
LOS<4h 18.96% 73.08%
15 Age=00 to 19 & Accommodation=Private residence -
living with others
LOS<4h 19.16% 73.05%
16 Age=00 to 19 LOS<4h 19.31% 72.97%
17 Arrival mode=Road ambulance service LOS>=4h 20.73% 67.58%
18 Arrival mode=Road ambulance service & Insurance
type=Department of Veterans’ Affairs
LOS>=4h 18.80% 67.40%
19 Arrival mode=Road ambulance service & Reference
source=Self/Family/Friends
LOS>=4h 18.64% 67.25%
20 Arrival mode=Road ambulance service & Reference
source=Self/Family/Friends & Insurance






“Only love that continues to flow in the face of anger, blame, and
indifference can be called love. All else is simply a transaction.”
Vironika Tugaleva
In the previous Chapters 3 and 4, our main interest was in the problem of pattern
discovery, where we developed efficient algorithms for mining temporal association
rules (TARs) and contrast sets (CSs) on large-scale datasets. We also showed how
these patterns could help to gain insightful knowledge in the healthcare domain.
Particularly, we used TARs to discover the toxicity progression of cancer treatments
and used CSs to analyze the length of stay in an emergency department for different
patient populations.
In this chapter, we go beyond the traditional purpose of patterns (i.e., used for data
exploration), where we leverage patterns to develop effective models for representation
learning. Namely, we leverage frequent itemsets (FIs) to learn effective representations





A transaction dataset consists of multiple transactions, where each transaction is a
set of discrete and distinct items. It can be found in many different domains such
as the products purchased in a supermarket basket, the symptoms diagnosed in a
patient’s admission, and the actors/actresses appearing in a movie. Turning such
data into useful information and knowledge requires the applications of machine
learning methods such as support vector machine (SVM) or k-means. This task,
however, is challenging because machine learning methods typically require inputs as
fixed-length vectors, which are not applicable to transactions.
A common solution in data mining is to use frequent itemsets (FIs) as features
(Cheng et al., 2007). This method first mines FIs, i.e., itemsets whose supports (or
frequencies) are not less than a minimum support threshold δ (Fournier-Viger et al.,
2017b) from the dataset. It then represents a transaction as a vector with binary
components indicating whether this transaction contains a particular frequent itemset.
Given a dataset D and the set of FIs discovered from D, F(D) = {X1, X2, ..., XF},
the feature vector of a transaction T is defined as f(T ) = [x1, x2, ..., xF ], where xi = 1
if Xi ⊆ T otherwise xi = 0. We can see that the dimension of the feature space is
huge since the number of FIs is often very large. For example, on some transaction
datasets, the number of FIs is more than 105 with δ < 5%. Consequently, this leads
to the high-dimensionality and data sparsity problems.
To tackle these two disadvantages, many researchers have attempted to extract only
significant FIs using discriminative measures such as support difference (He et al.,
2017), support ratio (Kameya and Sato, 2012), or information gain (Cheng et al.,
2007). However, all these measures require labels of transactions, making the mining
process supervised. Due to the supervised nature of these methods, they have two
limitations. First, their transaction representations are constructed for a particular
mining task (e.g., transaction classification), thus the representations cannot be
directly transferred to another task (e.g., transaction clustering). Second, the success
of these methods relies on an enormous availability of labels for all training examples,
a condition often not met in real applications.
Our approach. To overcome the weaknesses of FI-based methods and supervised
FI-based methods, we propose a novel method for learning low-dimensional repre-
sentations (also called embedding method) for transactions in a fully unsupervised
fashion. In particular, our embedding method (named Trans2Vec) first represents a
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transaction using two different sets: a set of singleton items and a set of FIs. It then
proposes two models to learn transaction embeddings: one learns embeddings from
these two sets separately (individual-training model) and another learns embeddings
from these two sets simultaneously (joint-training model). Trans2Vec owns two ad-
vantages. First, it is fully unsupervised. Compared to supervised FI-based methods,
it can be directly used for learning transaction embeddings in domains where labeled
examples are difficult to obtain. Moreover, the low-dimensional representations
learned are well-generalized to many different tasks such as transaction classification
and transaction clustering. Second, it leverages not only the information of singleton
items but also that of FIs which have many benefits. Regarding (Cheng et al., 2007),
FIs are useful for constructing transaction features since (1) They can capture the
associations among individual items and (2) They can capture the relationships
among transactions.
In short, we make the following contributions:
1. We propose Trans2Vec, an unsupervised method, to learn low-dimensional
continuous representations for transaction data.
2. We propose two models in Trans2Vec, which learn transaction embeddings
from the information of both singleton items and FIs. The embeddings learned
are meaningful and discriminative.
3. We demonstrate Trans2Vec in transaction classification where it achieves
significant improvements on several benchmark datasets.
5.2 Related Work
Our method is related to FI-based approaches. FIs have been used to construct feature
vectors for transactions (Cheng et al., 2007), which are essential inputs for many
machine learning tasks such as transaction classification and clustering. However, this
traditional approach suffers from the data sparsity and high-dimensionality problems
due to the huge number of FIs discovered. To solve these two disadvantages, recently
proposed methods have tried to extract significant and discriminative FIs only. For
example, Cheng et al. (Cheng et al., 2007) developed an approach which first mined
FIs and then selected the most discriminative ones based on their information gain.
Following the same procedure, discriminative FIs were discovered based on their
support difference (He et al., 2017) and support ratio (Kameya and Sato, 2012).
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Although discriminative FIs can help to reduce the feature space and are useful for
classification, they require transaction labels, making the mining process supervised.
Related to transaction classification, FIs have been also used to build rule-based
classifiers, often called associative classification. These classifiers are constructed
from high-confidence and high-support association rules which represent the strong
associations between FIs and labels. A testing example is then predicted using one
single rule (Bing et al., 1998) or multiple rules (Li et al., 2001).
Our method is also related to embedding methods. Embedding learning has become
a hot trend since 2013 when Mikolov introduced Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) to
learn embedding vectors for words in text. In recent years, embedding methods have
been developed to learn low-dimensional vectors for nodes in network (Grover and
Leskovec, 2016), symptoms in healthcare (Nguyen et al., 2016a), and documents in
text (Le and Mikolov, 2014; Chen, 2017). As far as we know, learning embedding
vectors for transactions has not been studied yet. In this chapter, we propose
the first method to learn transaction embeddings. Different from supervised FI-
based methods and associative classification, our approach is fully unsupervised and
leverages information of both items and FIs to learn transaction embeddings.
5.3 Framework
5.3.1 Problem Definition
Given a set of items I = {i1, i2, ..., iM}, a transaction dataset D = {T1, T2, ..., TN} is
a set of transactions where each transaction Ti is a set of distinct items (i.e., Ti ⊆ I)
(Fournier-Viger et al., 2017b).
Our goal is to learn a mapping function f : D → Rd such that every transaction
Ti ∈ D is mapped to a d -dimensional continuous vector. The mapping needs to
capture the similarity among the transactions in D, in the sense that Ti and Tj
are similar if f(Ti) and f(Tj) are close to each other on the vector space, and vice
versa. The matrix X = [f(T1), f(T2), ..., f(TN)] then contains feature vectors of
transactions, which can be direct inputs for many traditional machine learning and
data mining tasks, particularly classification.
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5.3.2 Learning Transaction Embeddings based on Items
We adapt the Paragraph Vector-Distributed Bag-of-Words (PV-DBOW) model
introduced in (Le and Mikolov, 2014) to learn embedding vectors for transactions,
where each transaction is treated as a document and items are treated as words.
Given a target transaction Tt whose representation needs to be learned, and a set
of items I(Tt) = {i1, i2, ..., ik} contained in Tt, our goal is to maximize the log




log Pr(ij | Tt) (5.1)
Furthermore, Pr(ij | Tt) is defined by a softmax function:
Pr(ij | Tt) = exp(g(ij) · f(Tt))∑
i′∈I exp(g(i
′) · f(Tt)) , (5.2)
where g(ij) ∈ Rd and f(Tt) ∈ Rd are embedding vectors of the item ij and the





) · f(Tt)) in Equation 5.2 is very expensive
since the number of items in I is often very large. To solve this problem, we
approximate it using the negative sampling technique proposed in Word2Vec (Mikolov
et al., 2013). The idea is that instead of iterating over all items in I, we randomly
select a relatively small number of items which are not contained in the target
transaction Tt (these items are called negative items). We then try to distinguish the
items contained in Tt from the negative items by minimizing the following binary
objective function of logistic regression:
O1 = −
[
log σ(g(ij) · f(Tt)) +
K∑
n=1
Ein∼P(i) log σ(−g(in) · f(Tt))
]
, (5.3)
where σ(x) = 1
1+e−x is a sigmoid function, P(i) is the negative item collection, in is
a negative item draw from P(i) for K times, and g(in) ∈ Rd is the embedding vector
of in.
We minimize O1 in Equation 5.3 using stochastic gradient descent (SGD) where the
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gradients are derived as follows:
∂O1
∂g(in)






σ(g(in) · f(Tt)− Iij [in]) · g(in), (5.4)
where Iij [in] is an indicator function to indicate whether in is an item ij (i.e., the
negative item is contained in the target transaction Tt) and when n = 0, then in = ij .
5.3.3 Learning Transaction Embeddings based on Frequent
Itemsets
As discussed in Section 5.1, FIs are more advantageous than singleton items since they
can capture more information in transactions. We believe that if we learn transaction
embeddings based on FIs instead of items, then the transaction representations
learned are more meaningful and discriminative.
Following the notations in (Fournier-Viger et al., 2017b), we define a frequent
itemset as follows. Given a set of items I = {i1, i2, ..., iM} and a transaction dataset
D = {T1, T2, ..., TN}, an itemset X is a set of distinct items (i.e., X ⊆ I). The
support of X is defined as sup(X) = |{Ti∈D|X⊆Ti}||D| , i.e., the fraction of transactions in
D, which contain X. Given a minimum support threshold δ ∈ [0, 1], X is called a
frequent itemset if sup(X) ≥ δ.
Example 5.1. Consider an example transaction dataset with five transactions, as
shown in Figure 5.1(a). Let δ = 0.6. The itemset {b, c} (or bc for short) is contained
in three transactions T1, T2, and T4; thus, its support is sup(bc) = 3/5 = 0.6. We say
that bc is a frequent itemset since sup(bc) ≥ δ. With δ = 0.6, there are in total six
FIs discovered from the dataset, as shown in Figure 5.1(b), and each transaction
now can be represented by a set of FIs, as shown in Figure 5.1(c).
Following the same procedure in Section 5.3.2, given the set of FIs F(Tt) =
{X1, X2, ..., Xl} contained in the target transaction Tt, the objective function to
learn the embedding vector for Tt based on its FIs is defined as follows:
O2 = −
[
log σ(h(Xj) · f(Tt)) +
K∑
n=1
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Figure 5.1: Two forms of a transaction: a set of single items and a set of FIs. Table
(a) shows a transaction dataset with five transactions where each of them is a set of
items. Table (b) shows six FIs discovered from the dataset (here, δ = 0.6). Table (c)
shows each transaction represented by a set of FIs.
where h(Xj) ∈ Rd is the embedding vector of the frequent itemset Xj ∈ F(Tt), P(X)
is the negative frequent itemset collection (i.e., a small set of random FIs which are
not contained in Tt), Xn is a negative frequent itemset drawn from P(X) for K
times, and h(Xn) ∈ Rd is the embedding vector of Xn. We minimize O2 in Equation
5.5 using SGD.
5.3.4 Trans2Vec method for Learning Transaction Embed-
dings
When learning an embedding vector for a transaction Tt based on its FIs, there is a
possible situation that Tt does not contain any FIs. In this case, we cannot learn a
useful embedding vector; instead, we simply use a zero vector with the size of d (i.e.,
f(Tt) = [0, 0, ..., 0]). To avoid this problem, we propose two models which combine
information of both items and FIs to learn embedding vectors for transactions. These
two models named individual-training and joint-training are presented next.
5.3.4.1 Individual-training model to learn transaction embeddings
The basic idea, as illustrated in Figure 5.2, is that given a transaction Tt, we learn an
embedding vector f1(Tt) for Tt based on its items (see Section 5.3.2) and an embedding
vector f2(Tt) for Tt based on its FIs (see Section 5.3.3). We then take the average of

























Figure 5.2: Individual-training model. Given a transaction Tt, we learn the
embedding vectors f1(Tt) and f2(Tt) based on its items and FIs, respectively. We
then take the average of f1(Tt) and f2(Tt) to obtain the final embedding vector f(Tt).
5.3.4.2 Joint-training model to learn transaction embeddings
In the individual-training model, the relationships between items and FIs are not
considered since they are used independently. Consequently, the transaction em-
beddings only capture the latent relationships between transactions and items and
those between transactions and FIs separately. To tackle this weakness, we further
propose the joint-training model which uses information of both items and FIs of
a transaction simultaneously. The overview of this model is shown in Figure 5.3.





log Pr(ij | Tt) +
∑
Xj∈F(Tt)
log Pr(Xj | Tt)
 , (5.6)
where I(Tt) is the set of singleton items contained in Tt and F(Tt) is the set of FIs
contained in Tt.





















Figure 5.3: Joint-training model. Given a transaction Tt, we learn the embedding
vector f(Tt) for Tt based on both its items and FIs.
where pj ⊆ Tt is an item or a frequent itemset (in general, we call pj a pattern).




log σ(q(pj) · f(Tt)) +
K∑
n=1
Epn∼P(p) log σ(−q(pn) · f(Tt))
]
, (5.8)
where q(pj) ∈ Rd is the embedding vector of the pattern pj ∈ I(Tt) ∪ F(Tt), P(p) is
the negative pattern collection (i.e., some random patterns which are not contained
in Tt), pn is a negative pattern drawn from P(p) for K times, and q(pn) ∈ Rd is the
embedding vector of pn.
We minimize Equation 5.8 using SGD. After the learning process is completed, the
embedding vector f(Tt) is learned for the transaction Tt, and the embedding vectors
of two transactions Ti and Tj are close to each other if they have similar items and
FIs.
5.4 Experiments
We conduct extensive experiments on real-world transaction datasets to quantitatively
evaluate the performance of Trans2Vec in transaction classification.
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Table 5.1: Statistics of four transaction datasets.
Dataset # trans # train # test # items avg. length # classes
Snippets 12,340 10,060 2,280 23,686 13.00 8
Cancer 15,000 12,000 3,000 3,234 6.00 3
Retail 3,000 2,400 600 3,376 26.93 2
Food 4,000 3,200 800 1,559 25.87 2
5.4.1 Datasets
We use four benchmark datasets whose characteristics are summarized in Table
5.1. Snippets (Phan et al., 2008) consists of web search transactions where each
of them is a set of keywords (e.g., “supplier”, “export”) and is classified into one
of eight categories (e.g., “business”). Cancer (Nguyen et al., 2016a) is a dataset
of patient admissions where each admission is a list of diagnosed symptoms (e.g.,
“cough”, “headache”) and is labeled regarding the re-admission status of a patient.
Retail (Chen et al., 2012) is a transaction dataset which contains the transactions
occurring between 01/12/2010 and 09/12/2011 of a United Kingdom-based online
retailer. Each transaction is a set of products purchased by customers from England
or another country. Food1 is a collection of food baskets, each of which is a list of
foods (e.g., “milk”) purchased by a customer and is labeled regarding whether the
customer uses a coupon.
5.4.2 Baselines
For a comprehensive comparison, we employ six state-of-the-art up-to-date baselines2
which can be categorized into three main groups:
• Natural Language Processing (NLP)-based methods: By treating a
transaction as a document and items as words, we can apply methods in NLP
to represent transactions. We select two well-known methods, namely Bag-of-
Words (BOW) and Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF).
1Available at https://github.com/neo4j-examples/neo4j-foodmart-dataset
2Since our method is unsupervised, we only compare it with unsupervised baselines.
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• FI-based methods: Given a dataset D and the set of FIs discovered from
D, F(D) = {X1, X2, ..., XF}, we employ two methods to represent transac-
tions based on FIs. Given a transaction T , the first method (named FI-BIN)
constructs the feature vector for T as f(T ) = [x1, x2, ..., xF ] where xi = 1 if
Xi ⊆ T otherwise xi = 0 while the second method (named FI-SUP) constructs
the feature vector for T as f(T ) = [x1, x2, ..., xF ] where xi = sup(Xi) if Xi ⊆ T
otherwise xi = 0.
• Embedding methods: We learn embedding vectors for transactions using
two simple ways. The first method is based on items (see Section 5.3.2), which
we name TRANS-IT. The second method is based on FIs (see Section 5.3.3),
which we name TRANS-FI.
Our proposed method Trans2Vec has two different models which use different
combinations of items and FIs. We denote Trans2Vec-IND for the model which
learns transaction embeddings from items and FIs separately and then takes the
average (see Section 5.3.4.1) and denote Trans2Vec-JOI for the model which learns
transaction embeddings from items and FIs simultaneously (see Section 5.3.4.2).
5.4.3 Evaluation Metrics
Once the vector representations of transactions are constructed or learned, we feed
them to an SVM with linear kernel (Chang and Lin, 2011) to classify the transaction
labels. We use the linear-kernel SVM (a simple classifier) and do not tune the
parameter C of SVM (here, we fix C = 1) since our focus is on the transaction
embedding learning, not on a classifier. Each dataset is randomly shuﬄed and split
into the training and test sets as shown in Table 5.1. All methods are applied to
the same training and test sets. We repeat the classification process on each dataset
10 times and report the average classification accuracy and the average F1-macro
score. We do not report the standard deviation since all methods are very stable
(their standard deviations are less than 10−2).
5.4.4 Parameter Settings
Our method Trans2Vec has two important parameters: the minimum support
threshold δ for extracting FIs and the embedding dimension d for learning transaction
embeddings. Since we develop Trans2Vec in a fully unsupervised learning fashion,
the values for δ and d are assigned without using transaction labels. We set d = 128
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Figure 5.4: The number of FIs discovered from the training set of Snippets dataset
per δ. The δ value selected via the elbow method is indicated by the red dot.
(a common value used in embedding methods (Grover and Leskovec, 2016)) and
set δ following the elbow method in (Rousseau et al., 2015). Figure 5.4 illustrates
the elbow method. From the figure, we can see when the δ value decreases, the
number of FIs slightly increases until a δ value where it significantly increases. This
δ value, highlighted in red in the figure and chosen by the elbow method without
considering the transaction labels, is used in our experiments. In Section 5.4.6, we
analyze the potential impact of selecting two parameters δ and d on the classification
performance.
For a fair comparison, we use the same δ for Trans2Vec and three baselines FI-BIN,
FI-SUP, and TRANS-FI. We also set d = 128 for two baselines TRANS-IT and
TRANS-FI.
5.4.5 Results and Discussion
From Table 5.2, we can see two models in our method Trans2Vec clearly results in
better classification on all datasets compared with other baselines. Compared with
NLP-based methods, Trans2Vec-JOI achieves 4-19% and 2-13% improvements
in accuracy over BOW and TF-IDF, respectively. Similar improvements can be
also observed when comparing with FI-based methods. On three datasets Snippets,
Retail, and Food, Trans2Vec-JOI outperforms FI-BIN and FI-SUP by large margins
(achieving 7-23% and 2-108% gains over FI-BIN and FI-SUP).
For most cases, embedding baselines (TRANS-IT and TRANS-FI) are better than
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Table 5.2: Accuracy (AC) and F1-macro (F1) of our Trans2Vec and six baselines
on four transaction datasets. Bold font marks the best performance in a column.
The last row denotes the δ values used by our method for each dataset.
Snippets Cancer Retail Food
Method AC F1 AC F1 AC F1 AC F1
BOW 66.32 65.83 48.57 48.57 77.33 77.31 63.12 63.12
TF-IDF 70.26 69.52 49.43 49.43 81.67 81.56 64.50 64.49
FI-BIN 64.52 63.96 48.52 48.44 77.67 77.62 61.75 61.74
FI-SUP 37.94 32.19 47.30 46.54 80.33 79.20 71.00 70.03
TRANS-IT 75.23 74.79 49.35 49.32 81.17 81.07 65.95 65.81
TRANS-FI 77.88 77.41 50.03 49.92 82.07 81.90 69.14 68.95
Trans2Vec-IND 78.80 77.92 50.10 50.02 82.23 82.12 69.22 69.12
Trans2Vec-JOI 79.05 78.31 50.34 50.28 83.43 83.36 72.51 72.47
δ (%) 0.2% 0.2% 0.7% 0.2%
NLP- and FI-based methods. Moreover, TRANS-FI always outperforms TRANS-IT.
This demonstrates that learning transaction embeddings from FIs is more effective
than learning transaction embeddings from items, as discussed in Section 5.3.3. Two
our models (Trans2Vec-IND and Trans2Vec-JOI) are always superior to two
embedding baselines. This proves that our proposal to incorporate information of
both singleton items and FIs into the transaction embedding learning is a better
strategy than learning transaction embeddings from items or FIs only.
We also observe Trans2Vec-JOI produces better results than Trans2Vec-IND
on all datasets. This verifies our intuition in Section 5.3.4.2 that the transaction
embeddings learned from items and FIs simultaneously are more meaningful and











































Figure 5.5: Parameter sensitivity in transaction classification on the Snippets,
Cancer, and Food datasets. The minimum support δ values selected via the elbow
method and used in our experiments are indicated by red markers.
5.4.6 Parameter Sensitivity
We examine how the different choices of two parameters δ and d affect the classification
performance of Trans2Vec-JOI on three datasets Snippets, Cancer, and Food.
Figure 5.5 shows the classification results as a function of one chosen parameter when
another is set to its default value. From Figure 5.5(a), we can see the values for δ
selected by the elbow method always lead to the best accuracy. This demonstrates
that the elbow method is an effective way to choose δ for methods which use frequent
patterns, the same finding was also mentioned in (Rousseau et al., 2015). Another
observation is that on Cancer, δ is gain of relatively little relevant to the predictive
task where our classification performance just slightly changes with different values
for δ.
From Figure 5.5(b), we observe a first-increasing and then-decreasing accuracy line
on two datasets Snippets and Food when d is increased whereas the classification
performance shows an increasing trend with an increasing d on Cancer. This finding
differs from those in document embedding methods, where the embedding dimension
mostly shows a positive effect on document classification (Chen, 2017).
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5.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we presented Trans2Vec, an unsupervised method for learning trans-
action embeddings from the information of both singleton items and FIs. We first
present each transaction by a set of items and a set of FIs to capture the associations
among items. We then propose two neural embedding models to learn transaction
embeddings based on these two sets. Our comprehensive experiments on four transac-
tion datasets demonstrate the meaningful and discriminative representations learned
by our method in the transaction classification task. In particularly, Trans2Vec
significantly outperforms several state-of-the-art baselines in both accuracy and
F1-macro scores.
The approach proposed in this chapter only deals with transaction data, where the
order among items within a transaction does not matter. However, many applications
such as web mining, text mining, bioinformatics, and system diagnosis have to deal
with sequential data, where items within a sequence have order. How to learn effective
representations for sequences which can capture the sequential information is the





“I am above the weakness of seeking to establish a sequence of cause
and effect.”
Edgar Allan Poe
In the previous chapter, we propose two models which effectively learn representations
for transaction data, where the order of items within a transaction does not matter.
Extending our work, we propose two effective unsupervised embedding models to
deal with sequential data in this chapter. Different from transaction data, sequential
data naturally encode the sequential relations among symbols within a sequence.
Our models capture such information via sequential patterns (SPs) which satisfy a
4-gap constraint and learn low-dimensional continuous vectors for sequences via a
neural embedding model.
6.1 Introduction
Many real-world applications such as web mining, text mining, bioinformatics, system
diagnosis, and action recognition have to deal with sequential data. The core task of
such applications is to apply machine learning methods, for example, k-means or
support vector machine (SVM) to sequential data to find insightful patterns or build
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effective predictive models. However, this task is challenging since machine learning
methods typically require inputs as fixed-length vectors, which are not applicable to
sequences.
A well-known solution in data mining is to use sequential patterns (SPs) as features
(Fradkin and Mörchen, 2015). This approach first mines SPs from the dataset,
where a sequential pattern is an ordered list of discrete symbols whose support
(or frequency) is not less than a minimum support threshold δ (Zaki and Meira,
2014). It then represents each sequence in the dataset as a feature vector with
binary components indicating whether this sequence contains a particular sequential
pattern. More formally, given a sequential dataset D and the set of SPs discovered
from D, F(D) = {X1, X2, ..., XF}, the feature vector of a sequence S is defined
as f(S) = [x1, x2, ..., xF ], where xi = 1 if Xi ⊆ S otherwise xi = 0. We can see
the dimension of the feature space is huge since the number of SPs is often large.
Consequently, this leads to the high-dimensionality and data sparsity problems.
To reduce the dimension of the feature space, many researchers have tried to extract
only interesting SPs under an unsupervised setting (Wang and Han, 2004; Lam et al.,
2014; Fowkes and Sutton, 2016) or discriminative SPs under a supervised setting
(Fradkin and Mörchen, 2015; Zhou et al., 2016; Smedt et al., 2017). The methods
discover interesting SPs, e.g., closed SPs (Wang and Han, 2004), compressing SPs
(Lam et al., 2014), and relevant SPs (Fowkes and Sutton, 2016) without using
the sequence labels. Although these methods can reduce the number of generated
patterns, thus solving the high-dimensionality problem, they still suffer from the
data sparsity problem. The methods discover discriminative SPs using different
measures, e.g., information gain (Fradkin and Mörchen, 2015), support-cohesion
(Zhou et al., 2016), and behavioral constraint (Smedt et al., 2017), which involve the
sequence labels. Although these methods often show good performances in sequence
classification, they have two limitations due to their supervised nature. First, they
usually require the labels for all training examples, which is often unrealistic in many
real applications. Second, they construct sequence representations for a particular
mining task (e.g., sequence classification), thus these sequence representations cannot
be effectively used in another task (e.g., sequence clustering).
Recently, neural embedding approaches have been introduced to learn low-dimensional
continuous embedding vectors for sequences using neural networks in a fully unsuper-
vised manner. These methods primarily focus on text, where they learn embedding
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vectors for documents (Le and Mikolov, 2014; Chen, 2017) and show significant im-
provements over non-embedding methods, e.g., Bag-of-Words, in several applications
such as document classification and sentiment analysis. However, they have two
limitations. First, they mostly learn embedding vectors based on atoms in data (i.e.,
words), but do not consider sets of atoms (i.e., phrases). Second, they often perform
poorly on datasets with a relatively small vocabulary (Jin and Schuler, 2015; Tulkens
et al., 2016). In our experiments, the performances of document embedding methods
dramatically reduce on sequential datasets whose the vocabulary size is less than
300.
Our approach. To overcome the disadvantages of traditional pattern-based methods
and recent embedding methods, we propose a novel unsupervised method (named
Sqn2Vec) for learning sequence embeddings. In particular, we first extract a set
of SPs which satisfy a gap constraint from the dataset. We then adapt a document
embedding model to learn a vector for each sequence by predicting not only its
belonging symbols but its SPs as well. By doing this, we can learn low-dimensional
continuous vectors for sequences, which solves the weakness of pattern-based methods.
We also take into account sets of atoms (i.e., SPs) during the learning process, which
solves the weakness of embedding methods. More importantly, by considering both
singleton symbols and SPs, we can increase the vocabulary size, which results in
our better embeddings on sequential datasets with a small vocabulary. Moreover,
since Sqn2Vec is fully unsupervised, it can be directly used for learning sequence
embeddings in domains where labeled examples are difficult to obtain and the learned
representations are well-generalized to different tasks such as sequence classification,
clustering, and visualization.
To summarize, we make the following contributions:
1. We propose Sqn2Vec, an unsupervised embedding method, for learning low-
dimensional continuous feature vectors for sequences.
2. We propose two models in Sqn2Vec, which learn sequence embeddings from
the information of both singleton symbols and SPs. The learned embeddings
are meaningful and discriminative.
3. We demonstrate Sqn2Vec in both sequence classification and sequence clus-
tering tasks, where it significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art baselines
on 10 real-world sequential datasets.
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6.2 Related Work
6.2.1 Sequential Pattern-based Methods for Sequence Rep-
resentation
SPs have been widely used to construct feature vectors for sequences (Fradkin and
Mörchen, 2015), which are essential inputs for different machine learning tasks such
as sequence classification and clustering. However, using SPs as features often
suffers from the data sparsity and high-dimensionality problems due to the huge
number of SPs discovered. Recent SP-based methods have attempted to extract only
interesting or discriminative SPs. Several approaches have been proposed for mining
interesting SPs. For example, Lam et al. (Lam et al., 2014) discovered compressing
SPs which can optimally compress the dataset w.r.t an encoding scheme based on the
minimum description length principle. In (Fowkes and Sutton, 2016), a probabilistic
approach was developed to mine relevant SPs which are able to reconstruct the
dataset. Although interesting SPs can help to reduce the number of generated
patterns (i.e., the feature space), they still suffer from the data sparsity problem.
To discover discriminative SPs, existing approaches have used the sequence labels
during the mining process. For example, they use the label information to compute
information gain (Fradkin and Mörchen, 2015), support-cohesion (Zhou et al., 2016),
or behavioral constraint (Smedt et al., 2017). Although discriminative SPs are
useful for classification, they require sequence labels, making the mining process
supervised. Related to sequence classification, SPs have been also used to build a set
of predictive rules for classification, often called sequential classification rules. These
rules represent the strong associations between SPs and labels, which can be used
directly for prediction (i.e., they are used as rule-based classifiers) (Zhou et al., 2016)
or indirectly for prediction (i.e., they are used as features in other classifiers) (Egho
et al., 2017).
6.2.2 Embedding Methods for Sequence Representation
Most existing approaches for sequence embedding learning mainly focus on text,
where they learn embedding vectors for documents (Le and Mikolov, 2014; Chen,
2017). These methods have shown impressive successes in many natural language
processing tasks such as document classification and sentiment analysis. They,
however, are not suitable for sequential data in bioinformatics, navigation systems,
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and action recognition since different from text, these sequential datasets have a very
small vocabulary size (i.e., the small number of distinct symbols). For example, the
human DNA sequences only consist of four nucleotides A, C, G, and T. Related to
sequence classification, several deep neural network models (also called supervised
embedding methods) have been introduced such as long short term memory (LSTM)
networks and bidirectional LSTM (Bi-LSTM) networks (Tai et al., 2015). Since these
methods require labels, their embeddings are not general enough to effectively apply
to unsupervised tasks such as sequence clustering.
As far as we know, learning embedding vectors for sequences based on SPs has
not been studied yet. In this chapter, we propose the first approach which utilizes
information of both singleton symbols and SPs to learn sequence embeddings. Differ-
ent from discriminative pattern-based methods and supervised embedding methods,
our method is fully unsupervised. Moreover, our method leverages SPs to capture
the sequential relations among symbols as SP-based methods while it learns dense
representations as embedding methods.
6.3 Framework
6.3.1 Problem Definition
Given a set of symbols I = {e1, e2, ..., eM}, a sequential dataset D = {S1, S2, ..., SN}
is a set of sequences where each sequence Si is an ordered list of symbols (Zaki and
Meira, 2014). The symbol at the position j in Si is denoted as Si[j] and Si[j] ∈ I.
Our goal is to learn a mapping function f : D → Rd such that every sequence
Si ∈ D is mapped to a d -dimensional continuous vector. The mapping needs to
capture the similarity among the sequences in D, in the sense that Si and Sj are
similar if f(Si) and f(Sj) are close to each other on the vector space, and vice versa.
The matrix X = [f(S1), f(S2), ..., f(SN)] then contains feature vectors of sequences,
which can be direct inputs for many traditional machine learning and data mining
tasks, particularly classification and clustering.
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6.3.2 Learning Sequence Embeddings based on Sequential
Patterns
To learn sequence embeddings, one direct solution is to apply document embedding
models (Le and Mikolov, 2014; Chen, 2017) to the sequential dataset, where each
sequence is treated as a document and symbols are treated as words. However, as we
discussed in Section 6.1, existing document embedding methods are not suitable for
sequential datasets in bioinformatics or system diagnosis since these datasets have a
relatively small vocabulary (i.e., the very small number of symbols).
To improve the performances of document embedding models on such kind of
sequential data, we propose to learn sequence embeddings based on SPs instead
of singleton symbols. By doing this, we can increase the vocabulary size since the
number of SPs is much larger than the number of symbols.
6.3.2.1 Sequential pattern discovery
Following the notations in (Zaki and Meira, 2014), we define a sequential pattern as
follows. Let I = {e1, e2, ..., eM} be a set of symbols and D = {S1, S2, ..., SN} be a
sequential dataset.
Definition 6.1. (Subsequence) Given two sequences S1 = {e1, e2, ..., en} and
S2 = {e′1, e′2, ..., e′m}, S1 is said to be a subsequence of S2 or S1 is contained in S2
(denoted S1 ⊆ S2), if there exists a one-to-one mapping φ : [1, n] → [1,m], such
that S1[i] = S2[φ(i)] and for any positions i, j in S1, i < j ⇒ φ(i) < φ(j). In other
words, each position in S1 is mapped to a position in S2, and the order of symbols is
preserved.
Definition 6.2. (Subsequence occurrence) Given a sequence S = {e′1, e′2, ..., e′m}
and a subsequence X = {e1, e2, ..., en} of S, a sequence of positions o = {i1, ..., im}
is an occurrence of X in S if 1 ≤ ik ≤ m and X[k] = S[ik] for each 1 ≤ k ≤ n, and
ik < ik+1 for each 1 ≤ k < n.
Example 6.1. X = {g, t} (or X = gt for short) is a subsequence of S = gaagt.
There are two occurrences of X in S, namely o1 = {1, 5} and o2 = {4, 5}.
Definition 6.3. (Subsequence support) Given a sequential dataset D, the support
of a subsequence X is defined as sup(X) = |{Si∈D|X⊆Si}||D| , i.e., the fraction of sequences
in D, which contain X.
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Definition 6.4. (Sequential pattern) Given a minimum support threshold δ ∈
[0, 1], a subsequence X is said to be a sequential pattern if sup(X) ≥ δ.
A sequential pattern can capture the sequential relation among symbols, but it does
not pay attention to the gap among its elements. In bio-data and text data, this gap
is very important because SPs whose symbols are far away from each other are often
less meaningful than those whose symbols are close in the sequences. For example,
consider a text dataset with two sentences S1 = “machine learning is a field of
computer science” and S2 = “machine learning gives computer systems the ability to
learn”. Although two SPs X1 = {machine, learning} and X2 = {machine, computer}
are found in both S1 and S2, X2 is less meaningful than X1 due to the large gap
between “machine” and “computer”. In other words, the two words “machine” and
“computer” are in two different contexts. We believe that if we restrict the distance
between two neighboring elements in a sequential pattern, then this pattern is more
meaningful and discriminative. We define a sequential pattern satisfying a gap
constraint as follows.
Definition 6.5. (Gap constraint and satisfaction) A gap is a positive integer,
4 > 0. Given a sequence S = {e′1, e′2, ..., e′m} and an occurrence o = {i1, ..., im} of a
subsequence X of S, if ik+1 ≤ ik +4 (∀ik ∈ [1,m− 1]), then we say that o satisfies
the 4-gap constraint. If there is at least one occurrence of X satisfies the 4-gap
constraint, we say that X satisfies the 4-gap constraint.
Example 6.2. Among two occurrences of X = gt in S = gaagt, namely o1 = {1, 5}
and o2 = {4, 5}, only o2 satisfies the 1-gap constraint (i.e., 4 = 1) since 5 ≤ 4 +4.
We say that X satisfies the 1-gap constraint because at least one of its occurrences
does.
Definition 6.6. (Sequential pattern satisfying a 4-gap constraint) Given a
sequential dataset D, a gap constraint 4 > 0, and a minimum support threshold
δ ∈ [0, 1], the support of a subsequence X in D with the 4-gap constraint, denoted
sup(X,4), is the fraction of sequences in D, where X appears as a subsequence
satisfying the 4-gap constraint. X is called a sequential pattern which satisfies the
4-gap constraint if sup(X,4) ≥ δ.
Note that we consider the subsequences with length 1 (i.e., they contain only one
symbol) satisfy any4-gap constraint. Hereafter, we call a subsequenceX a sequential
pattern with the meaning that X is a sequential pattern satisfying a4-gap constraint.
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𝑋4 {a, g} 0.75 
𝑋5 {g, a} 0.75 
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𝑆1 {𝑋1, 𝑋2, 𝑋3, 𝑋4, 𝑋5} 
𝑆2 {𝑋1, 𝑋2, 𝑋3, 𝑋4, 𝑋5} 
𝑆3 {𝑋1, 𝑋2, 𝑋3, 𝑋5} 
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Figure 6.1: Two forms of a sequence: a set of single symbols and a set of SPs.
Table (a) shows a sequential dataset with four sequences where each of them is a set
of symbols. Table (b) shows five SPs discovered from the dataset (here, 4 = 1 and
δ = 0.7). Table (c) shows each sequence represented by a set of SPs.
Example 6.3. Let consider an example sequential dataset as shown in Figure 6.1(a).
Assume that 4 = 1 and δ = 0.7. The subsequence X = ag is contained in three
sequences S1, S2, and S4, and it also satisfies the 1-gap constraint in these three
sequences. Thus, its support is sup(X,4) = 3/4 = 0.75. We say that X = ag is a
sequential pattern since sup(X,4) ≥ δ. With 4 = 1 and δ = 0.7, there are in total
five SPs discovered from the dataset, as shown in Figure 6.1(b), and each sequence
now can be represented by a set of SPs, as shown in Figure 6.1(c).
6.3.2.2 Sequence embedding learning
After associating each sequence with a set of SPs, we follow the Paragraph Vector-
Distributed Bag-of-Words (PV-DBOW) model introduced in (Le and Mikolov, 2014)
to learn embedding vectors for sequences. Given a target sequence St whose repre-
sentation needs to be learned, and a set of SPs F(St) = {X1, X2, ..., Xl} contained
in St, our goal is to maximize the log probability of predicting the SPs X1, X2, ..., Xl




log Pr(Xi | St) (6.1)
Furthermore, Pr(Xi | St) is defined by a softmax function:
Pr(Xi | St) = exp(g(Xi) · f(St))∑
Xj∈F(D) exp(g(Xj) · f(St))
, (6.2)
where g(Xi) ∈ Rd and f(St) ∈ Rd are the embedding vectors of the sequential
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pattern Xi ∈ F(St) and the sequence St respectively, and F(D) is the set of all SPs
discovered from the dataset D.
Calculating the summation
∑
Xj∈F(D) exp(g(Xj) · f(St)) in Equation 6.2 is very
expensive since the number of SPs in F(D) is often very large. To solve this problem,
we approximate it using the negative sampling technique (Mikolov et al., 2013). The
idea is that instead of iterating over all SPs in F(D), we randomly select a relatively
small number of SPs which are not contained in the target sequence St (these SPs are
called negative SPs). We then attempt to distinguish the SPs contained in St from




log σ(g(Xi) · f(St)) +
K∑
n=1
EXn∼P(X) log σ(−g(Xn) · f(St))
]
, (6.3)
where σ(x) = 1
1+e−x is a sigmoid function, P(X) is the set of negative SPs, Xn is
a negative sequential pattern draw from P(X) for K times, and g(Xn) ∈ Rd is the
embedding vector of Xn.
We minimize O1 in Equation 6.3 using stochastic gradient descent (SGD) where the
gradients are derived as follows:
∂O1
∂g(Xn)






σ(g(Xn) · f(St)− IXi [Xn]) · g(Xn), (6.4)
where IXi [Xn] is an indicator function to indicate whether Xn is a sequential pattern
Xi ∈ F(St) (i.e., the negative sequential pattern appears in the target sequence St)
and when n = 0, then Xn = Xi.
6.3.3 Sqn2Vec method for Learning Sequence Embeddings
When associating a sequence St with a set of SPs, St may not contain any SPs. In
this case, we cannot learn a meaningful embedding vector for St; instead, we simply
use a zero vector with the size of d (i.e., f(St) = [0, 0, ..., 0]). To avoid this problem,
we propose two models which combine information of both single symbols and SPs
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Figure 6.2: Sqn2Vec-SEP model. Given a target sequence St, we learn the
embedding vector f1(St) to predict its belonging symbols and learn the embedding
vector f2(St) to predict its belonging SPs. We then take the average of f1(St) and
f2(St) to obtain the final embedding vector f(St) for St.
and Sqn2Vec-SIM are presented next.
6.3.3.1 Sqn2Vec-SEP model to learn sequence embeddings
Given a sequence St, we separately learn an embedding vector f1(St) for St based
on its symbols using the document embedding model PV-DBOW (Le and Mikolov,
2014) and an embedding vector f2(St) for St based on its SPs (see Section 6.3.2).
We then take the average of two embedding vectors to obtain the final embedding
vector f(St) = f1(St)+f2(St)2 for that sequence. The basic idea of Sqn2Vec-SEP is
illustrated in Figure 6.2.
6.3.3.2 Sqn2Vec-SIM model to learn sequence embeddings
In the Sqn2Vec-SEP model, the sequence embeddings only capture the latent
relationships between sequences and symbols and those between sequences and SPs
separately. To overcome this weakness, we further propose the Sqn2Vec-SIM model
which uses information of both single symbols and SPs of a sequence simultaneously.






Figure 6.3: Sqn2Vec-SIM model. Given a target sequence St, I(St) =
{e1, e2, ..., ek} is the set of symbols contained in St and F(St) = {X1, X2, ..., Xl} is
the set of SPs contained in St. We learn the embedding vector f(St) for St to predict
both its belonging symbols and SPs.




log Pr(ei | St) +
∑
Xi∈F(St)
log Pr(Xi | St)
 , (6.5)
where I(St) is the set of singleton symbols contained in St and F(St) is the set of
SPs contained in St.




log Pr(pi | St), (6.6)
where pi ⊆ St is a symbol or a sequential pattern.
Following the same procedure in Section 6.3.2, we learn the embedding vector f(St)
for St, and the embedding vectors of two sequences Si and Sj are close to each other
if they contain similar symbols and SPs.
6.4 Experiments
6.4.1 Sequence Classification
The first experiment focuses on sequence classification, in which we compare our
method with 11 baselines using sequential data from four application domains: text
mining, action recognition, navigation analysis, and system diagnosis.
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Table 6.1: Statistics of eight sequential datasets.
Dataset # sequences # symbols min. len max. len avg. len # classes
reuters 1,010 6,380 4 533 93.84 4
aslbu 424 250 2 54 13.05 7
aslgt 3,464 94 2 176 43.67 40
auslan2 200 16 2 18 5.53 10
context 240 94 22 246 88.39 5
pioneer 160 178 4 100 40.14 3
skating 530 82 18 240 48.12 7
unix 5,472 1,697 1 1,400 32.34 4
6.4.1.1 Datasets
We use eight benchmark datasets which are widely used for sequence classification.
Their characteristics are summarized in Table 6.1. The reuters dataset is the four
largest subsets of the Reuters-21578 dataset, consisting of news stories (Zhou et al.,
2016). The three datasets aslbu, aslgt, and auslan2 are derived from the videos of
American and Australian Sign Language expressions (Fradkin and Mörchen, 2015).
The context dataset presents different locations of mobile devices carried by end-users
(Mäntyjärvi et al., 2004). The two datasets pioneer and skating are used in action
recognition, which were introduced in (Fradkin and Mörchen, 2015). The final
dataset unix contains the command-line histories in a Unix system of nine end-users
(Zhou et al., 2016). All datasets were used to evaluate the accuracy of sequence
classification in (Lam et al., 2014; Fowkes and Sutton, 2016; Fradkin and Mörchen,
2015; Zhou et al., 2016; Egho et al., 2017).
6.4.1.2 Baselines
For a comprehensive comparison, we employ 11 state-of-the-art up-to-date baselines
which can be categorized into four main groups:
• Unsupervised SP-based methods: We compare our method – Sqn2Vec
with two state-of-the-art methods GoKrimp (Lam et al., 2014) and ISM (Fowkes
and Sutton, 2016). We adopt their classification performances from their
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corresponding papers. We also employ another unsupervised baseline which
constructs a binary feature vector for each sequence, with components indicating
whether this sequence contains a sequential pattern with a 4-gap constraint
(see Section 6.3.2). We name this baseline SP-BIN.
• Supervised SP-based methods: We select three representative and up-to-
date baselines, namely BIDE-DC (Fradkin and Mörchen, 2015), SCIP (Zhou
et al., 2016), and MiSeRe (Egho et al., 2017). We adopt the classification
results of BIDE-DC reported in its supplemental appendix1, those of SCIP
from Table 10 in (Zhou et al., 2016) and Figure 12 in (Egho et al., 2017), and
those of MiSeRe from Figure 8 in (Egho et al., 2017).
• Unsupervised embedding methods: By considering a sequence as a doc-
ument and symbols as words, we apply two recent state-of-the-art document
embedding models for learning sequence embeddings, which are PV-DBOW
(Le and Mikolov, 2014) and Doc2Vec-C (Chen, 2017). We also learn embed-
ding vectors for sequences based on SPs (see Section 6.3.2), which we name
Doc2Vec-SP.
• Supervised embedding methods: We implement two deep recurrent neural
network models for sequence classification, LSTM and Bi-LSTM (Tai et al.,
2015).
Our method Sqn2Vec has two different models which use different combinations
of symbols and SPs. The Sqn2Vec-SEP model learns sequence embeddings from
symbols and SPs separately (see Section 6.3.3.1). The Sqn2Vec-SIM model learns
sequence embeddings from symbols and SPs simultaneously (see Section 6.3.3.2).
6.4.1.3 Evaluation metrics
After the feature vectors of sequences are constructed or learned, we feed them to an
SVM with linear kernel (Chang and Lin, 2011) to classify the sequence labels. We use
the linear-kernel SVM (a simple classifier) since we focus on the sequence embedding
learning, not on a classifier, and this classifier was also used in (Lam et al., 2014;
Fowkes and Sutton, 2016; Zhou et al., 2016; Egho et al., 2017). The hyper-parameter
C of SVM is set to 1, the same setting used in previous studies (Lam et al., 2014;














Figure 6.4: The number of SPs discovered from the reuters dataset per δ (here,
4 = 4). The red dot indicates the δ value selected via the elbow method.
9 folds for training and 1 fold for testing. We repeat the classification process on
each dataset 10 times and report the average classification accuracy. The standard
deviation is not reported since all methods are very stable (their standard deviations
are less than 10−1).
6.4.1.4 Parameter settings
Our method Sqn2Vec has three important parameters: the minimum support
threshold δ, the gap constraint 4 for discovering SPs and the embedding dimension d
for learning sequence embeddings. Since we develop Sqn2Vec in a fully unsupervised
learning fashion, the values for δ, 4, and d are assigned without using sequence labels.
We set d = 128 (a common value used in embedding methods (Grover and Leskovec,
2016; Nguyen et al., 2018a)), set 4 = 4 (a small gap which is able to capture the
context of each symbol (Rousseau et al., 2015)), and set δ following the elbow method
in (Rousseau et al., 2015). Figure 6.4 illustrates the elbow method. From the figure,
we can see that when the δ value decreases, the number of SPs slightly increases
until a δ value where it significantly increases. This δ value, highlighted in red in the
figure and chosen by the elbow method without considering the labels of sequences,
is used in our experiments. In Section 6.4.1.6, we analyze the potential impact of
selecting three parameters δ, 4, and d on the classification performance.
For a fair comparison, we use the same minimum support thresholds and gap
constraints for our method and the baseline SP-BIN. We also set the embedding
dimension required by three baselines PV-DBOW, Doc2Vec-C, and Doc2Vec-SP to
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128, the same as one used in our method. For Doc2Vec-C, we use the source code2
provided by the author with the same parameter settings except for d = 128. We
implement LSTM and Bi-LSTM with the following details3: the dimension of symbol
embedding is 128, the number of LSTM hidden units is 100, the number of epochs is
50, the mini batch size is 64, the drop-out rate for symbol embedding and LSTM is
0.2, and the optimizer is Adam.
6.4.1.5 Results and discussion
From Table 6.2, we can see two models in our method Sqn2Vec clearly results
in better classification on all datasets compared with unsupervised embedding
methods. Sqn2Vec-SEP achieves 2-97%, 5-232%, and 1-17% improvements over
PV-DBOW, Doc2Vec-C, and Doc2Vec-SP respectively. As discussed in Section 6.1,
two document embedding methods PV-DBOW and Doc2Vec-C perform poorly on
sequential datasets with the small number of symbols, namely aslbu, aslgt, auslan2,
context, pioneer, and skating. Especially, on the dataset auslan2 whose the vocabulary
size is only 16, their performances dramatically reduce, where they are 97-232% and
106-247% worse than Sqn2Vec-SEP and Sqn2Vec-SIM respectively. In contrast,
on unix and the text dataset reuters, where the vocabulary size is large enough, their
performances are quite good. Doc2Vec-C even achieves the second best result on
reuters.
On all the datasets with the small vocabulary size, Doc2Vec-SP significantly outper-
forms PV-DBOW and Doc2Vec-C. This demonstrates that learning sequence embed-
dings from SPs is more effective than learning sequence embeddings from symbols,
as discussed in Section 6.3.2. Two our models (Sqn2Vec-SEP and Sqn2Vec-SIM)
are always superior to Doc2Vec-SP. This proves that our proposal to incorporate
the information of both singleton symbols and SPs into the sequence embedding
learning is a better strategy than learning the sequence embeddings from SPs only
(see Section 6.3.3).
For most cases, our method Sqn2Vec is better than unsupervised pattern-based
methods. On three datasets auslan2, skating, and unix, Sqn2Vec-SIM outperforms
these approaches by large margins (achieving 7-17%, 16-32%, and 33-34% gains
over SP-BIN, GoKrimp, and ISM). Interestingly, our developed baseline SP-BIN,
2https://github.com/mchen24/iclr2017
3We use the parameter settings suggested by Keras (https://keras.io) for LSTM.
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Table 6.2: Accuracy of our Sqn2Vec and 11 baselines on eight sequential datasets.
Bold font marks the best performance in a column. The last row denotes the δ values
used by our method for each dataset; they are determined using the elbow method
(see Figure 6.4). “–” means the accuracy is not available in the original paper.
Method reuters aslbu aslgt auslan2 context pioneer skating unix
SP-BIN 94.85 63.49 78.76 28.00 90.83 100.00 31.70 82.06
GoKrimp – 59.86 81.90 29.50 82.08 100.00 25.804 74.33
ISM – 60.20 75.70 24.60 78.30 100.00 25.60 –
BIDE-DC – 59.03 82.30 30.67 51.53 97.92 28.11 57.74
SCIP 96.24 59.00 65.00 32.00 00.00 97.00 26.00 87.96
MiSeRe – 63.00 74.00 32.00 81.00 100.00 27.40 92.30
PV-DBOW 95.84 46.51 70.98 16.00 86.25 84.38 26.79 90.75
Doc2Vec-C 97.62 37.21 49.25 9.50 37.50 62.50 16.98 86.35
Doc2Vec-SP 97.13 60.93 78.67 30.50 87.08 98.75 31.32 83.18
LSTM 90.40 50.70 69.74 25.00 71.25 93.75 27.74 90.86
Bi-LSTM 91.39 56.74 72.74 29.50 78.75 94.38 32.83 91.79
Sqn2Vec-SEP 98.02 62.56 81.18 31.50 91.67 99.38 36.60 90.78
Sqn2Vec-SIM 94.95 62.09 78.90 33.00 87.50 100.00 33.96 89.40
δ (%) 3% 2% 5% 3% 20% 4% 10% 7%
which uses SPs with a 4-gap constraint, is generally better than two state-of-the-art
methods GoKrimp and ISM. This verifies our intuition in Section 6.3.2 that SPs
satisfying a 4-gap constraint are more meaningful and discriminative since they can
capture the context of each symbol.
Compared with supervised pattern-based methods and supervised embedding meth-
ods, our Sqn2Vec produces comparable performances on most datasets. It outper-
forms BIDE-DC, SCIP, and deep recurrent neural networks (LTSM and Bi-LSTM)
on all datasets except aslgt and unix. Note that these methods leverage the labels
of sequences when they construct/learn sequence representations, an impractical
condition which actually benefits the supervised methods.




We examine how the different choices of three parameters δ, 4, and d affect the
classification performance of Sqn2Vec-SEP on five datasets reuters, aslbu, aslgt,
auslan2, and pioneer. Figure 6.5 shows the classification results as a function of one
chosen parameter when the others are set to their default values. From Figure 6.5(a),
we can see our method is very stable on two datasets reuters and aslgt, where its
classification performance just slightly changes with different δ values. On three
datasets aslbu, auslan2, and pioneer, our prediction performance shows an increasing
trend as δ is decreased. Another observation is that the values for δ selected by the
elbow method often lead to the best or close to the best accuracy.
From Figure 6.5(b), we also observe the performance of our Sqn2Vec-SEP is
consistent on reuters and aslgt, where the gap constraint 4 is gain of relatively
little relevant to the predictive task. On contrary, there is a first-increasing and
then-decreasing accuracy line on two datasets aslbu and pioneer. One possible
explanation is that if we set 4 large, the generated SPs are less meaningful as we
discussed in Section 6.3.2. On auslan2, the increase of accuracy converges when 4
reaches 4.
Figure 6.5(c) suggests that the predictive performance increases on two datasets
aslgt and auslan2 when d is increased whereas there is a first-increasing and then-
decreasing accuracy line on aslbu and pioneer. This finding differs from those in
document embedding methods, where the embedding dimension generally shows
a positive effect on document classification (Chen, 2017). Again, our predictive
performance is steady on reuters, which is shown by a straight accuracy line.
6.4.2 Sequence Clustering
The second experiment illustrates how the latent representations learned by our
proposed method can help the sequence clustering task, wherein we compare its
performance with those of four baselines using text data.
6.4.2.1 Datasets
We use two text datasets for sequence clustering, namely webkb (Rousseau et al.,
2015) and news (Zhou et al., 2016). webkb contains the content of webpages collected
from computer departments of various universities. news is a subset of the dataset
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Figure 6.5: Parameter sensitivity in sequence classification on five datasets reuters,
aslbu, aslgt, auslan2, and pioneer. The minimum support thresholds δ selected via
the elbow method and used in our experiments are indicated by red markers.
Table 6.3: Statistics of two text datasets.
Dataset # sequences # symbols min. len max. len avg. len # classes
webkb 4,168 7,770 1 20,628 134.35 4
news 4,976 27,881 1 6,779 140.07 5
20newsgroup, which is generated by selecting the five largest groups of documents.
These two datasets are normalized (i.e., stop words are removed and the remaining
words are stemmed), and can be downloaded from this website5. Their properties
are summarized in Table 6.3.
6.4.2.2 Baselines
We compare our Sqn2Vec with state-of-the-art embedding methods in text (PV-
DBOW, Doc2Vec-C, and Doc2Vec-SP) and an unsupervised pattern-based method
SP-BIN. We choose SP-BIN because it always outperforms other unsupervised
pattern-based methods in sequence classification. These baselines are introduced in
Section 6.4.1.2. We exclude supervised methods since they require sequence labels





To evaluate the clustering performance, the embedding vectors provided by each
method are input to a clustering algorithm. Here, we use k-means (a simple clustering
method) to group data and access the clustering results in terms of mutual-information
(MI) and normalized mutual-information (NMI). We conduct clustering experiments
10 times. We then report the average and standard deviation of clustering perfor-
mance.
6.4.2.4 Parameter settings
We use the same parameter settings as in sequence classification for four baselines
and our method Sqn2Vec, except that the values for δ are selected using the elbow
method (see Figure 6.4).
6.4.2.5 Results and discussion
From Table 6.4, we can see Sqn2Vec outperforms all the competitive baselines in
terms of both MI and NMI. Compared with state-of-the-art document embedding
methods, Sqn2Vec-SEP outperforms PV-DBOW, Doc2Vec-C, and Doc2Vec-SP by
24-32%, 38-40%, and 5-8% when clustering the webkb dataset. Similar improvements
can be observed when clustering the news dataset, where the gains obtained by
Sqn2Vec-SEP over PV-DBOW, Doc2Vec-C, and Doc2Vec-SP, around 8-14%, 72-
77%, and 34-40%. Compared with the pattern-based method, the improvements are
more significant, where Sqn2Vec-SEP outperforms SP-BIN by 163-184% on webkb
and 767-1,090% on news.
6.4.2.6 Parameter sensitivity
We investigate the parameter sensitivity of Sqn2Vec-SEP in sequence clustering.
Figure 6.6 presents the MI score as a function of one of three parameters δ, 4,
and d when fixing the others. As shown in Figure 6.6(a), the performance of our
method is stable with different δ values. From Figure 6.6(b), when the gap 4 is
increased, the MI score shows a decreasing trend on news, while on the other hand,
it shows an increasing trend on webkb. Similar to recently reported results of text
network clustering (Nguyen et al., 2018a), the clustering performance indicates a
decreasing trend with an increasing d, as observed from Figure 6.6(c). In summary,
with d = 128, a small gap 4 ∈ [3, 5], and the δ value determined by the elbow
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Table 6.4: MI and NMI scores of our method Sqn2Vec and four baselines on two
text datasets. The MI score is a non-negative value while the NMI score lies in the
range [0, 1]. Bold font marks the best performance in a column.
Dataset webkb news
Method MI NMI MI NMI
SP-BIN 0.19 (0.06) 0.16 (0.05) 0.10 (0.04) 0.09 (0.03)
PV-DBOW 0.41 (0.12) 0.34 (0.10) 1.04 (0.11) 0.72 (0.06)
Doc2Vec-C 0.39 (0.02) 0.30 (0.01) 0.69 (0.05) 0.44 (0.03)
Doc2Vec-SP 0.50 (0.14) 0.40 (0.10) 0.85 (0.12) 0.58 (0.07)
Sqn2Vec-SEP 0.54 (0.10) 0.42 (0.07) 1.19 (0.15) 0.78 (0.06)
Sqn2Vec-SIM 0.51 (0.11) 0.41 (0.08) 1.08 (0.22) 0.71 (0.12)
δ (%) 3% 3%
method, our method Sqn2Vec is capable of providing effective sequence embeddings
for promising clustering outcome.
6.4.3 Sequence Visualization
Figure 6.7 visualizes the document representations learned by SP-BIN, PV-DBOW,
Doc2Vec-C, Doc2Vec-SP, and our Sqn2Vec-SEP on the news dataset. We can see
the documents from the same categories are clearly clustered using the embeddings
generated by PV-DBOW and Sqn2Vec-SEP. On the other hand, SP-BIN, Doc2Vec-
C, and Doc2Vec-SP do not distinguish different categories clearly.
6.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we introduced Sqn2Vec – an unsupervised method for learning
sequence embeddings from the information of both singleton symbols and SPs. Our
method is capable of capturing both the sequential relation among symbols and the
semantic similarity among sequences. Our comprehensive experiments on 10 standard
sequential datasets demonstrated the meaningful and discriminative representations
learned by our approach in both sequence classification and sequence clustering tasks.
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Figure 6.6: Parameter sensitivity in sequence clustering on two text datasets.
SP-BIN: 5ng (4976 samples)
(a) SP-BIN
Doc2Vec: 5ng (4976 samples)
(b) PV-DBOW
Doc2Vec-C: 5ng (4976 samples)
(c) Doc2Vec-C
Doc2Vec-SP: 5ng (4976 samples)
(d) Doc2Vec-SP
Seq2Vec-SEP: 5ng (4976 samples)
(e) Sqn2Vec-SEP
Figure 6.7: Visualization of document embeddings on news using t-SNE (Maaten
and Hinton, 2008).
In particular, Sqn2Vec significantly outperforms several state-of-the-art baselines
including pattern-based methods, embedding methods, and deep neural network
models. Our approach can be applied to different real-world applications such as
text mining, bioinformatics, action recognition, and system diagnosis.
So far, we have proposed unsupervised models for learning representations for trans-
action data (Chapter 5) and sequential data (this chapter), which mainly focus on
unstructured data. However, in many real-world applications such as bioinformatics
and social networks, the data have structure (e.g., graphs). In the next chapter,
we propose a model which learns meaningful and discriminative representations for
graphs and show the superior performance of our model in two graph mining tasks,




“Structure is more important than content in the transmission of
information.”
Abbie Hoffman
In addition to unstructured data, e.g., transaction data (chapter 5) and sequence
data (chapter 6), we also study structured data since they have a wide range of
applications such as bioinformatics, chemoinformatics, and social network analysis. In
this chapter, we propose an unsupervised model for learning effective representations
for graph data. Different from existing methods which mainly focus on learning
node/subgraph embeddings, our method learns entire-graph embeddings via an elegant
combination of a recent neural document embedding model and frequent subgraphs
(FSGs). As a result, it can be naturally applied to different graph mining tasks such
as graph classification and clustering, where it shows significant improvements over a
comprehensive list of state-of-the-art baselines including graph kernel-based methods
and their deep variants, supervised graph embedding methods, unsupervised graph
embedding methods, and pattern-based methods.
7.1 Introduction
Graph data are ubiquitous in artificial intelligence and machine learning applications
(e.g., social networks, bioinformatics, and chemoinformatics). Discovering meaningful
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information and knowledge from such data is important, but challenging. Better
graph mining techniques have been continuously discovered, driven by many real-
world applications, including market analysis and drug design. For example, a group
in Facebook can be considered as a graph where a node represents a user and an
edge represents an interaction between two users. Graph mining methods are then
used to classify Facebook groups into sub-communities that suit different marketing
strategies.
Among the modern graph mining techniques, graph kernel-based methods have
gained popularity in recent years (Vishwanathan et al., 2010). To define a graph
kernel, one needs to find a similarity function that captures the semantics of the graph
structures. This is often done by aggregating the similarity measures between graph
fragments (such as random walks). This approach often involves high computational
costs due to the large number of graph fragments. A more serious limitation of the
graph kernel approach is that it does not produce a graph representation that allows
direct applications of many existing data mining routines.
Motivated by the recent success of embedding methods such as Word2Vec (Mikolov
et al., 2013) and PV-DBOW (Le and Mikolov, 2014), many researchers turn to look
for distributed vector representations for graphs. Such vector representations allow
us to apply a large collection of data mining methods (including classification and
clustering) on graph data. Recently, a few supervised graph embedding methods
have been proposed, including Patchy-san (PSCN) (Niepert et al., 2016) and Edge-
Conditioned Convolution (ECC) (Simonovsky and Komodakis, 2017). These methods
employ the convolutional neural networks to learn graph embeddings. Because of
the supervised nature of these methods, they have two limitations. First, their graph
embeddings are learned for a particular graph mining task (e.g., graph classification),
thus the representations cannot be directly transferred to another task (e.g., graph
clustering). Second, the success of these methods relies on an enormous availability
of labels for all training examples, a condition often not met in real applications.
A few recent papers have studied unsupervised graph embedding (Adhikari et al.,
2017; Grover and Leskovec, 2016; Narayanan et al., 2017). Most of these proposed
methods have focused on learning representations for graph substructures such as
nodes (Grover and Leskovec, 2016) and subgraphs (Adhikari et al., 2017). Although
these methods have shown great successes in graph mining tasks involving these
substructures such as node classification, link prediction, and community detection,
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they are not suitable for graph mining tasks that require representation of the entire
graphs (e.g., graph classification and clustering). A naive approach is to average over
substructure embeddings to obtain feature vectors for the entire graphs, but this could
result in loss of structural information for the graph mining tasks. To the best of our
knowledge, only one unsupervised entire-graph embedding method has been proposed
so far. This method, named Graph2Vec (Narayanan et al., 2017), shows significant
improvements in classification and clustering over substructure embedding methods.
However, it exhibits two limitations. First, it learns a graph embedding based on
rooted subgraphs (trees) that can only capture local information (i.e., neighborhood)
of nodes. Although these rooted subgraphs can express the relationships among
nodes, they do not reflect the relationships among graphs themselves. Second, it
cannot utilize edge labels when they are available. Such edge labels are very useful
in many graph applications (Cheng et al., 2010; Boden et al., 2012).
Our approach. For an entire-graph representation that is flexible enough to
incorporate node and edge labels, we propose a novel graph embedding method
(namedGE-FSG) based on frequent subgraphs (FSGs) which are often used as graph
features in many successful graph mining applications (Takigawa and Mamitsuka,
2013; Rousseau et al., 2015). This idea is inspired by the success of recently proposed
neural document embedding models, e.g., PV-DBOW (Le and Mikolov, 2014), which
learn a distributed entire-document representation. Translating PV-DBOW to fit the
graph data, one direct approach is to treat each node as a word and each graph as a
document. However, this adaption is not a good solution since it ignores the graph
structure. Our method GE-FSG leverages FSGs instead of nodes to gain three
advantages. First, FSGs can capture the associations among individual nodes and
carry the underlying semantics of a graph. We can think that FSGs are equivalent
to word phrases in natural language processing, which can capture some semantics
such as word dependency and word order in a document. Second, since FSGs are
non-linear feature combinations over the set of single features (i.e., individual nodes),
they can increase the expressive power of the new feature space. Mapping from single
features to non-linear features is widely used in machine learning techniques, e.g.,
string kernel in text classification (Lodhi et al., 2002) and Weisfeiler-Lehman kernel
in graph classification (Shervashidze et al., 2011). Finally, since FSGs are frequent
patterns occurring in the data, they can capture the relationships among graphs and
have high predictive power, which is very useful for classification. In particular, the
study of Cheng et al. (Cheng et al., 2007) discovered that there was a connection
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between pattern frequency and its predictive power (i.e., the frequency of a pattern
is positively correlated to its information gain and Fisher score).
Compared to other existing methods, our method GE-FSG offers the following key
advantages:
1. Unsupervised learning: Since GE-FSG does not require labels of graphs
for learning their embeddings, it learns distributed representations for graphs in
a fully unsupervised fashion. This allows GE-FSG to be readily and directly
used for learning graph embeddings in domains where labeled examples are
difficult to obtain. Moreover, the low-dimensional representations learned are
general enough and applicable to many different tasks such as classification
and clustering.
2. Entire graph embedding: Unlike substructure embedding methods and
graph kernel-based methods, GE-FSG learns embeddings for entire graphs.
This allows GE-FSG to be naturally applicable to many graph mining tasks
that require a feature vector for each graph, such as graph classification and
clustering.
3. Richer information capturing: Graph2Vec (Narayanan et al., 2017) and
GE-FSG share several common advantages, e.g., both of them are unsupervised
learning and embed entire graphs into a low-dimensional vector space. However,
there are two main differences between these two methods. First, a rooted
subgraph used in Graph2Vec is extracted based on an individual node appearing
within a graph whereas a frequent subgraph used in GE-FSG is extracted
based on a set of nodes and edges frequently appearing across graphs. Thus,
FSGs not only capture the underlying semantics within an individual graph
but also capture the relationships among graphs. Second, a rooted subgraph
used in Graph2Vec does not take into account edge labels whereas a frequent
subgraph used in GE-FSG fully leverages available edge labels during the
learning process. Driven by these two observations, GE-FSG can capture
richer graph information than Graph2Vec.
Our contributions. We make the following contributions:
1. We propose GE-FSG, an unsupervised graph embedding approach, to learn
distributed representations for arbitrarily sized graphs.
2. We demonstrate the efficiency of our GE-FSG in graph classification where
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it is significantly better than state-of-the-art unsupervised graph embedding
methods and graph kernel-based methods and highly competitive to state-of-
the-art supervised graph embedding methods. More importantly, GE-FSG
achieves considerable improvements on large datasets.
3. We demonstrate the efficacy of GE-FSG in graph clustering where it outper-
forms several baselines including unsupervised graph embedding methods and
pattern-based methods.
7.2 Framework
In this section, we introduce our proposed method for learning graph representations.
7.2.1 Problem Definition
We follow the notation in (Zaki and Meira, 2014). A graph is a pair G = (V,E),
where V is a set of nodes and E ⊆ (V × V ) is a set of edges. A node u ∈ V can
have a node label lV (u), and similarly, an edge e ∈ E can have an edge label lE(e).
In this chapter, we assume that all nodes in a graph have labels. In case individual
nodes have no labels, we follow the procedure mentioned in (Shervashidze et al.,
2011; Narayanan et al., 2017) to label them with their degree.
Given a set of graphs G = {G1, G2, ..., GN}, our goal is to learn a mapping f : G → Rd
such that every graph Gi ∈ G is mapped to a d-dimensional continuous vector. The
mapping needs to capture the structural similarity among the graphs in G, in the
sense that Gi and Gj are similar if f(Gi) and f(Gj) are close to each other on
the vector space, and vice versa. The matrix X = [f(G1), f(G2), . . . , f(GN)] then
contains feature vectors that can be direct inputs for many traditional methods for
machine learning, particularly classification and clustering.
7.2.2 GE-FSG model for Graph Embeddings
Our graph embedding method, which we name GE-FSG (standing for Graph
Embedding with Frequent Sub-Graphs), is based on the following key observation: Two
graphs are similar if they have similar graph substructures. Among all substructures,
FSGs represent stable information to distinguish dissimilar graphs (Cheng et al.,
2010). GE-FSG learns graph embeddings in the same fashion that PV-DBOW learns
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Input: G = {G1, G2, ..., GN} : set of graphs, d: embedding dimension, δ:
minimum support threshold
Output: X ∈ R|G|×d: matrix of representations of graphs
1 begin
2 /* Extract the set of FSGs from G */
3 F(G) = findFSG(G, δ);
4 /* Associate each graph with a set of FSGs */
5 foreach Gt ∈ G do
6 F(Gt) = ∅;
7 foreach SGj ∈ F(G) do
8 if SGj ⊆ Gt then




13 /* Learn graph embeddings */
14 initialize X = [xij]|G|×d, with xij ∼ N (0, 0.01);
15 foreach Gt ∈ G do
16 foreach SGj ∈ F(Gt) do
17 O(X) = − log Pr(SGj | Gt);







Algorithm 14: The GE-FSG algorithm.
document embeddings where GE-FSG considers an entire graph as a document and
FSGs contained in that graph as words.
Algorithm 14 presents the GE-FSG algorithm. Given a graph set G, it has three
important steps: 1) extracting FSGs from G (line 3); 2) associating each graph in G
with a set of FSGs (lines 5-12); and 3) learning the embedding vector for each graph
following the PV-DBOW model (lines 14-20). We now detail these steps.
7.2.2.1 Extract frequent subgraphs
We first give the definition of frequent subgraph and then describe our approach to



































































(b) Two subgraphs SG1 and SG2
Figure 7.1: An example graph set G (a) and two subgraphs SG1 and SG2 extracted
from G (b).
Definition 7.1 (Subgraph). Given two graphs G1 = (V1, E1) and G2 = (V2, E2)
with node and edge labels defined by two functions lV (·) and lE(·), G1 is said to be
a subgraph of G2 (denoted G1 ⊆ G2) if and only if there is an injective function φ :
V1 → V2 such that: 1) (u, v) ∈ E1 ⇔ (φ(u), φ(v)) ∈ E2; 2) ∀u ∈ V1, lV (u) = lV (φ(u));
and 3) ∀(u, v) ∈ E1, lE(u, v) = lE(φ(u), φ(v)).
Definition 7.2 (Subgraph support). The support of a subgraph SG is defined
as sup(SG) = |{Gi∈G|SG⊆Gi}||G| , i.e., the fraction of graphs in the graph set G, which
contain SG.
Note that a subgraph can be a single node u. In this case, its support is defined as
sup(u) = |{Gi=(Vi,Ei)∈G|u∈Vi}||G| .
Definition 7.3 (Frequent Subgraph). Given a minimum support threshold δ ∈
[0, 1], a subgraph SG is said to be a frequent subgraph if sup(SG) ≥ δ.
Example 7.1. Consider the example graph set G = {G1, G2} as shown in Figure
7.1(a). Let δ = 1, that is, assume that we are interested in finding subgraphs that
appear in both graph G1 and G2. Consider two subgraphs SG1 and SG2 as shown
in Figure 7.1(b). The support of SG1 is 0.5 since it only appears in the graph G1
while the support of SG2 is 1 since it appears in both graph G1 and G2. We can say
that SG2 is a frequent subgraph since sup(SG2) ≥ δ.
To extract the complete set of FSGs from the graph set G, one has to search over the
space of all possible subgraph patterns and compute their support, which poses two
challenges. First, the search space is exponential to the number of nodes (O(2|V |))
(Zaki and Meira, 2014). Second, computing the support of a subgraph is very
expensive since this task involves subgraph isomorphism checking (Yan and Han,
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2002). To overcome these two challenges, we use gSpan (Yan and Han, 2002) to
discover FSGs (line 3, Algorithm 14). Instead of enumerating all possible subgraph
candidates, gSpan only generates FSGs one by one using a search tree. It starts with
a set of FSGs having only one node. For each 1-node frequent subgraph, it generates
a new subgraph by adding one edge. Each subgraph on the tree is indicated by a
minimum DFS-code, the set of edges ordered using depth-first search (DFS) over the
nodes. This representation is used to determine the isomorphism of graphs, which
ensures duplicated subgraphs are not generated. When generating a new subgraph,
gSpan computes its support to check whether it is frequent. If a subgraph is frequent,
then gSpan recursively extends this subgraph. The algorithm stops when there are
no more extensions possible.
7.2.2.2 Associate each graph with a set of FSGs
After obtaining FSGs, we represent each graph by a set of FSGs it contains. To
avoid subgraph isomorphism checking (line 8, Algorithm 14), when we compute the
support of a subgraph in gSpan (line 3, Algorithm 14), we also save the identifications
of graphs that contain this subgraph.
7.2.2.3 Learn graph embeddings
To learn an embedding vector for a graph (lines 14-20, Algorithm 14), we leverage
the idea of PV-DBOW (see Chapter 2, Section 2.2.3), where the graph Gt is treated
as a document and the frequent subgraph SGj contained in Gt is treated as a word.
Similar to PV-DBOW, given Gt, the probability of predicting SGj is defined by a
softmax function, that is:
Pr(SGj | Gt) = exp(g(SGj) · f(Gt))∑V
i=1 exp(g(SGi) · f(Gt))
, (7.1)
where g(SGj) and f(Gt) are embedding vectors of the frequent subgraph SGj and
the graph Gt, and the vocabulary size V is simply the number of all FSGs (i.e.,
V = |F(G)|).
Calculating Equation 7.1 is very expensive since the number of FSGs is often very
large (Rousseau et al., 2015). To solve this problem, we approximate it using negative
sampling proposed in Skip-gram (see Chapter 2, Section 2.2.2). The idea is that
instead of using all FSGs in the vocabulary, we randomly select a relatively small
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number of FSGs that are not contained in the target graph whose embedding vector
needs to be learned, to optimize the following objective function:
L(X) = log σ(g(SGj) · f(Gt)) +
K∑
n=1
ESGn∼P(SG) log σ(−g(SGn) · f(Gt)), (7.2)
where σ(x) = 1
1+e−x is a sigmoid function, P(SG) is the negative sample collection,
SGn is a negative sample drawn from P(SG) for K times, and g(SGn) is the vector
representation of SGn.










σ(g(SGn) · f(Gt)− ISGj [SGn]) · g(SGn),
where ISGj [SGn] is an indicator function to indicate whether SGn is a frequent
subgraph SGj (i.e., the negative sample is contained in the target graph) and when
n = 0, SGn = SGj.
After the learning process is completed, the embedding vectors of two graphs Gi and
Gj are close to each other if they are composed by similar FSGs.
7.3 Experiments
In this section, we conduct extensive experiments on 11 real-world datasets to
quantitatively evaluate the performance of our proposed method – GE-FSG in two
applications: graph classification and graph clustering. Our goal is to demonstrate
our model’s capability of discovering the graph representations that result in superior




The first experiment addresses the graph classification task wherein we compare
the performance of GE-FSG with those of nine baselines using data from three
application domains: bioinformatics, chemoinformatics, and social networks.
7.3.1.1 Datasets
We use nine popular benchmark datasets whose characteristics are summarized in
Table 7.1.
• Bio- and chemo-informatics datasets. MUTAG (Debnath et al., 1991) is
a dataset of nitro compounds labeled regarding whether they have a mutagenic
effect on a bacterium. PTC (Toivonen et al., 2003) consists of chemical com-
pounds where their labels indicate carcinogenicity for male and female rats.
NCI1 and NCI109 (Wale et al., 2008) are two balanced datasets of chemical
compounds screened for activity against non-small cell lung cancer and ovarian
cancer cell lines. PROTEINS (Borgwardt et al., 2005) is a graph collection
where nodes represent secondary structure elements and edges indicate neigh-
borhood in the amino-acid sequence or in 3-dimension space. ENZYMES
(Borgwardt et al., 2005) consists of protein tertiary structures obtained from
the BRENDA enzyme database. D&D (Dobson and Doig, 2003) is a dataset
of protein structures where nodes are amino acids and edges indicate spatial
closeness, which are classified into enzymes or non-enzymes.
• Social network datasets. IMDB-B (Yanardag and Vishwanathan, 2015) is
a movie-collaboration dataset that is collected from IMDB. Each graph is an
ego-network where nodes represent actors/actresses and edges indicate if they
appear in the same movie. Each graph is categorized into one of two genres
(Action or Romance). IMDB-M (Yanardag and Vishwanathan, 2015) is a
multi-class version of IMDB-B. It contains a balanced set of graphs constructed
from three genres, namely Comedy, Romance, and Sci-Fi.
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Table 7.1: Statistics of graph datasets, including the number of graphs (|G|), the
average number of nodes (avg. nodes), the average number of edges (avg. edges),
the number of graph labels (C), the number of node labels (|LV |), and the number
of edge labels (|LE|). “N/A” means unlabeled nodes/edges.
Dataset |G| avg. nodes avg. edges C |LV | |LE|
MUTAG 188 17.93 19.79 2 7 11
PTC 344 14.29 14.69 2 19 N/A
NCI1 4,110 29.87 32.30 2 37 3
NCI109 4,127 29.68 32.13 2 38 3
PROTEINS 1,113 39.06 72.82 2 3 N/A
ENZYMES 600 32.63 62.14 6 3 N/A
D&D 1,178 284.32 715.66 2 82 N/A
IMDB-B 1,000 19.77 96.53 2 N/A N/A
IMDB-M 1,500 13.00 65.94 3 N/A N/A
7.3.1.2 Baselines
For a comprehensive comparison, we employ nine latest state-of-the-art baselines1
that can be categorized into four main groups:
• Graph kernel-based methods and their deep variants: Representative
methods are Graphlet kernel (GK) (Shervashidze et al., 2009), Deep GK
(Yanardag and Vishwanathan, 2015), Weisfeiler-Lehman kernel (WL) (Sher-
vashidze et al., 2011), and Deep WL (Yanardag and Vishwanathan, 2015). We
adopt their classification performances from their corresponding papers.
• Supervised graph embedding methods: We compare our method with
two models PSCN (Niepert et al., 2016) and ECC (Simonovsky and Komodakis,
2017), and adopt their classification results previously reported in their corre-
sponding papers.
1We exclude substructure embedding methods since they have already been shown to be less
effective than unsupervised graph embedding methods and graph kernel-based methods (Narayanan
et al., 2017).
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• Unsupervised graph embedding methods: Because Graph2Vec (Narayanan
et al., 2017) was the first unsupervised learning approach proposed for em-
bedding entire graphs, we consider it the most important competitor of our
proposed method. Graph2Vec consists of two primary steps: extracting rooted
subgraphs and learning graph embeddings. We use the source code2 provided
by the authors to extract rooted subgraphs and implement the learning step in
the same way as our method GE-FSG. For a fair comparison, we use the same
settings in Graph2Vec to set the maximum degree of the rooted subgraphs to 2
and the embedding dimension to 1,024. We also create a simple unsupervised
baseline that treats each graph as a document and each node/edge of that
graph as a word and then learns the graph embeddings using PV-DBOW. We
name this baseline Node-Edge.
• Pattern-based methods: In data mining community, a well-known approach
used for graph classification is to mine FSGs as features for graphs (Rousseau
et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2017). This method first searches for FSGs from
the graph dataset and then constructs a binary feature vector for each graph,
with components indicating whether this graph contains a particular frequent
subgraph. Note that the size of each feature vector is the number of discovered
FSGs and there is no embedding learning process in this method. We name
this approach FSG-Binary.
7.3.1.3 Evaluation metrics
To assess the embedding quality of GE-FSG, we feed the embedded vectors to a
Support Vector Machine (SVM) with linear kernel (Chang and Lin, 2011) to classify
the graph labels. The linear-kernel SVM (a simple classifier) is used since our focus is
on graph representation learning not on a classifier, and it was also used in (Yanardag
and Vishwanathan, 2015; Niepert et al., 2016). Each dataset is randomly split into
9 folds for training and 1 fold for testing. The hyper-parameter of SVM is tuned
on the training set using 5-fold cross-validation. To exclude the random effect of
the fold assignment, we repeat our experiments 10 times and report the average
















Figure 7.2: The number of FSGs discovered from the PTC dataset per δ. The δ
value selected via the elbow method is indicated by the red dot.
7.3.1.4 Parameter settings
Our method GE-FSG has two important parameters: the minimum support thresh-
old δ for discovering FSGs and the embedding dimension dim for learning graph em-
beddings. Although these two parameters can be optimized through cross-validation
on the training set to maximize the prediction accuracy, this process requires labels of
graphs. However, we develop GE-FSG in a fully unsupervised learning fashion, i.e.,
the values for δ and dim are assigned without using graph labels. More specifically,
we set dim = 128, following (Grover and Leskovec, 2016) and set δ following the
elbow method in (Rousseau et al., 2015). Figure 7.2 illustrates the elbow method.
From the figure, we can see that when the δ value decreases, the number of FSGs
slightly increases until a δ value where it significantly increases. This δ value, which
is highlighted in red in the figure and chosen by the elbow method without consid-
ering the graph labels, is used in our experiments. In Section 7.3.1.6, we analyze
the potential impact of selecting two parameters δ and dim on the classification
performance.
7.3.1.5 Results and discussion
From Table 7.2, we can see the GE-FSG embedding clearly results in better classifi-
cation on all the datasets compared with the other unsupervised graph embedding
approaches (Graph2Vec and Node-Edge). More specifically, our GE-FSG achieves
2-56% and 5-64% improvement over Graph2Vec and Node-Edge, respectively. Similar
improvements can be observed compared with graph kernel-based and pattern-based
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Table 7.2: Classification accuracy (standard deviation) of our method GE-FSG
and state-of-the-art baselines on benchmark datasets. Bold font marks the best
performance in a column. The last row denotes the δ values used by our method
for each dataset; these values are determined using the elbow method (see Figure
7.2). “-” means the classification accuracy/standard deviation is not available in the
original paper.
Method MUTAG PTC NCI1 NCI109 PROTEINS ENZYMES D&D IMDB-B IMDB-M
GK 81.66 (2.11) 57.26 (1.41) 62.28 (0.29) 62.60 (0.19) 71.67 (0.55) 26.61 (0.99) 78.45 (0.26) 65.87 (0.98) 43.89 (0.38)
Deep GK 82.66 (1.45) 57.32 (1.13) 62.48 (0.25) 62.69 (0.23) 71.68 (0.50) 27.08 (0.79) - 66.96 (0.56) 44.55 (0.52)
WL 80.72 (3.00) 56.97 (2.01) 80.13 (0.50) 80.22 (0.34) 72.92 (0.56) 53.15 (1.14) 77.95 (0.70) 72.86 (0.76) 50.55 (0.55)
Deep WL 82.94 (2.68) 59.17 (1.56) 80.31 (0.46) 80.32 (0.33) 73.30 (0.82) 53.43 (0.91) - - -
Node-Edge 68.42 (0.02) 59.71 (0.08) 67.30 (0.02) 68.01 (0.02) 75.09 (0.04) 30.00 (0.07) 85.85 (0.02) 69.70 (0.05) 50.60 (0.04)
Graph2Vec 83.15 (9.25) 60.17 (6.86) 73.22 (1.81) 74.26 (1.47) 73.30 (2.05) 44.33 (0.09) 58.64 (0.01) 63.10 (0.03) 45.47 (0.04)
PSCN 92.63 (4.21) 60.00 (4.82) 78.59 (1.89) - 75.89 (2.76) - 77.12 (2.41) 71.00 (2.29) 45.23 (2.84)
ECC 89.44 (-) - 83.80 (-) 81.87 (-) - 50.00 (-) 73.65 (-) - -
FSG-Binary 81.58 (0.08) 60.29 (0.05) 77.01 (0.03) 74.58 (0.02) 71.61 (0.03) 47.67 (0.06) 75.85 (0.03) 64.40 (0.05) 46.53 (0.04)
GE-FSG 84.74 (0.07) 62.57 (0.09) 84.36 (0.02) 85.59 (0.01) 81.79 (0.04) 49.33 (0.07) 91.69 (0.02) 73.00 (0.04) 55.22 (0.05)
δ (%) 35% 15% 20% 20% 55% 65% 35% 15% 20%
methods GK, Deep GK, WL, Deep WL, and FSG-Binary. The only exception
is on ENZYMES where WL and Deep WL methods perform best, although the
GE-FSG classification is a close second. Compared with the supervised graph em-
bedding methods (PSCN and ECC), GE-FSG produces a comparable performance
on most datasets, with significantly better results on D&D and IMDB-M datasets
(achieving 19-24% gain over PSCN and ECC). Noted that these datasets all have
complete graph-label information, an impractical condition that actually benefits
the supervised embedding methods.
In summary, our method GE-FSG learns significantly better graph embeddings
than current state-of-the-art methods, leading to greatly improved classification
performance. Moreover, it is robust and stable, which is implied by its very small
standard deviations.
7.3.1.6 Parameter sensitivity
In this experiment, we examine how the different choices of two parameters δ and
dim affect the performance of our method on four datasets. Figure 7.3 shows the
classification results as a function of one chosen parameter when another is controlled
for. From the Figure 7.3(a), we can see a common pattern on the four datasets, a
first-increasing and then-decreasing accuracy line when δ is decreased. One possible
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Figure 7.3: Parameter sensitivity in graph classification on PTC, NCI1, D&D, and
IMDB-B datasets. The minimum support δ values selected via the elbow method
and used in our experiments are indicated by red markers.
explanation is that if we set δ too high, it will lead to an inadequate number of FSGs
to learn graph embeddings efficiently, on the other hand, if we set δ too low, there
will be too many subgraphs generated with low predictive power (Cheng et al., 2007).
In both cases, the performance decreases. Another observation is that the values for
δ selected by the elbow method often lead to the best or close to the best accuracy.
Similarly, Figure 7.3(b) also shows a first-increasing and then-decreasing accuracy
line on three datasets PTC, NCI1, and IMDB-B, as dim is increased. This finding
differs from those in node embedding methods, where the embedding dimension
generally shows a positive effect on node classification (Grover and Leskovec, 2016).
On the D&D dataset, the embedding dimension is gain of relatively little relevant to
the predictive task where our classification performance just slightly changes with
different values for dim.
7.3.2 Graph Clustering
We now examine the effectiveness of embeddings learned by our proposed method
for the graph clustering task where we compare its performance with those of three
baselines using text data.
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7.3.2.1 Datasets
We use two text network datasets for graph clustering, namely WEBKB and 5NG
(Cardoso-Cachopo, 2007). WEBKB consists of the content of web pages from
computer science departments of various universities. 5NG is a subset of the dataset
20newsgroups3, which is formed by selecting the five biggest groups of documents.
These two datasets are converted from text documents to text networks using
the graph-of-words method introduced in (Rousseau et al., 2015). Basically, each
document corresponds to a graph where nodes represent unique words of the document
and edges represent the co-occurrences between the words within a fixed-size sliding
window (here, we use the window size of 4 as suggested in (Rousseau et al., 2015)).
The properties of these text network datasets are summarized in Table 7.3.
Table 7.3: Statistics of text network datasets. The notations are similar to those in
Table 7.1.
Dataset |G| avg. nodes avg. edges C |LV | |LE|
WEBKB 4,168 77.80 318.15 4 7,770 N/A
5NG 4,976 86.86 352.65 5 27,881 N/A
7.3.2.2 Baselines
We compare GE-FSG with two unsupervised embedding methods (Graph2Vec and
Node-Edge) and a pattern-based method (FSG-Binary), which are introduced in
Section 7.3.1.2. We do not compare with graph kernel-based methods since they
are limited to a few tens of unique node labels due to their high computational cost
(Rousseau et al., 2015), thus unsuitable for the text network datasets used in our
experiments, which contain hundreds of thousands of unique node labels. We also
exclude supervised graph embedding methods since they leverage graph labels during
the learning process, thus inappropriate for our unsupervised clustering setting.
7.3.2.3 Evaluation metrics
To evaluate the clustering performance, we feed the embedding vectors provided by
each method into a clustering model. We use the Affinity Propagation algorithm
(Frey and Dueck, 2007), following (Narayanan et al., 2017), to cluster data and
3Available at http://qwone.com/~jason/20Newsgroups/
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Table 7.4: Mutual information (MI) and Normalized mutual information (NMI)
scores of our method GE-FSG and several baselines on two text network datasets.
The MI score is a non-negative value while the NMI score lies in the range [0, 1]. A
higher score means better. Bold font marks the best performance in a column.
WEBKB 5NG
Method MI NMI MI NMI
Node-Edge 0.45 (0.02) 0.18 (0.01) 0.53 (0.04) 0.19 (0.01)
Graph2Vec 0.11 (0.01) 0.04 (0.01) 0.11 (0.01) 0.04 (0.01)
FSG-Binary 0.59 (0.00) 0.23 (0.00) 0.74 (0.00) 0.28 (0.00)
GE-FSG 0.72 (0.01) 0.30 (0.00) 0.97 (0.01) 0.35 (0.00)
δ (%) 5% 4%
assess the clustering results in terms of mutual-information (MI) and normalized
mutual-information (NMI). All clustering experiments are conducted 10 times and
the average and standard deviation of performance are reported.
7.3.2.4 Parameter settings
For three baselines, we use the same settings for parameters as in graph classification.
For GE-FSG, we set dim = 128 and the values for δ are selected using the elbow
method (see Figure 7.2).
7.3.2.5 Results and discussion
Table 7.4 shows the clustering results as measured by MI and NMI. Overall, the
GE-FSG embedding leads to better clusters compared with other unsupervised
embedding methods and pattern-based methods. These results show the superior
clustering performance of our method, which is similar to those in the classification
task. More specifically, on the WEBKB dataset, our GE-FSG outperforms the
best baseline (FSG-Binary) by 22-30%. On the 5NG dataset, the gain obtained by
GE-FSG over FSG-Binary is more significant, around 25-31%.
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Figure 7.4: Parameter sensitivity in graph clustering onWEBKB and 5NG datasets.
The minimum support δ values selected via the elbow method and used in our
experiments are indicated by red markers.
7.3.2.6 Parameter sensitivity
Following the same experimental procedure in graph classification, we investigate
the parameter sensitivity of GE-FSG as measured by the clustering performance.
Figure 7.4 shows the MI score as a function of one of the two parameters δ and dim
when fixing another. Figure 7.4(a) suggests that a good clustering performance can
be achieved for both datasets with a small enough value for δ. Similar to recently
reported results of node clustering (Dong et al., 2017), the clustering performance
shows a descending trend with an increasing dim, as observed from Figure 7.4(b).
Both figures together imply that dim = 128 and the δ value determined by the elbow
method are capable of providing effective graph embeddings for promising clustering
outcome.
7.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we introduced an unsupervised approach for learning entire-graph
embeddings, which represents each graph as a set of FSGs and learns graph embed-
dings using a document embedding model. Compared with existing methods, our
method offers three important advantages: (1) it not only captures the underlying
semantics within an individual graph but also captures the relationships among
graphs; (2) it fully leverages available edge labels during the learning process; and (3)
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it learns graph representations in a fully unsupervised fashion. Our comprehensive
experiments on 11 well-known benchmark graph datasets demonstrated the meaning-
ful and effective representations learned by our method in both graph classification
and clustering, resulting in significant improvements over a comprehensive list of
state-of-the-art baselines including graph kernel-based methods, unsupervised graph
embedding methods, supervised graph embedding methods, and graph pattern-based
methods.
Chapter 8
Conclusion and Future Directions
“Where should I go? – Alice. That depends on where you want to end
up. – The Cheshire Cat.”
Lewis Carroll, Alice in Wonderland
8.1 Thesis Contributions
In this thesis, we proposed effective models for learning meaningful and discrim-
inative representations for transactions, sequences, and graphs. Furthermore, we
also developed efficient algorithms for mining complex patterns, namely temporal
association rules and contrast sets in large-scale datasets. Our main contributions
are summarized as follows.
In Chapter 3, we developed a lattice-based algorithm (named LTARM) for mining
temporal association rules (TARs) from temporal transaction datasets. Our algorithm
first constructs a lattice structure to discover frequent itemsets (FIs) and encodes the
paternity relationships among them. It then traverses the lattice to generate TARs.
During the traversing process, it uses two theorems to prune invalid candidate rules
quickly, thus reducing the search space. Compared with two well-known existing
algorithms Apriori-TARM (Nguyen et al., 2015a) and FPGrowth-TARM (Han et al.,
2004), LTARM significantly boosts the mining time, where it achieves a speed of
5-8 times faster than the baselines. We also applied our algorithm to discover the
toxicity progression of cancer treatments. Different from the temporal comorbidity
analysis method (Hanauer and Ramakrishnan, 2013), our method not only captures
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the temporal relations between a cancer treatment and toxicities but also uncovers
the co-occurrence of toxicities.
In Chapter 4, we developed a tree-based algorithm (named CS-Miner) for mining
contrast sets (CSs) from labeled categorical datasets. Our algorithm first adapts
the tree structure proposed in class association rule mining (Nguyen et al., 2015b,
2016c) to discover large CSs. When traversing the tree, it uses two theorems and
one proposition to prune the search space and retain only non-redundant CSs. It
then employs the Benjamini and Hochberg’s (BH) method (Benjamini and Hochberg,
1995) to select significant CSs and control the false positives for multiple testing.
Compared with three state-of-the-art baselines STUCCO (Bay and Pazzani, 2001),
CIGAR (Hilderman and Peckham, 2007), and DIFF (Liu et al., 2014), CS-Miner
significantly reduces the mining time (achieving a speed of 10-77 times faster than the
baselines) while it can produce high-quality CSs which are very useful for classification
(improving the accuracy and F1-macro score 4-16% over the baselines). We also
introduced a novel application in healthcare by applying CS-Miner to analyze the
length of stay in an emergency department of 399,107 patients.
In Chapter 5, we proposed two unsupervised embedding models for learning effective
representations for transactions. We first encode each transaction into two different
sets: a set of singleton items and a set of frequent itemsets (FIs) (Fournier-Viger et al.,
2017b). We then learn transaction embeddings in two ways: (1) we learn embeddings
from these two sets separately, and then take the average (individual-training model)
and (2) we learn embeddings from these two sets simultaneously (joint-training
model). Our models achieve considerable improvements on four benchmark datasets
in transaction classification, where they outperform pattern-based baselines by 7-
23%. As far as we know, our models are the first attempts to learn low-dimensional
continuous vectors for transactions.
In Chapter 6, we extended our work in Chapter 5 to deal with sequential data, where
symbols within a sequence have order. We capture the sequential information among
symbols via sequential patterns (SPs) (Fradkin and Mörchen, 2015). To generate
meaningful and discriminative SPs, we consider the context of each symbol in the
sequences, meaning that we enforce a 4-gap constraint among symbols in the sense
that the distance between two consecutive symbols must be within a window size 4.
We learn an embedding vector for a sequence by predicting not only its belonging
symbols but its SPs as well. We demonstrate the accuracy of our models in sequence
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classification, where they are significantly better than state-of-the-art unsupervised
baselines and are highly competitive with state-of-the- art supervised baselines. We
also demonstrate the superior performance of our models in sequence clustering and
visualization.
In Chapter 7, we focused on structured data, where we proposed an unsupervised
embedding model for learning effective representations for graphs. We first leverage
frequent subgraphs (FSGs) (Yan and Han, 2002) to capture both the semantics
of an individual graph and the relationships among graphs. We then follow the
neural document embedding model PV-DBOW (Le and Mikolov, 2014) to learn
an embedding vector for each graph by predicting its belonging FSGs. Our model
offers three key advantages: (1) it not only captures the underlying semantics
within an individual graph but also captures the relationships among graphs; (2)
it fully leverages the available edge labels during the learning process; and (3)
it learns graph representations in a fully unsupervised fashion. Compared with
graph kernel-based methods, unsupervised graph embedding methods, supervised
graph embedding methods, and graph pattern-based methods, our model achieves
remarkable improvements on most graph datasets in both tasks: graph classification
and clustering, where it achieves a 19-24% gain over the best competition.
8.2 Future Directions
There are several potential directions for promising improvements in both pattern
discovery and representation learning. We list them as follows.
In Chapter 3, the itemset concept in temporal association rule mining provided a
simple solution to group co-occurring items. In the future, we will consider alternative
solutions; one of which is to apply topic modeling (Luo et al., 2014). Another further
topic is to apply our algorithm to discover TARs from different data sources (Zhao
et al., 2007), which should provide more interesting information than those come
from a single data source. We also investigate the itemset constraints (Nguyen et al.,
2016c; Vo et al., 2017) and how to integrate them into the mining process to generate
more relevant patterns for end users.
In Chapter 4, we used patient demographics and administration information to
discover contrast patterns. In the future, we will consider other relevant clinical
information, e.g., lab, procedure, and drug information while mining the data. This
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will improve our ability to discover more complex patterns in understanding the
length of stay differences in the emergency department. We will also research how to
integrate our algorithm with other operations such as negation and aggregation and
with other data mining tasks such as clustering.
In Chapter 5, we demonstrated that the transaction embeddings learned by our
models are meaningful and discriminative, which result in their superior performance
in the transaction classification task. One of our future works is to investigate
the quality of our embeddings in the transaction clustering task. Another possible
extension is to utilize other information of items, e.g., quantity or weight, when
learning transaction embeddings.
In Chapter 6, we proposed two unsupervised neural embedding models for learning
sequence embeddings based on SPs, without leveraging the sequence labels. Although
the embeddings are well-generalized and can be applied to different machine learning
tasks, their performance in sequence classification is slightly worse than supervised
baselines. One of our future works is to integrate SPs into deep neural network models,
e.g., LSTM, Bi-LSTM, and convolutional neural networks (CNNs), to improve the
classification performance. Since each symbol or sequential pattern is associated with
a weight (i.e., its support), another possible extension is to utilize this information
when learning sequence embeddings.
In Chapter 7, we proposed an unsupervised model for learning effective representations
for graph data. Our model requires an important parameter – the minimum support
threshold δ to extract FSGs. Currently, we follow the elbow method in (Rousseau
et al., 2015) to select δ heuristically. Although the values for δ chosen via the elbow
method often lead to the best or close to the best accuracy, we will design a more
efficient method to determine δ. Another promising improvement for our model is to
naturally extend it to a supervised setting, where we can adapt recently introduced
graph convolutional networks (GCNs) (Niepert et al., 2016; Kipf and Welling, 2016;
Simonovsky and Komodakis, 2017) which take full advantage of both FSGs and
graph labels to learn graph embeddings.
AppendixA
Additional Experiments
A.1 LTARM Performance on Large Datasets
In this section, we conduct more experiments to compare the runtime performance of
our algorithm LTARM with those of two baselines Apriori-TARM and FPGrowth-
TARM. Our goal is to demonstrate that LTARM still works efficiently on very large
datasets and it is much faster than the two baselines when the numbers of generated
frequent itemsets and rules are huge.
A.1.1 Datasets
We use two very large real-world datasets, namely EDA and Retail. The EDA dataset1
consists of 177,750 hospitalized patients admitted to the emergency department of
the University Hospital Geelong in Australia between June 2008 and May 2015. Each
patient (transaction) is a set of diagnosis codes (items) and each code in a patient is
associated with a time-stamp. We also create a smaller version of EDA, where we
randomly select 50% its patients. We name this dataset EDA-small.
The Retail dataset2 contains the transactions occurring between 2010/12/01 and
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products (items) purchased by customers and each item in a transaction is associated
with a time-stamp. We also create a smaller version of Retail, where we randomly
select 50% its transactions. We name this dataset Retail-small.
The characteristics of four experimental datasets are summarized in Table A.1,
including the number of transactions, the number of items, the minimum, maximum,
and average numbers of items in a transaction.
Table A.1: Statistics of four transaction datasets.
Dataset # transactions # items min. length max. length avg. length
EDA-small 80,000 100 1 24 1.80
EDA 161,133 100 1 42 1.80
Retail-small 2,000 100 1 99 10.53
Retail 4,006 100 1 99 10.65
A.1.2 Result and Discussion
Figures A.1-A.4 show the number of frequent itemsets, the number of rules, and the
runtimes of three algorithms on four datasets. From the figures, we can observe the
following points:
• Our algorithm LTARM always outperforms the two baselines Apriori-TARM
and FPGrowth-TARM, where it achieves 1.8-30.8 and 3.2-30.1 times faster
than Apriori-TARM and FPGrowth-TARM respectively.
• On two datasets EDA-small and EDA, where the numbers of frequent itemsets
and rules are not very large, all three algorithms can finish their mining task
quickly, and the runtime differences among three algorithms are insignificant.
• On two datasets Retail-small and Retail, where the numbers of frequent itemsets
and rules are huge, our algorithm LTARM is remarkably faster than the
baselines. For example, consider the dataset Retail-small with δ = 1% in
Figure A.3(b). The mining time of LTARM is only 499.114 (s) in comparison
with 15,360.548 (s) and 14,803.430 (s) of Apriori-TARM and FPGrowth-TARM
respectively. For this example, LTARM is 30.8 times faster than Apriori-
TARM and 29.7 times faster than FPGrowth-TARM.
In summary, the experimental results demonstrate that our algorithm LTARM
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works efficiently on very large datasets, and it significantly outperforms the two
state-of-the-art baselines in terms of runtime when the numbers of generated frequent
itemsets and rules are huge.
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Figure A.1: The number of discovered frequent itemsets and rules (a) and the
runtimes of Apriori-TARM, FPGrowth-TARM, and our LTARM (b) on the EDA-
small dataset.
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Figure A.2: The number of discovered frequent itemsets and rules (a) and the
runtimes of Apriori-TARM, FPGrowth-TARM, and our LTARM (b) on the EDA
dataset.
A.2 Diagnosis Code Embedding Learning
In this section, we adapt the idea in Chapter 6 to solve an important problem in the
healthcare domain, i.e., patient similarity matching.
Evidence-based medicine often involves the identification of patients with similar
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Figure A.3: The number of discovered frequent itemsets and rules (a) and the
runtimes of Apriori-TARM, FPGrowth-TARM, and our LTARM (b) on the Retail-
small dataset.
conditions, which are often captured in ICD3 code sequences. With no satisfying
prior solutions for matching ICD-10 code sequences, we present a method which
effectively captures the clinical similarity among routine patients who have multiple
comorbidities and complex care needs. Our method leverages the recent progress
in representation learning of individual ICD-10 codes, and it explicitly uses the
sequential order of codes for matching. Empirical evaluation on a state-wide cancer
data collection shows that our proposed method achieves significantly higher matching
performance compared with state-of-the-art methods ignoring the sequential order.
A.2.1 Problem Statement
Given a patient dataset D, a set of case patients T = {TC1, TC2, ..., TCK}, where
T ⊂ D, our goal is to find a set of control patients M = {MC1,MC2, ...,MCK},
M⊂ D \ T such that MCi = argmin
V Ci∈V(TCi)
(dist(TCi, V Ci)), where V(TCi) is the set of
candidate patients of a case patient TCi ∈ T and 1 ≤ i ≤ K.
A.2.2 Word2Vec based Matching (WVM )
We describe our proposed method, named WVM for patient similarity matching
based on ICD codes. The overview of WVM is shown in Figure A.5. WVM has two
3International Classification of Diseases (World Health Organization, 2013)
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Figure A.4: The number of discovered frequent itemsets and rules (a) and the
runtimes of Apriori-TARM, FPGrowth-TARM, and our LTARM (b) on the Retail
dataset.
main phases. In phase 1, each ICD code is treated as a word and the Skip-gram
model in Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) is applied to learn the ICD code vectors
which represent the meaningful relations among ICD codes. In phase 2, these ICD
code vectors are fed into a sequential matching procedure to match similar patients.
A.2.3 Experiments
We empirically evaluate the performance of our method4 for matching similar patients,
compared against several recently proposed baselines including non-embedding meth-
ods and an embedding method. The similarity of two matched patients is assessed
based on two sets of outcomes: 28-day readmission and death due to cancer.
A.2.3.1 Dataset
We choose a dataset which is a representative of routinely collected data and it is
encoded in ICD codes. The dataset (Nguyen et al., 2016b) is a cancer cohort of more
than 220,000 patients (58.2% males, median age of 71). It was collected between
1997 and 2012 from a state-wide cancer registry including 21 hospitals in Australia5.
The data attributes include patient demographics and diagnoses encoded by ICD-10
4The R codes of WVM and others are available at https://github.com/nphdang/WVM
5Ethics approval was obtained from the NSW Population and Health Services Research Ethics
Committee (AU RED Reference: HREC/15/CIPHS/1)
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EMRs















Figure A.5: Our Word2Vec based Matching (WVM ) method. WVM has two
phases. In phase 1, it adapts the Skip-gram model in Word2Vec (Mikolov et al.,
2013) to learn vector representations for ICD codes in EMRs (i.e., the dataset). In
phase 2, it selects a set of case patients from the dataset. For each case patient
TC, it finds a set of candidate patients of TC from the dataset, who share several
common characteristics with TC. Using the ICD code vectors learned in phase 1, it
finds a control patient for TC from the set of candidate patients.
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Table A.2: Statistics of the cancer dataset.
# of patients 216,844
# of distinct ICD codes 11,967
average number of ICD codes in a patient 3.9
# of 28-day readmission statuses 3
“Readmitted to another facility” (4.08%)
“Readmitted to the same facility” (23.03%)
“Not formally readmitted” (72.89%)
# of patients died after discharge 90,732
average length of survival (in years) 1.7
codes (World Health Organization, 2010). The characteristics of the dataset are
shown in Table A.2.
A.2.3.2 Baselines
For a comprehensive comparison, we compare the matching accuracy of our proposed
method WVM with those of three state-of-the-art baselines, namely PCM (Lee
et al., 2015), HDM (Hielscher et al., 2014), and CSM (Choi et al., 2016). These
baselines represent a wide range of patient similarity matching methods including
non-embedding methods and embedding methods.
Our method WVM has three different versions which use different distances for
matching. We denote WVM-Cos, WVM-Euc, and WVM-Man for the methods
which use the cosine distance, the Euclidean distance, and the Manhattan distance,
respectively.
A.2.3.3 Readmission matching agreement
Table A.3 reports the average readmission matching agreement of each method. Our
proposed method WVM is better than non-embedding ICD code methods (PCM
and HDM ), thanks to ICD code vectors generated by Word2Vec. The agreement
gains achieved by WVM with the Manhattan distance (WVM-Man) are around 4%
and 3% compared to PCM and HDM, respectively. Although both CSM and WVM
learn ICD code vectors, CSM does not consider the sequential order of ICD codes
within a code sequence; its agreement is, thus, lower than WVM by 2%.
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Table A.3: Readmission matching agreement of three baselines and our method
WVM. WVM is tested with three different distances (cosine distance, Euclidean
distance, and Manhattan distance). Standard deviation is indicated by Std. A larger











A.2.3.4 Incidence rate (IR) difference for cancer mortality
Table A.4 reports the mean incidence rate difference of each method after 150 running
times. Again, the mean incidence rate difference of our proposed method WVM with
the Manhattan distance (WVM-Man) has the smallest value.
Figure A.6 shows the matching quality of the baseline CSM and our method WVM-
Man in two random runs. From the figure, it can be observed that the Kalap-Meier
curve produced by WVM-Man (IR=0.17) is closer to the ground truth (IR=0.13)
than that of CSM (IR=0.19).
A.2.3.5 Illustration of a pair of matched patients
We show in Figure A.7 a random case patient and the matched control patients found
by two methods CSM and our WVM-Man. We use t-SNE (Maaten and Hinton,
2008) to visualize the clusters of ICD codes which reflect the comorbidities in the
case patient and the matched control patients.
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Table A.4: Incidence rate difference of three baselines and our method WVM.
WVM is tested with three different distances (cosine distance, Euclidean distance,
and Manhattan distance). Standard deviation is indicated by Std. A smaller IR













































Kaplan Meier Survival Plot






























Kaplan Meier Survival Plot
(b) Kaplan-Meier survival plot in the running
time 2.
Figure A.6: Kalap-Meier curves for three patient groups. In each figure, random 200
case patients are first selected (i.e., the ground truth), and their control patients are
then matched by two methods, namely CSM and our method WVM-Man. In Figure
(a), the IR difference between the case patients and the control patients matched by
CSM is 0.19− 0.13 = 0.06 while the IR difference between the case patients and the
control patients matched by our WVM-Man is only 0.17− 0.13 = 0.04. In Figure
(b), the IR differences for CSM and WVM-Man are 0.02 and 0.01, respectively.




























The control matched by CSM










The control matched by WVM
(c) The control patient matched
by our WVM-Man.
Figure A.7: A randomly drawn case patient and the two control patients matched
by CSM and our WVM-Man. In Figure (a), the case patient consists of the primary
diagnosis M17.9 ("Osteoarthritis of knee") and two other conditions: “Essential
hypertension” (I10) and “Intraoperative and Postprocedural complications” (I97.8
and Y83.1). In Figure (b), CSM ignored the order of codes in the coding sequence,
and returned a control patient with the primary diagnosis Z50.9 ("Care involving use
of rehabilitation procedure"). Its matched control patient also involves “Malignant
colon cancer” (C18.0), a condition is not in Figure (a). In contrast, our WVM-
Man returned a control patient matching the primary diagnosis and another major
condition “Essential hypertension” (I10), as shown in Figure (c).
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